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DOLLAR DAYS IN ROCKLAND

Do Up Their Challengers of

THOSE FORTY HORSES

THE HOSPITAL CHARITY CASES

Eldest Niece of James Paul

Remembers

The Forty Club By a Con

One of the outstanding advantages of the new

charter is the abolition of the ward party system
in Rockland through the use of nomination pe

titions, without reference to political par,ties.

VOTE FOR THE NEW CHARTER, SEPT. 11
Title advertisement Is sponsored by Voters of Rockland.

40:

Volume 88.................... Number 97

ROTARY GOLFERS WIN f

40

To End Local Politics

THREE CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, August 15, 1933

40

In accord with a happy custom the merchants of Rockland have
set aside Friday and Saturday, Aug. IS-19 as Dollar Days. A special
significance attaches to the feature this year because of the extra
ordinary values offered to the patrons. All thr commercial world is
in the midst of a frenzied and compulsory price raising era Costs and
retail prices have advanced by leaps and bounds during the past two
months and the upward trend is bound to continue with increasing
strength as new process taxrs and other fees are levied.
ButRockland merchants are offering their patrons a last golden op
portunity to secure merchandise at the old sale prices. Never again,
or at least for years, will the prices to prevail Aug. ID-19. be obtainable.
Already replacement costs are much higher than the selling prices
of most advertised commodities. It seemed right and fair that the old
prices should be maintained through Dollar Days however—so
Shop in Kocklard Next Friday-Saturday, Aug. 18-19
1

Tlie Forty Club's challenge of their
established rivals, (he Rotarians, saw
| a fierce contest on the golf course,
j Saturday, eight twosomes lending
themselves to the demonstration ol
the science of that, difficult sport.
Scaring was by the Nassau system, i
and saw at the end of a perfect day 1
a total of 14*4 points hung by by
Rotary, against a total of 6*4 points j
by Forty.
For Rotary—Robinson beat Glen-.
i denning 2*4-14; Foss beat Scarlott
|2*z-*4; A. C. McLoon beat Howard’
!3-0; A. Ome beat. Tlrrell 3-0; Ladd
[beat McLoon 2*4-14.
For the Forty—Veazie beat Lund .
3-0: F. Ome beat Peterson 2-1.
The winners are feeling a good '
set up by their victory, Inas
answers deal
much as in former contests the
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Some of the Many Questions Forty golfers have woffed them un- j
mercifully. And they say they can
subscriptions 13.00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.
Asked In Relation To'*10 it again,

The Courier-Gazette

DANCE
SATURDAY, AUGUST 19
BENEFIT KNOX HOSPITAL

OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM
Rankin Block, Rockland

STAN WALSH AND HIS ORCHESTRA
ADMISSION 35 AND 15 CENTS
97-98

siderable Margin

Advertising rates based upon circula- j
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
in 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
In 1882 The Free Press was established I
in 1855Hid in’ 1891 changed its name to i
the Tribune These papers consolidated ,
March 17, 1897.

UNCLE SAM

the Code

What does the NRA mean?
The following questions were de
veloped and answered by the National
recovery administration:
Is Sunday considered a legal hollday by the NRA. as it affects the
* maximum hours a person may work
A man In earnest finds means, . each week?
or. If he cannot find, creates . I A legal holiday is one that involves
them -William Ellery Channing. ♦ ’ peak periods such as Christmas or
Thanksgiving. Under the spirit of
the NRA. officials believe, Sunday can
not be considered as such.

Other Contents
Dr A W. Foss was the winner of
the usual Saturday tournament, with
H. E. Robinson and A. C. Jones tied
as the runer-up.
The Sunday handicap tournament
*'“ wen by club member Dr.
Archie Oreen of Camden with a net
67. second honors failing to C. Wotton's net 74. The scores:
Dr. A. Green ...............
C Wotton ......................
K Crane ...................... ..........
W Glendennlng ..........
E R Veazie
A C. McLoon .............
L E McRae
A C Jones
Dr Scarlott
..
H E Robinson ...........
R. Sor.ent ....................
B Adams
...............
J. Lund, no card.

Community-wide Canvass To Be Made For a Fund
In Which Everybody May Share

When

He

Drove Band Wagon

Remembering back 70 years Is
something of a feat—an Impossible
one many younger readers doubtless
In accordance with thr detailed announcement—printed in full
Chink.
But tills office had a visit a few
in the Saturday issue of this paper—of the financial nerds of thr
days ago from Mrs. Frances Paul
Knox County General Hospital, there has been set up an organiza
Clough of 31 Union street, who had
read with Interest the statement of
tion to put into effect the recommendations of the finance com
Capt. Charles Jenkins concerning the
mittee in that connection.
40-horse band wagon driven in the
early Sixties by James J. Paul, and
A group of four solicitors will make a detailed canvass of thr
she came to say that she also re
field, dealing first with the creation of what will he known as the
called the occasion, for she is the old
est niece of the late circus man, and
Charity Fund. This will he followed bv a campaign for the
viewed the cavalcade from the safe
collection of unpaid bills.
confines of a second story window
in Mr Paul's house nearly opposite
The canvassers are Fred \V. Wight and Henry H. Payson, for
the Hoboken schoolhouse.
thr Rockland district; J. N. Southard and R. A. Sherman for the
"1 can see my uncle now,” said Mrs.
Clough, "driving down Richards hill
associated district. They will bear proper credentials and will
from Rockland. His horses were all
solicit from thc people such sums as may be easily contributed,
blacks, as I remember them, and he
handled them with a skill which I
with view to enlisting popular and unanimous support of this
thought marvelous, and which must
public institution in its work with charity cases.
have been marvelous, for he guided
the 20 pairs around the sliarp curves
The canvass is headed by the president of thr hospital, Milton
into Rockport village without the
M. Griffin, and the treasuier, II. \V, Keep.
slightest mishap.
"He stopped at his house before
going into the village, and It didn't
seem as if I had ever seen a finer
looking man, for he was tall, straight
had a becoming full beard, and wore
i
««, ■ z
, —
|a tall silk hat. He had been in the
Kockport Worked Hard To Make Carnival Success and wars’ and tJlLs save him a military

90 23 -67,
.92—20—72
92-20 72
85—12-73 '
84 10-74
95—21-74
84-10-74
90 15—75 :
91—14—77
87-10-77
93-15—78 |
90-11—79;

j

PROUD OF ACHIEVEMENT
It Was a Wow

The house In Rockport which Mr.
Paul occupied at this time Is still
standing and was the home of his
nephew, register of Deeds Clarence
E. Paul at the time of the latter’s
death.
Mrs Louise M Smith of 42 Cres
cent street, Rockland, is a daughter

With three days of perfect weather circled the harbor and passed
and a record attendance Rockport's around the schooner Bowdoin which
DISCUSSED TAXES
eighth
annual
carnival-regatta had been anchored in the harbor
ended at midnight Saturday. All during the three days. The Babs
Are men delivering from store to
three days were filled with unusual owned by T Charlton Henry of
and interesting features, opening on Philadelphia and Rockport won the I
Thursday afternoon with the wa‘«r prize for the most beautifully deco- 1
events in which many of the summer rated yacht.; the Mona Loa owned
F. D.” APPRECIATES
Yes.
The
necessity
for
delivery
is
Patrons In Attendance
camps and clubs throughout the by C. B. Borland ot Chicago for the
1 considered the same in both cases.
state were represented, carrying off most unique. The Emily owned by t I
rt
• • • •
"HAY FEVER" COMING
Fifty Orange deputies, plus their
several of the prizes They also par- John Stevens of Rockland received1 elegram
r rom
1 enant s
Under
the
retail
merchants
code,
better halves, attended the annual
Noel Coward's Lively Comedy To Be tlcipated In the big street parade honorable mention. The judges in
Harbor Citizens To Presi
meeting last Friday held at Megun | how long is an employe expected to
which was so excellently carried out this event were John Bird of Cam-1
Presented For Public Library
Only Connection With Greyhound Lines
dent
Is Acknowledged
ticook Orange hall. A sightseeing , w°rk on Saturday?
The appearance in person of Tessie ' den. Joshua Southard of Rockland
j toqr and picnic lunch at Sherman's | Eight hours. * * . *
An announcement arousing lively the Typist, of radio fame and her and Chester Pascal
LEAVE ROCKLAND 9.30 A. M., 4.00 P. M.
An especially pleasing number on l The municipal officers of St.
Point, helped make the visitors' stay [
Interest is that Noel Coward's charm Jack was a special feature of the
a happy one.
Does the NRA consider any stigma ing comedy, "Hay Fever," is to be evening
this final program was the musical °eorge are the very happy possessors
Friday afternoon was given over act by Mrs. Mildred Holmes of RockIn the afternoon a business meet- attached to taking away the blue presented under the direction of Ata ktter from Louis Me. H. Howe,
Thorndike Hotel, Rockland, Maine
ing was held. Speakers Included | eagle from one who has signed a wood Levensaler at the High School t0 a childrens program, which con- port In xylophone numbers. She
to President Roosevelt,
LOWEST* RATES
auditorium Aug. 24-25 for the benefit slsted of a pajama parade, and pa-1 was accompanied by Clarence Fish
letteT was received a few
State Master Harrv B Crawford, of code?
Houlton. C M. White of Augusta and
No. It will he just as though they of the Public Library, a cause that rade for children of 12 years and j cornet, David Crockett, Jr., drums j weeks
in answer to a telegram
(Charles E. Lord, superintendent of I never had a blue eagle and NRA offl- 1 merits unanimous support.
under with their pets Many novel ( and Mrs. Stella Lenfest of Camden *nt 10 Presld™t Roosevelt, at the
97*lt
Camden schools Discussion centered cials believe that is enough.
Playing the lead will be Miss Em- costumes were seen in the pajama j piano. This brought a big hand and “me of the cruise of the Amberjack
I around the tax bills to be voted on in
• • • •
estine Merrill of Orono, replacing I Parade in which Mary Louise Calder- she was recalled several times. Mrs | II alon6 the New England coast.
September. The session was enWhen the blue eagle ts taken away Adelyn Bushnell who wlll be in Bos- wcod' six’ daughter of Mr and Mrs Holmes was for nearly 15 years onTy* telegram conveyed regrets of
j ton for a business engagement. Miss Oifford Calderwood of Olencove. (»ye Keith circuit and In musical ’L”* cllilens of Tenant's Harbor at
livened by a short program prepared can it ever be restored?
Merrill nas scored brilliantly in , 1°°^ flrst prize. Carolyn Burns, eight., shows and has played In practically the loss to them of a visit to their
by Lecturer Edna E. Start of the host
No,
Maine Masque appearances at Uni- | daughter of Mr and Mrs. Orris every state in the Union and nearly harbor by the President, wishes for
grange. Stephen L. Oushee gave a
Who has the authority for taking i versity of Maine from which she was ' Burns. M5x>ndj.and Nancy_ Oregory [ a!l the large cities throughout Cana- a pleasant and restful vacation for
reading and Will Start and Dwight
_________
the blue eagle
firm or --graduated
last June.------She---------------played the , three, daughter
of
Mr.
and , da. Her numbers
Saturday evening hlm and hopes for the honor of a
Gross played harmonica duets.
- away
. from
------------------------Wanted Sealed Bids to Tran-rort Eggs from Union Farmers' Trad
. leading
lou«4innr fominino
wvlrvc- in such
nn/vk vs
Iava I
SOregory.
of 1 were -given in a truly
professional
Among
prominent
members
present
individual?
feminine
roles
plays
...
.
—
■ ■
------------- VLS'' in 1934
ing Co.-Op. Club lo Lynn, Mast,, Eggs to be collected direct fro*
The text of the letter is:
were State Master Crawford. State
Administrator Hugh S Johnson as “Holiday,” "As Husbands Oo.” Olencove, third. Others deserv- and showman like manner and her
each member, weekly, residin' in Union. Warren. Waldoboro. Thom"The President has asked me to
Treasurer E E Additon of Auburn.'must have the record presented tc she Stoops to Conquer," and “As in8 of mention were Roberta Sim- stage personality was especially
aton and Rockland. Did ton?'-sis a-, follows: Transportation prr
Past State Master Obadiah Gardner htm to determine just what the issues You Desire Me." Miss Merrill was mons, eight, and Charles Simmons pleasing. Miss Priscilla Tobin of cxpress to you his deep appreclacase, furnish good catr:, Ir urar.ee for lead from freezing and dam
cf Rockland. Mrs. Nellie Haskell. are and he decides whether or not president of the Maine Masque for two’ children of Mr and Mrs. Boston, who ls summering In town J;0.1}
*r*endly message in beage, and bond for $2000 to raid a > oris tion. donation 2U to associa
State Secretary of Auburn; F A the eagle will be withdrawn.
1932-33. In “Hay Fever" she will play Charles Simmons In the pets pa- entertained each evening with pleas- JT or tne citizens of Tenant's Hartion. Bids should be in by Aug. 21. mailed to—
Pctter, chairman of- the executive i
••••
tpe ro|e o{
Bliss, a retired
ft,rs5.pr?ze money went, to Hazel ing dance numbers and the Rollick- u’l' C,°"Veyed, bv,.y?Ur teleKram of
lommittee.
Can a retail store, open less than actress, a part replete with sparkling 1 Nu*t' *lght' dau8hter of Mr and Mrs. | ere, Clarence Fish, leader, furnished l June twenty-fourth
J. W. NIEMI, President.
These state deputies were present: 52 hours a week before July 1. 1933. lines and ample opportunity for ver- i Robert Nutt of West Rockport, who band selections.
R. F. D. 1, WARREN, ME.
BIBB LOOKS AHEAD
C. E. Jackson of Lewiston: Oeorge reduce the store hours at all?
satile work.
wheeled a large cage containing a
....
97’lt
McGibbon of Lewiston, Mrs Lydia | No.
_____
Mr. Levensaler will play the role | “_uge
ft_a~
Alton Crone, general chairman of
of Simon Bliss. Judith's son. and 12”' Th* c‘*e
Placarded ‘ Pr°m (the enttre affair was assisted bv the I Noted Coach Accompanist To Resume
Morse of North Waldoboro. Mrs.
Camden Concerts Next Year
Are retail stores with two or less j others in the cast will be Charles O I L?or
10 ’be Rockport Carnival;
following officers and committees:
Annie E Aborn of Belfast. Lewis C
four son of Rut^ Miller, secretary; Milford PayGuptill of Berwick. L. H. 8tevens of employes, which keep open only the Hewett, Miss Vada Clukey, John [Franklin Calderwood.
Vrc riifFnrd Pald/>rwcmd
r
Frank Bibb, renowned coach-ac
_________ __________
Miss Lillias Mr. and Mrs Gifford Calderwood. son treasurer Emil Erickson, ad- companist of New York, who main
North Berwick. James L. Dornan of minimum number of hours required. Creighton of Thomaston,
Reed. Mrs. Emma Agee Preston, Al- | carrying a large inflated rubber vertising; Dora
rinEast Union. Harold H. Nash of Cam- fulfilling their part?
Packard, tickets; tains a charming summer home in
vary Gay and Mrs. Grace Rollins.
[
, den, Mrs. Daisy Smith of East Dover,
Yes
.
. . zv.,1. . (?,
™r
i' Lawrence
------—Richards mnk
and Maynard
McDon_ Camden, has announced that plans
ENROLLMENT FOR SEPTEMBER
This is one of Mr Coward's gayest cutest child went to Gilbert FTowers.[Oraffanl
‘ D. E. Poster of Augusta. A N. Peasley
....
three, son of Mr and Mrs. Donald ne„
„
p„
and are being made for the resumption
comedies,
with
long
runs
in
New
York
I
of
Monmouth.
W.
L.
Hammond
of
A
5
e
there
an
y
fi
«
ures
available
as
NOW BEING MADE
Flowers
of
New
York;
dressed
tn
a
Ballard
entertainment;
Ella next season of the Camden commu
..
.
,
Bangor, Harriet Knowles, Merle Harllow many people have sent in apd London to its credit. Constance, ...
nity concerts. Dates for next August
Latest Equipment and Courses in Secretarial Science
Collier
was
starred
in
the
Bo„ton
w
bite
suit
and
carrying
a
smalt
bellman
and
Orra
Burns,
booth;
their
certificates
of
compliance
riman of Readfield.
are under consideration, and Mr Bibb
'
grey
striped
kitten
in
his
arms
he
under
the
President's
reemployment
production. It is to be produced In
Roland Crockett, lighting and deco has already an Interesting array of
Lena K. Sargent, Principal
I agreement?
London again this fall, so great has made a charming picture The rating; Delmont. Ballard, sporting artists for the series in mind.
judges
were
Mrs.
Maynard
Thomas
Hours Daily 8.30 to 1 2 Noon
No. The NRA proposes to wait been the demand for its return.
events; L. True Spear, boat parade
Each concert will enlist the services
97-104
until the period is up and then make
The tickets are being priced at a and Mrs. Esmeralda Maves of St. fireworks, boat and aeroplane rides; of a wide range of talent, to Include
Louis
and
Rockport.
Another
fea

|such a survey.
” Lois Burns, program; Ouy Aunts, re- singers, pianists, 'cellists, harpists and
very reasonable figure, and there
.‘hould be a packed house for each ture of this program, and which was freshmpnts. Llovd RhodfS streelpa. violinists, so that everyone may find
repeated
in
the
evening
was
the
s,d
gnw
kln
M^.
Female Castaway—“Good heavens! performance. The need of the library
R)chard ^om. his own favorite form of musical art
Cannibals."
at this time is bery great, with the Wadsworth family o Vinalhaven. vi„e w ,t
sam;iPs: Amv Millpr. Orra Burns represented.
Male Ditto—“Now, now, don't get usual support given by the city he father and two ch ldren. Charles
This will be the fifth year of the
PORK AHD '5»j
12. and Ruth 11. The father and son rhilrirptV s parade; Lida Champney Camden
, in a stew."—Tit-Bits.
dwindled to almost nothing and the did
community concerts, which
several clever Houdln 1 stunts1
SPRUCE
HEAD
dimand
of
the
library's
users
con

I
Rosamond
Graham,
publicity.
I
have
had such an Important role in
All Restaurant Owners
WATERVILLE ‘9^
and
Ruth,
some
very
remarkable
stantly Increasing The staff con memory feats and dance numbers.
It was a big affair for a small | developing the desire for good music
Community Hall
of Rockland and vicinity are in
ROCKLAHD
| town to undertake but It went over | in thia section of Maine The continues to give consistently excellent
service despite the fact that the
big and while the financial results cert-s were originally projected as a
vited (o attend a meeting on
BANGOR 13
have not been ascertained, it is be-1 result of the success made by a mem
1
members are receiving only a small
The outstanding feature of the
Music by
part of their salaries Not only is it evening and a strong drawing card lieved that a neat sum will be real orable recital given In 1927 by Mme.
Wednesday, August 16
-TO
TO BOSTON
being impossible to purchase new to the several thousands of people ized which will be used to send thc Elsa Alsen and Mr. Bibb for the bene
THURSDAY EV’G
Clarence Fish’s Rollickers
Chamber of Commerce Rooms,
books but the books arriving at the present was the beau Iful display of senior class of R H S. to Washing fit of the Community Hospital, at
9
Pit
cis
of
Snappy
Music
9
Every
d.y
big
triAUG.
17
at 3 o'clock to diwur;. the Code for
rebinding stage cannot be taken care fireworks, and with the almost per ton and to swell the Alumni Educa which event over $1000 was placed at
motored planes leave
Admission 15c and 35c
8.00 o’clock
for Boston.
Restaurants.
of While there have been many gifts of fect. atmosphere conditions, this cer tional Fund for aiding deserving the disposal of the Hospital. The
830 Standard
For reservation andtickets call Rock
books, the greatest demand of thc tainly left nothing to be desired. graduates to attain a higher educa proceeds of next year's concerts will
: at: :
land 92, any
Boston & Maine
97-lt
reading public is for the latest books Larry Saunders fi Co. trapeze artists, tion. Friday evening, when the again be given to various civic or
or Maine Central Railroad agent, any
Universalist Vestry
Travel Bureau or hotel porter.
both fiction and non-fietton. and for also gave a thrilling and hair-raising largest crowd was present., practi ganizations in Camden
Save money! Buy reduced fare round
cally all parking space in town was
Program to be given by talented several months there has been no erhibitlon.
trip tickets, good for 30 days.
(Schedule—Daylight Saving Time)
with cars and all streets were i vfll IR rAVARITF PflFM
out of town artists
possibility to meet this demand.
Lovers of motor boat racing en filled
lined on either side An army of
T AVUM 1C, t ULtvi
Tickets 25c
joyed a treat on Saturday afternoon
Lv. PORTLAND ♦(Flying Time
97-lt
when the little outboards performed. traffic cops and special officers were If I hnd to live my life again I would
SOmmutes) 8.20 A.M. 9.55 A.M. L50
The boats participating were well kept busy for hours endeavoring to have made a rule to read some poetry
P.M. 4.20P.M. 6.35P.M.
and listen to aome mualc at leant once
matched, making the races Interest relieve congestion.
a week
The loss of these tastes la a
ing
and
exciting.
In
class
A.
John
loss of happlness.—Charles Darwli).
aLv.BANGOR (Flying Time 2 hours,
kttk.
i.r-rxIO
XX 1 N fc
CONTEST
HELD
UP
Salisbury,
driving
a
Flowers
Falcon
15 minutes) 8.30 A. M. 5.10 P. M.
THE MAIN TRUCK; OR, A LEAP FOR
owned by his brother, Frank Salis
LIFE
2.10 P. M.
Daylizht uvlnc
I tion;. All seats 50c to $1 plus tax.
25 to 35 foot Auxiliary Sloop want
bury, took flrst prize: Bill Quimby of Managers of the Century of
•Lv. ROCKLAND (Flying Time 1
Old Ironsides at anchor lay.
Oquossac,
driving
Mixx.
second
and
hour, 40 minutes) 9.05 A. M.
ed.
Must
be
in
good
condition
All This Week—Matinee Saturday
the harbor of Mahon;
W. A. Fogg of Rockland In the
Progress Drive Await Rul A In
dead calm rested on the bay.—
and reasonably priced.
The Lakewood Players present
o
Texaco Chief, third; time 5 35;
The
waves to sleep had gone;
Lv.
WATERVILLE
(Flying
Time
"BILL OF DIVORCEMENT"
ing On Code
When little Hal. the captain’s son,
through an oversight five laps in
1 hour, 40 minutes) 5.45 P. M.
K. ANTHONY FAUNCE
Featuring Ethel Barrymore Cott, Robert Keith, Jessamine NesvA
lad
both brave and good.
stead of four were run In this race
combe, Eric Dressier
In sport, up shroud and rigging ran.
♦Sunday Trips from Portland
Martin's
Point,
Friendship,
Me.
After
the
Centurv
of
Process
con

Class
B,
16
h.
p.
or
under.
Humarock.
And
on
the main truck stood!
935 A. M.—635 P. M.
97-99
driven by R. S. Boles of Humarock. test. sponsored by Richard Reed and
Week Starting Monday, Aug. 21—Matinee Saturday, Aug. 26
A shudder shot through every vein.—
Mass., came In first, closely fol Sidney Cullen had gotten underway
The Lakewood Players present Last Season's Comedy Success
All eyes were turned on high!
lowed by the Seram, John Salisbury, I Monday morning. It was decided to There
“THE PARTY'S OVER"
stood the boy with dizzy brain.
who won second; third prize went to ’ suspend activity until an official rulBetween the sea and sky;
By Daniel Kusell
H.
Carver
of
Rumford
in
the
Miss
ing
could
be
obtained
from
WashingNo
hold
had he above, below;
With a ,Full Cast of Lakewood Favorites
Alone he stood In air:
Rumford; time. 9 49. Class C, 24 ton on Its relation to the provisions
To that far height none dared to
h. p. or under, Bun Cobb of Norway. °( the various codes. Although Con
Lakrwood Country Club Dance Aug. 18—Gene Sammarro and His
------------------------------------- 49^tT“
to.—
Californians
driving a Humarock Baby, was first; gressman Moran ls of the opinion
No aid could reach him there.
Clinton Ferguson of Waban. Mass. thnt none of the participating stores
We gazed, but not a man could
In the Snookum. second and Boles, would be violating the code In enter
speak.—
in the Humarock. third; time 8.59 ing this contest it was decided to get
With horror all aghast.
In groups with pallid brow and
Ferguson, who holds the world rec a definite ruling from Washington
cheek.
ord in the amateur C class having before fcontinuing
We watched the quivering mast.
Votes will be given or the contest The
BARGAIN
made a speed of 52.1 miles per hour
ADMISSION 25c
ADMISSION 25c
atmosphere grew thick and hot.
Specialize en Chimes and French
at Cape Cod, lost out to Cobb by called off as soon as a reply is re
And of a lurid hue
HUNTERS
As
riveted
unto the spot
Clocks
ceived
and
it
Ls
expected
by
noon
to

only 614 seconds. In this event
Stood officers and crew.
Rankin St.,
Rockland
All Work Guaranteed
Thomas Wallace IV of Cast.'ne was day. If It does not Interfere with
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
You’ll find it interest spilled ftpm his boat and unable to the code the stores will display their The father came on deck —he gasped,
97-99
Jeweler
"O Ood: thy wlll be done!"
ing and profitable . . . finish the race. Ed Drinkwater of contest signs Immediately. A definite
Then suddenly a rifle grasped.
Now Located at
Brewer turned over while warming announcement will be made In the
And aimed It at his sonand you'll find the up for the races and consequently next Issue of tills paper. Those who
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
"Jump, far out. boy. Into the wave!
404 Main Street
Rockland
BARGAINS you're was unable to enter for the after have votes now are advised to hold
THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS
TONIGHT
Jump, or I Are." he said;
noon In the free-for-all, one heat, them A complete list of contestants "That only chance your life can save;
looking for.
Jump. Jump, boyt" He obeyed.
six laps, I'/, miles, Don Cobb in a will be announced Thursday If the
SPECIAL DANCE—SCOTCH NIGHT
Humarock won the trophy; time. 8 16. contest continues.—adv.
BASSICK BROTHERS
He sank — he rose — he lived — he
Wrapped Caramels, lb 15c
moved—
It was very fitting to follow the
South Thomaston
LEO DOUCETTE’S BAND
And for the ship struck out.
water events of the afternoon with NORWOOD-CARROLL FAMILIES
1 lb Box Chocolates, 25c
On board we halted the lad beloved
Fine
Memorials
in
Granite
the Illuminated boat parade which
No Other Charge
With many a manly shout.
1 lb. Pep’mint Patties, 25c
The annual reunion of the Nor-1 His father drew. In silent Joy.
Represented by
85-T-tf
was a part of the evening program
Our Ice Cream Parlor Always Open
Those
wet arms round his neck.
ADMISSION 25c
ADMISSION 25c
wood-Carroll
families
will
be
held
at.
and
was
a
beautiful
and
spectacular
WANT ADS
C. H. WOODCOCK
folded to hts heart hts boy—
Corner Main and Pleasant Streets
I And
sight. The boa»s with many hun Jefferson Lake. Aug. 19.
Tel. 56-3
Thoniaston, Me. I
Then
fainted
on the deck.
92-105
Marguerite Carroll, Sec.
dreds of colored lights and flares, 95-97
—Oeorge Pope liorrla.

COAST TO COAST >

THE GRAY LINE

TO TRUCK OWNERS

~ . . . . __

ROCKLAND BUSINESS COLLEGE

_ _ . . Mr and

DANCE

NOTICE!

Wednesday, Aug. 16

CONCERT

BOSTON

AkEtwoQI

a

m

SLOOP WANTED

The Courier-Gazette

a

B-M AIRWAYS, INC.

USED CARS

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

Bought and Sold

READ
IT

MILLER’S GARAGE

Oakland Park

JACK GREEN’S

The Courier-Gazette
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TIIREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

TWILIGHT INTEREST GROWING

| NOTICING

* Rockland and Thomaston Score Victories—St. George
I will lilt up mine eyes unto the I
hills, from whence cometh my help.
Takes Rubber Game From Waterville
My help comct.h from the Lord, ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦+♦♦♦♦♦
which made heaven and earth —
Have any of this paper's
Psalm 121:1,2.
readers, gifted with the
abdication of t.wo Rcckland fielders.
This Week's Games
noticing faculty, noticed—
The Wiscasset boy cracked out a
Tonight—Waldoboro at Camden.
ALWAYS IN A SCRAP
, .....
___ ,
beautiful liner, which rolled almost
THAT when that B.g Boston Bus |
n™,
to 'he boundary, scoring two runs.
It is a matter of no small satisfac- negotiates the Limerock street corner !land vs- Augusta Millionaires at Com- A misplay at second allowed Mcun,lv rarK
Laren to score, but "Chape" was
tion that the bloody conclusion of I the WOrld's traffic has to pause while
Wednesday—Camden at St. George thrown out. at second and Freeman's
Cuba's Machado regime has been Char]je McIntosh with his dexterous
Wednesday — (exhibition game) — nice double went for naught.
reached without dragging this coun- i right arm works it into Main street,
Thomaston put ln Maurice Saw
Rockland vs. Belfast at Community
try into the mess. And apparently ,
<$.
yer for a pinch hitter, and he re
Park.
we had • come gravely close to it. j THAT most writers allude to it as Thursday—Rockland at Camden. warded this faith in hls batting
ability by making a triple, and in
Priday—St. George at Waldoboro. cidentally bringing on a very pain
When Uncle Sam stepped in and at isie of shoals, and that perhaps you
• • • •
the sacrifice of the lives of his young | do.
ful attack of leg cramp. His sub
stitute runner scored on Merender's
The League Standing
men and the Nation's money wealth.!
«. $>
Rockland is once more leading the single, but there were two out and
wrested from Spain her oppressedj THAT when you drive into ThomCuban colonies and set them up as aston, headed either way, and note I ^fague' havin® balf a same on St. the Connecticut catcher was forced
vuumji vviv
r
George and a full game on Thomas- at second.
a going concern, we thought that was the long arcade of over-arching elms wn The standing.
Rockland was outbatted to the ex
the end of troubles in that connec- that the main street presents to the )
Won Lost
PC tent of seven bases, but bunched
2
.714 hits told the story.
tion. Is it impossible for the Latin eye you agree that it is one of the Rockland ......... 5
Gatti played a fine game at third
3
625
4
race to get along with itself? What handsomest sights to be encountered
.571 and Chaples accepted all but one of
3
is their objection to one another, tn Maine.
j Waldoboro ........ 2
4
.333 his ten chances.
Ray's home run was the batting
<$>
Camden ....... .... 1
5
.166
anyway?
feature, being the longest hit of the
THAT after long years the ele• • •
Acason.
DECLAMATION DAY
Thomaston 8, Camden 3
mentsTiave got In their work on the •
The score:
Rockland
two schooners moored in The Cove. I Condon was in excellent, form at
ab r bh tb po a
Now and then the poem exploited of which today only a melancholy Camden Saturday and Thomaston
l o
in the front page lower corner of vestlge remams. Sic transit gipria 'held thc borne team to six scattering ^(a^k3brf
45 0
1
1 2
this paper brings back to its readers mundi as
to re_ hits. Long swats were mainly re- (Stewart. lb ...Z 3 1
0 10
1 3
.4 1
forgotten times and incidents, the mar|( wj,en they met in the forum.
.,sponsible for the Knoxonians' vie- Ogier, ss ,
4 a
recollections of which pocsess in them»
tor>. among t.hem being Condons McLaren, cf
,
.
,
_ . ,. „
'
triple with the bases plugged Chaples. 2b .— 5 12
selves a happy value. Todaj s reTHAT
of the meiancholy ex- "Condy" batted for a thousand in Freeman. If ...... 5 0 1
printing of "The Main Truck" renews' penances jn your life arises out of j this game, making a single, double Flanagan, c ...... 4 0 0
the life of verses that have thrilled the book somebody long ago borrowed and triple- and wa-kmg once ln Carter, p
...... 4 0 1
the imagination of multitudes in from you and has neglected to return ^om hte*ba'inng^lump" to"'m!ke
38 6
9 12 2715

COMMUNITY CHEST

OFFERS HELP FOR
YOUTHFUL ROMEOS This Campaign Is To Raise

js-gf 'of the vacancies occasioned by the

Fb/Gucmd
1/cu/l

$3000 By Voluntary Sub
Bureau Gives Advice to Mat*
rimonially Inclined.

Philadelphia.—Social and welfare
leaders herd have organized u bu
reau designed to give counsel to
young people who are not married,
but wish they were, nnd consolation
to those who are married, but wish
they wage not.
It ls the opinion of this new mar
riage bureau that romance is badly
In need of a certain amount of commonsense. They maintain, however,
that they do not Intend to blunt the
sharpness of Cupid's arrow, but
rather make its points a little more
antiseptic.
The group heartily endorses big
ger and better love affairs, while at
the same time declaring that the
petting party route to matrlipony
usually leads to the divorce court
Mrs, Stuart Mudd, counselor, Into
whose receptive ears have been
poured Innumerable tales of poig
nant regret and wistful longings,
said young people of today are sin
cerely trying to avoid the mistakes
they see In the marriages of older
persons.
During the war and post war pe
riods, said Mrs. Mudd, literature
and public sentiment fostered pro
miscuities that led to countless un
happy marriages.
“Hut the pendulum ls swinging
back," she declared. "People arc
learning in the school of bitter ex
perience that emotions must be
bridled, social laws obeyed, and the
family unit preserved. Young folks
those older days. It stood close to an(j you’ve forgotten who it was.
three singles in a row.
Thomaston
the top of the declamation day fav- [
<g>
, Attention was again directed to j
ab r bh tb po a e are learning that much must be
3 2 1 4 0 0 0 given on each side in a marriage
crltes. Let us recall that occasion
THAT when the boys and girls on McFarland, who is said to be onlv Orafton. If
2 2 8 0 1 contract.
13 years old. but who is showing Hall, lb ............ 5
when Sucker Healey, standing in the their bicycles chase us off the side- mucjl promise at short. If he con-1 Merender. c ..... 5
0
"Both men and women are coming
0 I to us In Increasing numbers. They
eyes of a delighted audience and walk and we get all het up. It cools j tinues to improve heis going to Ray. cf .............. 5
0 I have before them the ideal of a per
nervously froaen upon the high us off a bit to recall that in our own' make a good ball player on any Stone, rf
4
1 manent union and ask for help in
L Sawyer, ss .... 4
school platform, stalled with the youth we were no cherubs.
' The score0"^
2 Its building.”
Felt. 2b ............. 4
"Jump. boy. Jump," repeating it over
* *
Thomaston
0
Walker, p ...... 4
2
and over until Principal Woodbridge
THAT when the ministers are vaCrowell. 3b ...... 3
ab r bh tb po a
0 Alaska Gets Back Noted
•M. Sawyer ..... 1
interposed to give him a friendly lift cationing and you show up in your Grafton, If
3 1
Flag Used at Purchase
2 1
These were the high notes that mad? accustomed pew you experience a M. Sawyer, rf
38 5 11 19 27 13 6
0 2
Seattle,
Wash.—The United States
of declamation days occasions of glow of virtue to which on other
3b- cl
• Sawyer batted for Crowell in the
Merender. c
2 7
flag that was hoisted on Castle hill,
ninth.
particular moment. And they did a Sundays you are unaccustomed,
Hall, lb _____ 5
0 11
.... 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 3—6 at Sitka, on October 18. 1SC7, sig
Rcckland
service in bringing boys and girls
6 <*•
L. Sawyer, ss .... 5
0 1
Thomaston .... 20000020 1—5 nalizing the transfer of Alaska from
into acquaintance with literature and
THAT Massachusetts seems to have Felt. 2b _____ 5 2 2 3 1
Two-base hit. Freeman. Three- Russian to United States sovereign
history that touched the four quar- more trouble with mad dogs than the Feyler. cf ____ 2 10 0 2
| base hits. McLaren. M. Sawyer ty, at last has been returned to the
Crowell. 3b ...... 2 0 0 0 0
Home runs. Grafton. Ray. Base on land which It honored, a gift of the
ters of the world. Who can forget other New England states grouped Condon, p ____ 3 2 3 6 1
•balls, off Carter 2. off Walker 5. State department to the people of
that it was out of Macaulay's Lays of together.
S'.-uck out. by Carter 2, bv Walker 8
39 8 10 16 27 8 ‘ Double plays. Chaples, Ogier and Alaska. It has found a resting
Ancient Rome — yourself gallantly
< ■#>
place in the territorial museum.
Camden
.(Stewart: Walker. Felt and Hall;
wielding a sword close by the side of THAT if you turn off Broadway
An aged Russian-American resi
ab r bh tb po a ,, Crowell and Felt. Umpires. Black
Heratius at the bridge—that you got into upper Summer street and pro- McFarland, ss.
dent
of Sitka gives the following ac
q and Williams.
Scorer. Winslow.
count of the transfer:
your first knowledge of that lively eeed thence along Shaw avenue you'll Plaisted. 2b
"We saw strange ships in the
Camden broke into the percentage
people, the Romans, and the high encounter a colony of attractive Wadsworth, lb.
2 10
Thomas, c ......
column Sunday by defeating Waldo harbor, and soldiers in strange uni
things of history inseparable from houses and flower gardens that It Bay nton. rf .
2 0
boro on the latter's ground. The forms ; then we learned that Alaska
their achievements. We should grieve will delight you to see.
Dailey, cf ......
had been sold to the United States.
score was 5 to 3. and tt was the vet
Leonard.
If
....
to be told that declamation day had
* $
eran George Boynton in the box who
“The transfer took place in the
Lord.
3b
........
turned the trick.
been banished from the public school THAT the woman in the shoe- Bennett, p ...... 4
rain. The soldiers of the Siberian
• S • •
Line battalion. In dark uniforms
curriculum.
shining chair no longer experiences
has been pitching good ball trimmed with red, stood at the left
33 3 6 8 27 12 3 forCarter
____________
that self-conscious feeling that used
Rockland this season—a good
Thomaston . ...0 3 0 0 1 0 2 1 1—8 willing worker whom his teammates side of the flagstaff, the strange sol
CATCHING THE FLOCNDER
to go with the ceremony.
diers on the right. Captain PesCamden ........ 10000101 0—3
to support.
-------,
<S> C
Two-base hits. M Sawyer. Meren- are always willing
chourov stepped up to the repre
• • • •
We notice that down Cape Cod way
THAT the citizen who is the proud der pPn Condon. Thomas. Dailey
Rcckland piays its next League sentative of the United States and
they are putting the rocks (colloquial owner of a pair of white trousers is Base on balls, off Condon 2. off Ben- game in Camden Thursday night and j said: 'By authority of the emperor
phrase) to fishermen who are drag- confident that the present summer nett 2 Struck out- by Condon 6. by deserves the support of the local fans ; of all the Russias I transfer to the
glng for flounders in prohibited areashasn't been as kind as usual in let- Bcnnett 8 8acrtflce
•
United States the territory of
Alaska.'
As happens in all these matters ting him wear 'em.
Winslow.
I
• • • •
■
“The czar's flag wrapped Itself
• • • •
where the law runs, there are two
<$> •»
The Rockland team played in Bel-1 around the pole while It was being
St.
George
11.
Waterville
3
classes, the fishermen who play the THAT If you like choke cherries
fast Saturday and defeated the Wal4f lowered and could not be torn
Maurice Simmons was pitching in
loose. A Russian sailor was sent
game fair and the group that violates there are more of them on the Old 0;d.time form at St George Saturday d<) Count>' contenders 9 to 3
It. Has Maine a law in which the County road south of Limerock street and his team defeated the Waterville anrdj^ddand '°Olt tUmS
the b°X aloft to bring It down. Captain
Peschourov told him to bring It
sanctity of this flat-bottomed in- than are to be found in any other .Wyandottes 11 to 3 in the rubber or 00 an '
,______
down, but he didn't hear. He tore
habitant of the deep is recognized? pare of the city.
ga™ ^e^Whire^and^tbS
NORTH LINCOLNVILLE
It from the halyard and dropped It.
Perhaps he does not flourish In
«■ <s>
and ArCher hit safely in four of his
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Dupre were It fell on the bayonets of the Rus
these waters with the freedom
THAT as boys we were always told five times at bat. The Waterville recently callers on Mr and Mrs. Omar | sian soldiers. Then the strange
accorded by the Massachusetts shores, that choke cherries and milk were a boys must have gone home with_ a ! Woodbury of Monroe and Mr ano | flag was hoisted amid the cheers of
new idea of St. George's prowess. The j Mrs Neii McCorrison and Mr. ana the Americans."
from which he finds his way into fatal combination.
Mrs. Herbert Morse in Belmont.
hotel menus under the more aristo
St. George
Mr and Mrs. William Whitney ana
Old Balloti Found
ab r bh po a e Mrs. Cora Whitney of Rockport visit
THAT the second half of the Knox
cratic designation of sole Our perPortland,
Ore.—Three old baljots
2
3
1
3
3
1
cd Mrs. Alberta Y’oung Sunday.
sonal association with the flounder and Lincoln League is a ripsnorter.
Ricker ss
5 2 2 2 0 0
.
Monaghan. If ....
Many people in this section ob were found In the bottom of an old
views him as native to the floors of
♦
Wcstberg, 2b
5 2 2 1 1 0 served the shower of meteors Friday box here recently. One listed John
Rockland harbor and fished for THAT between green stuff and Archer, c ..........
Quincy Adams as a candidate for
5 2 4 10 0 0 evening.
5 2 1 1 3 0
Many people in this section ob- Vice President Another showed U.
usually with a baited hook dropped berrles mcst o( whlch >'ou raise or M Simmons. p
5 0 1 8 0 1 served the shower of meteors Friday I S. Grant as Republican candidate
from the wharf edge You fished for find ln thelr wlld 5tatP- “■ 1101 dlffiWh?te 3b
4 0 2 1 1 0 evening.
• • I for President. A third lifted Horace
him on bottom, as the saying went. cu,t
have a ddl<^ious meal Just
sinunons. cf
4 0 1 1 1 ol Mr and Mrs. Eugene Dupre were j "Greeley as the Liberal candidate
Middleton, rf
2 0 0 1 0 0 dinner guests Thursday of Mr. and J for the Chief Executive's post.
We recall the thrill of a “bite," your now.
Hopkins, rf ............ 2 0 1 0 0 0 Mrs Russell Heald.
hasty straightening of the line and
’ '
The two-act drama "Jephtha's J
the sturdy resistance of the fish as THAT Coach Macombcr will get
Exhibit! Huge Egg
40 11 15 27 9 2 Daughter" will be given Aug. 18 at
he braced hls reluctant flatness'the glad hand when he co,nes t0
Springdale, Ark. — A hen egg
■ville
Tranquility Grange hall under ausab r bh po a c
which would "make a meal for an
against the harbor water. There was Rcckland tonight with the Augusta
4 1 1 1 1 0
average
family" was exhibited here
Millionaires.
a sense of sportsmanship in a con
H White. 2b
4 0 3 3 1 0 mission 15 cents.
by W. E. Browner. The egg weighed
<S>
test like that, of which the Massa
Moore, lb
4 0 1 10 0 0
more than a half pound, measured
3 0 0 2 0 0
chusetts dragging conveys no sugges
3>/4 Inches In length, and was 8
-“
Surpriwin*
II
Is**
—
4 0 0 4 0 0
tion. A delightful fish, the flounder.
Inches in circumference.
4 0 0 2 0 0
. ...
, with Friendship road out of Waldoboro Herron, cf
WBBKI.V QI IZ^
somewhat, we incline to
think,
4
1
1
2
6
2
whose owners believe in flowers and I „ uct?: “
respect to the local table, under
Durrell, If
3 0 0 0 2 0
bird-houses.
Iocke. p ................. 3 0 0 0 3 0
Liberty Bell Rug
valued
Interesting
<$■
Perry, p ........
1 0 1 0 0 0
questions for
Valued at $150,000
THAT hydrangeas arc in their 'Durochcr................ 1 1 0 0 0 0
SURRl PI.AYERS AT CAMDEN
di: cUEStoll.
Buffalo, N. Y.—A rug valued at
prime, and what is a specially fine
.$150,000, probably the most fa
35 3 7 24 13 2
The Burry Players are to present display is in front of a Glencove resiWhat Is your
' Durochcr batted for Durrell in 9th.
mous and most historical rug ln
in Camden August 19 the American .
score?
St. Oeorge
00400043 X—11
the world, has been brought to
premiere of Noel Coward's “Home denceWaterville .... 00002000 1—3
Buffalo by Its owner, T. If. KulChat," with Joanna Roos, the dis- i
lfow wa the com- I
I
Two base hits—Monaghan, Hoplujian, of San Fraucisco.
tinguished young American actress. THAT the berry season 1s a God
plcUon of the Erie |___ |
lately seen in the Players Club allfor mftnv a workine man out of kinS' Bourgoin
Three-base hits—!
A rare example of oriental han
( ar.al aJV.ounced?
star revival of "Uncle Tom's Cabin "
d f
y worlcinK man out of White. Wcstberg. Base on balls—off
dicraft. the rug is known as the
Another date at Camden is Aug. 26 tmptoyment. and that many cans of Ixicke 2; off Simmons 2. Struck out
Liberty Bell rug, because In 1915,
Plans for presenting the Surry such food arc being placed on cellar ~by Simmons 8; by Locke 1. Hit bv
during the,Panania-I'aclfic expo
Players, who arc having a mast sue- ^helves against the time when the pUchcd h311-by Lockc ’White); by
2. What did primi- i—i
sition, the bell rested on this rug
Simmons
(Burgoini.
Umpires— I
cessful season at Bar Harbor, have
, ....
the man
fear I
for more than five months.
received the splendid cooperation of 5now wll‘
drlf,ln8
Woodlock and Smith.
when he sneezed?1---The rug has been pressed by
• • • 0
Mtss Annie Russell in Rockport [
♦
the feet of universally re
Rm-kland 6, Thomaston 5
Miss Isabel Henry heads a large com- THAT the yachts of E K. Leighton
nowned persons. Theodore Roose
Sunday's game at Community
inittee drawn cliirflv from the !and John o strveiv. played a promtvelt stood on the rug when he
Park was productive of more than
younger set of the summer colony.
.
. .
Leighton Rollins, director of
nent part in that highly commend- the usual crop of errors, bu'. it was
made a speech nt the exposition.
3. What did he say' □
Governor Lehman stood on it
Players, has offered to donate 25 per able Rockport carnival.
also one of the most interesting
games of the season.
cent of the gross receipts to a Cam
when be was Inaugurated ns New
den charity, which this year is to be
York state's chief executive. The
THAT it Is worth while to travel1 In the seventh inning Rcckland
overcame Thomas'.'in's early lead of
for the public bathing beach.
rug was used in the Electoral
over the Pleasant street Iron bridge , two runs, only to find itself Just as
college when the election of Pres
just
to
see
that
marvelously
blue
wa
•
i
badly
off
in
the
last
half
of
that
in

SPOKE AT ROTARY
4. What was
ident Roosevelt was formally rat
ning. when Grafton's single was
thimble call
ter on the southern side.
ified. Warren G. Harding stood
Rockland Rotarians Friday had the
lost in the tall grass back of third ,
originally?
<S>
on It when lie wns Inaugurated
base, and suddenly blossomed Into a
good fortune to hear first hand fIn 1921. The Versailles Pence
story of the political and economic THAT one of the handsomest elm home run which also sent Crowell
treaty wns signed on n table
picture that is Europe today as seen [trees in the city stands on the Grand across the plate..
■rican ,___
standing on the rug.
5. What American
So when Rockland went
bat in
through the observing eyes of Dr. J Artny Limerock street premises.
was honored by a
Asbury Pitman, president of the)________________________________ the firs', half of the ninth Inning the
Vest- •----- 1
niche in West
STATE OF MAINE
score was 4 to 3 in Thomaston's
State Teachers' College of Salem.
minster Abbey?
Mass, and a frequent visitor to the Bureau of Taxation—Property Division favor. Captain Ogier's boys having
Notice Is hereby Klveii that the Burcnu
nicked up one tally in theeighth on
local club. Dr. Pitman's master\v
[Each Answrl
_______
Taxation will be In session Bt the
J,,
and
address was covered at length in of
Court House in Rockland. August 17.; sin?les by Chaples and Carter and
[Counts 20J
these columns on the occasion of his Bt 830 (S T ). A. M . A D 1933, ln the [ a wild pitch.
Turn That Vacant Room
recent appearance before the Lions County of Knox, to secure Information Dimick opened up the ninth by
For answers see
Into Cash With a
enable them to make a Just equallza- gI0unding out to Felt.. 8tewart
Club. During the trip Dr. Pitman to
tion of the taxable property ln said
_... . 5._
"Surprising As It Is"
visited 19 Rotary Clubs and was County, and to Investigate charges ot walked. Ogier singled and here was
“To Rent” Advertisement
frank to admit, that much of the ma concealment of property from taxation, a nice opportunity for McLaren to
Page 4
in The Courier-Gazette
terial was obtained at these gather of undervaluation and of failure to distinguish himself. McLaren was
property liable to taxation.
Tl S
I45S
imported
from
Wiscasset
to
fill
one
ings where momentous questions assess
Telephone 770
FRANK H HOLLEY, State Tax Assessor
were frankly discussed.

Every-OtHer-Da?
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Family

SAFER

scriptions

Rockland's Community Chest is en-!
igaged in a canvass to raise $3000 for
the help of the Home for Aged Worn-1
cn and to retain here the service of
the Red Cross, which without this
immediate help must be withdrawn—
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE
! which would be a calamity, in parTHE CEMENT SERVICE MAN. CARE OF:
‘ tlcular to the less fortunate classes of
Portland Cement Association
the city.
347 Madison Ave., Naw York City, N. Y.
The following contributions have
been received. Others may be sent
either to the Chamber of Commerce
or to this paper. Checks should be
made payable to Community Chest.
Received to date:
Thursday. It is a thrilling story of
STRAND THEATRE
life ln the upper strata of crookdom.
Mr and Mrs. Wm. T. Cobb.......$ 25.00
Leroy Chatto ................................ 1.00 "Mama Loves Papa.” co-starring Loretta Young is forced by circum
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett..... 10 00 Mary Boland and Charlie Ruggles, stances to Join a gang of crooks.
Events move at lightning speed as the
W. S. Rounds .............................. 500
gang gets more ambitious ln their
Miss Addie Rogers ...................... LOO comes for Wednesday.
Miss Boland and Ruggles are a operations.—adv.
Anonymous .............................. 2500
Miss Kate Wendell ...................... 500 middle-aged couple whose troubles be
Mrs. W W. Gregory................... 5 00 gin when Miss Boland, filled with
COMPLETE.,
Edna Gregory .... . .... . ............... 2 00
Ideas of "culture" learned from popu
Auxiliary Huntley-HUl Post.
V. F. W........... ......................... 5 00 lar lecturers, decides that her hus
Carrie E. Brainerd..................... 10.00 band must wear formal dress on ev r.r.
Mjl M Hix .......................... 25.00 ery possible occasion. When he goes I
I Dr. A. W. Foss .......................... 1000 to hls office in a cutaway and striped
Moderate Cos
Mr and Mrs. Willis Ayer ......... 10.00 pants, he starts a series of fateful
] Mrs. Sadie Dennison ................ 1.00 events that cost him his job, cinch Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
Mr. and Mrs. W O. Fuller ..... 10.00 his selection to an important civic served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Central Maine Power Co.......... 50.00 post, get him fired again and gen
E L. Toner ............................. 5.00 erally upset his and his wife's welDay Telephone 450-781-1
Miss Ellen Daly ....................... 10.00 ordered Ife.
BURPEE’S
"Midnight Mary," powerful crook
. Caroline Jameson ..................... 10.00
drama, brings a strong cast headed
ROCKLAND. ME.
by Loretta Young. Richard Cortez,

CONCRETE
HIGHWAYS

.FUNERALS

1/

FROM THE

GARDEN

AND

ORCHARD TO YOUR NATION
WIDE STORE ... AND

PACKED AT

JUST THE RIGHT TIME TO RETAIN ALL

Of NATURE'S GOODNESS
SPECIALS AUGUST

CHOICE HALVES

ALL GREEN—Fancy
.

No. 2
Round

ASPARAGUS

MVC

PEACHES
IN STRUT
Lgc No. 2'A
Can

19

BIRD’S BRAND
Fancy Cat Golden Wax

BEANS

WIVIy

SPLENDID BRAND—Fancy
r'ADXT
GOLDEN

X&.’X3*

bantam

SPLENDID BRAND—Fancy
TOMATOES

xsi;X3c

HOFFECKER'S—Extra Quality
TOMATOES

1O‘

.

SPLENDID BRAND
Lge 14-oz^f
Bottle A 60

?ST&CTIVE

CATSUP

No. 2 Can

SPLBNDID BRAND
Fancy Cot Green Stringless

BEANS
No. 2 Cans

FIG

•4 Lb Tin

KRISPY CRACKERS
1-Lb

BARS

BAKER’S
COCOA

SUNSHINE

Ph,.

Xw

DELICIOUS FRESH

10’

BAKER’S
PBBMIUM He. 1

CHOCOLATE
•zi Lb Cake

xr

IT’S A eXMSATlON 11 T«T IT

DOUBLE Q BRAND
ORANGE PEKOE

18c ab32c
EDGEMONT

TEA

CHEEZ-IT JR.

A FULL POUND
PACKAGE

3T

Ov«r 150 Pi«c«

phS.

10c

LUCKY STRIKE
CIGARETTES

NATION-WIDE

in jour order

PUBI

EXTRACTS

Vanilla or Lemon
Special
2-Oz Bottle

xr

PRUDENCE

Include a Carton

AIL

SHOE POLISH C0- i,R'
SHINOLA WHITE SHOE

LIQUID CLEANER

CORNED
coBEEF
br™

Unlike ordinary hash, this is home quality

NATION-WIDE

HASH
• e e •

SERVICE

ROCKLAND' DISTRICT

While Shoes

Can

IX
9
Rot

XI

GROCERS

, Every-Otksr-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Aug. 16 — Martinsville — Ladles Circle
annual sale at Orange hall
Aug. 16-17—"Breezin’ Along" at Lib
erty.
Aug. 17—Concert at the Universalist
Church.
Aug 17—Warren—Annual midsummer!
concert at Warren Baptist Church.
Aug. 17-20—Pentecostal Convention In
Rockport.
Aug. 18—Camden—Concert at opera 1
house, Curtis Memorial series.
Aug. 18-10—Rockland Dollar Days.
Aug 21-Washington Regatta Day at
Medomak Camp.
Aug. 21-24—Eastern Maine Fair, Ban
gor.
Aug. 22-23—Tenant’s Harbor. St. George
Lodge. I O.O.F, presents three act come
dy. "Aren't We All";
Aug. 23—Thomaston—Annual fair of
American Legion and Auxiliary, on the
Mall.
Aug. 23—Thirteenth annual State
field meeting of Knox Academy of Arts
and Sciences at Knox Arboretum
Aug. 24—Rockland Garden Club an
nual flower show.
Aug. 24-25—Play "Hay Fever" at high
school auditorium, Public Library bene
fit.
Aug. 26—Three-Quarter Century Club
holds annual meeting at Fort Williams.
Aug. 28—Camden—Third wmcert of
Curtis Memorial series.
Aug. 30—Kitty McLaughlin ln concert
'at the Congregational Church
Aug. 31 -- Religious Festival under
at»splces of Knox County Association
for Rural Religious Education, at the
Congregational Church.
Sept. 2—Eleventh annual fair of Sim
onton Community Association
Sept. 4—Labor Day.
Sept 4-8—All Maine Fair. Lewiston.
Sept 10—Day of prayer for No-Repeal
forces..
Sept. 11—Special State election.
Sept. 26-28—North Knox Fair. Union.
Oct. 3-5—Lincoln County Fair. Dam
ariscotta.
Oct. 10-12—Topsham Fair

Capt. W. H. Wincapaw on a trip
James McLaughlin who Ls in
to Boston and New York is accom charge of the tailor sh<jp at Maine
panied by Everett Frohock as as State Prison is having a week's va
sistant.
cation.

Ralph C. Wentworth Ls ln Orono
Merchants are requested to call at
for two days attending the annual the Chamber of Coi imercc office for
poultry meeting at University of their Dollar Days insignia and ma
Maine.
terial.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will have
News was received here Monday by
a patchwork party Thursday after Mrs. Prank A. Maxey of the sudden
noon at Grand Army hall, followed death in San Francisco of her sis
by a picnic supper.
ter, Mrs. Philena (Rhoades i Pierce.

Miss Esther Ahlberg of the clerical
staff of the local telephone office
is having two weeks' vacation and is
visiting relatives in New York. Mrs.
Lloyd Spear is substituting.

“When Ladies' Meet” showing
again today at Strand Theatre, was
responsible for the S.R.O. sign last
night. Patrons enjoyed the delicious
comedy and dramatic situation which
climaxes it.

Page Three

AMBER F. ELWELL

■

DOLLAR DAY
SPECIALS
WALL PAPERS
AND PAINTS

Funeral services held Friday after-!
noon at the home of Mr. and Mrs. W.
Irving Elwell, 16 Spruce street,:
brought together a large number of
friends of their daughter, the late j
Amber F Elwell, including members
of her graduating class ln Rockland,
High School. A profusion of beauti- |
ful flowers surrounded the casket, in
cluding a number of handsome pieces,
C. M. BLAKE
among the latter being one from the
WALL PAPER STORE patrons of Mr. Elwell’s barber shop.
NORTIIEND,
ROCKLAND
The officiating clergyman was Rev. B
97-98
P. Browne, a former pastor of the
First Baptist Church, who is here
from Holyoke, Mass., on his annual
Patrolman Charles H. McIntosh is, vacation. The bearers were Oliver
having his annual vacation.
Ingraham. Ray Perry. Osgood Gilbert,
Theodore Sylvester, Horace Maxey
Percy Dinsmore is having his an and Edward Cross. The interment
nual vacation from the Central Fire was in Achorn cemetery.
Station and will visit in Boston.
The deceased was a native of Rock
land. born Feb. 2, 1907. She was one
The barbers are asked to meet at of the most popular members of the
the Chamber of Commerce rooms to class of 1925. Rockland High School,
morrow night at 8.30 to act upon the and graduated from that Institution
matter of new hours under the code. with high hopes for the future.
Hopes which were not destined to be
The old Melvin house on Warren realized, fof with schooldays only a
street has been repaired and painted few months behind her she became
and a hood placed over the front I afflicted with a malady which con
door. Scott W. Melvin will occupy it. tinued through the ensuing years, de
fying all that the medical profession
Charles A. Wyman, formerly of 352 and devoted care could do in the way
Old County road, Rockland, has ac of bringing restoration to health.
cepted the position of superintendent Months ago the result was foreseen
of woolens for the State of Illinois bravely and cheerfully faced by the
patient, whose happy spirit through
at Joliet.
life was an inspiration and joy to all
Frank Gregory's lengthy bed of who knew her, and brings now so
many colored gladioli is worth going much sympathy for the surviving par
a long distance to see. They have an ents.
eastern and southern exposure, thus
District Deputy Governor M. C.
bloom very freely.
Orbeton has appointed Francis SaThe Augusta Millionaires play the v ille as regional chairman of the
Rockland Tcxacos at Community district comprising the Rockland,
Park tonight, and on Wednesday Camden-Rockport, Waldoboro and
night the Belfast team will be here Wiscasset Lions clubs. Ed. Longley
with Mealey and Fowler in the line of Waterville has been reappointed
up opposing Rockland. Two good assistant district governor.
games are expected.
BORN

Miss Doris Blackman is substi
Owing to a last minute change of
tuting a!, the Public Library while
members of the staff have their va plans, Dr Howard Hanson, director
cations. Mrs. Stella McRae is hav of Eastman School of Music at
Rochester, N. Y„ will be guest director
ing her vacation at this time.
at the Eastern Music Camp Sunday
The Surry Players, directed by Aug. 20, instead of Wednesday as first
Leighton Rollins, are to present two announced.
plays in Camden, on Aug. 19 and 26.
Clarence Bowser, who was placed
respectively. The announcement for
the first one is Noel Coward's "Home on probation after admitting the
theft of money from the Chinese
Chat" in its American premiere.
laundry, was rearrested last night by
Deputy Sheriff Ludwick, on the
Out of town and new artists al charge of breaking, entering and
ways whet the musical appetite. larceny at the Public Library. The
Such is the case regarding the con I amount missing was $16; Deputy
cert at the Universalist vestry Thurs Ludwick recovered $8 32. Bowser was
day evening. The artists will be Mrs.
John Smith Lowe of Boston and rentensed to the Men's Reformatory
Round Pond, and Mrs. C. Ouy Rob at South Windham.
bins of Lawrence, Mass., and CamL. Sleeper Jr. was electd»n. vocalists; Mrs Waldo C. 1 cdCleveland
president at last night's semi-an
Wcatherbee of Boston and Round
Pond and Miss Hope Lincoln of Wal nual meeting of the Forty Club. Dr.
COMING REUNIONS
Mass., and Hope, pianists; Charles Popplestone and Lawt’ence
Aug 15—Smalley family at home of tham.
Misses
Phyllis
Belasco and Hazel Miller were made vice presidents,
Mrs Amelia Taylor. Tenant's Harbor.
Aug. 16—Calderwood family at William Urrriron of Thomaston, violinists; j Rev. Oeorge Welch, treasurer and
Kennedy'*, Waldoboro
and Mrs. Ethel Thomas Sezak, John H. McLoon and Dr. E. W. PeasAug. 16—Simmons family at W. J.
lee directors for three terms. The
reader.
Bryant's. Union Common.
vote for secretary disclosed a tie be
Aug. 17—Starrett-Spear families at j
Reunion Grove. Warren
Announcement of another Elks’ tween Ben Dowling and Richard Bird
Aug 17—Gtlchrest family at St, George National Foundation Scholarship for with the momentous decision of who's
Grange hall.
who to be made at next Monday's
Aug. 18-Norwood-Carroll families at Maine has been received by officers
ol the Maine Elks' Association. There session.
Jefferson Lake
Aug 38—Kalloch family at home of are-worthy boys and girls in every
Samuel H. Carter, who was fatally
Arthur D. Kalloch. Thomaston.
When you mention mackerel think
Aug 28—Light family at home of W. section of the State who desire as of Tenant's Harbor where the waters injured ln Portland Sunday morning
sistance by such a scholarship and
when he fell three stories from his
W Light. Washington
Aug 23 — Fogler-Payson families at the additional one for Maine this were full of them last week—and apartment house onto a concrete
Penobscot View Grange hall, Glencove.
year will be presented only after a boatloads of eager fishermen after walk, was one of the Superior Court
Aug 24- Hoffses reunion at Faille
careful canvass of the entire State them. Alfred C. Hcoklng sent out reporters and served at the last term
Farm. North Cushing
Aug 38—Hills family fiftieth reunion aid with every lodge asked to assist an SOS. call Saturday in response in Knox County.
at the home of Frank Lenfest ln Union. in' the search for the most, worthy ' to which there came Dr Bertram
case. Applicants should file their Flanders, Ardrey Orff. Almon Hall.
The following have qualified as
WEATHER
aoplications. together with recom Clarence Spear of Warren, Albert candidates for delegates from Knox
Almost one could scarcely believe, mendations and letters of’ approval Slingsby. and Alton Brown and they County to the Constitutional Con
• so perfect ls this morning under its with secretary of the local lodge as : had the afternoon of their lives. A vention which will act upon the pro
conservative estimate places their
azure skies that all dav yesterday the soon as possible.
, catch at 1000. Friends were gcncr- posed repeal of the 18th amendment:
rain volleyed Itself against the earth
William T Cobb. Rockland; Ralph P
with an abundance that saw Main
Responding again to inquiries, ex ' ously remembered.
Conant, Rockland; Charles A. Creigh
street packed deep with it in the region hibits for the annual flower show
A local Horatious at the bridge has ton. Thomaston; Obadiah Gardner,
of The Brook, overflowing the sewers of the Garden Club Aug. 24 at the
Rockland; Adin L. Hopkins. Camden;
until they sent out an S.O.S. The Universalist vestry will not be con appeared in the person of Martin S George I. Leonard. Rockland; Wildays are slowly shortening and the fined to members of the club. Any Graves. He was motoring across the. ' liam H. Robinson, Warren.
nights are cool, byt a good slice of local resident who delights in gar 1 second iron bridge over the quarry on
summer yet remains and we'll make dening or in arranging flowers may ' Park street when smoke rising from
A feature of the second concert in
the most of it. Radio says the cloud exhibit. The only request, is that i the plank flooring sent him scurrying
less conditions are widespread, low specifications be adhered to. Any to the rescue as a one-man bucket the Curtis Memorial scries, to be
humidity, temperature 66. wanning one wishing a copy of these specifi brigade. He extinguished the blaze presented in the Camden Opera
up and no mugginess. Perfect, you cations may obtain same by callinc which meantime had assumed con House Fiiday evening will be a group
Mrs. Gladys Morgan, telephone 794 siderable proportions and thus saved of violin solos by Mme. Lea Lubowould say.
The classes have been chosen to the city the expense of a long run by ihutz, with her son, Boris Ooldovsky.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge has a sup make a special appeal to the ama the fire apparatus and a new floor at the piano. Mme. Luboshutz has
teur gardener. A novel one this year for the bridge. He has been nomi chosen numbers which will serve to
per and business meeting tonight.
will.lv .the gentlemen's class. Rock nated as First Assistant to Fire Chief display her talent in all its richness.
Israel Snow. Jr., has employment land has some expert men garden Ed Wynne of the Texaco broadcast The chamber music numbers will be
in South Bristol for the remainder ers, and here is an opportunity to by his fellow employes at the Post- Mendelssohn's Trio in C Minor, and
Brahms' Trio in B. Major. Op. 8.
J office
display the fruit of their labors.
of the summer.

..1

New Fall Coat$
' AUGUST PRICES
Arc low for these coats.

September and

October will see higher prices, according

to the best information.

So we are holding a Special
Sale of New Cloth Coats

SPORT AND TRAVEL COATS
Lama

-

Strooks

-

Brittany

Plain and Fur Trimmed

SHERMAN—At Appleton. July 31. to Mr
and Mrs. Ivan Sherman, a daughter.
Lola Joyce.
RICHARDS - At Community Hospital,
Camden. Aug 12, to Mr and Mrs
Harry Richards, a daughter, Lottie
Amber.

MARRIED
Me ALEER-WINCHENBACH — At Waldo
boro. Aug. 14. by Rev. Alfred Davis.
James A McAIeer of Cambridge.
Mas- and Miss Barbara L. Wlnchen
bach of Waldoboro.
LEWIS-JOYCE—At Roekland. Aug 12. by
Rev H R. Wlnchenbaugh. Oeorge F.
Lewis and Myra Ethel Joyce, both of
Rockland

DIED
HOPKINS — At Vinalhaven. Aug. 10.
Lizzie I Burns), widow of Charles Hop
kins. aged 65 years.
BRYANT—At Simonton. Aug. 13. The
resa M . wife of Percy A Bryant, aged
51 years, » months. 26 days. Funeral
Tuesday at 2 o'clock from home ol
her daughter. Mrs. Tolman. West
street Rockport.
CAltll OF THANKS

We wish to offer our grateful appre
ciation to the many who have been so
kind to us In our bereavement—to those
who sent flowers and furnished cars, to
Drs. Brown. North and Kent; to nurses
Alice Lymcbumcr. Mary Bye Marlon
Myers and Evelyn Sorbef. and to all
others who aided
Mr and Mrs. Irving Elwell

SENTER CRANE COMPANY I M Ml
Rockland High School opens fdr mal, IU., and Mrs. Walter Ordway Dancing follows each performance,
the fall term on the Monday follow attended Sunday morning services ‘and “• family basket will be given
ing Labor Day. The grade schools at the Baptist. Church. Belfast.
1 away each night,
open two weeks after High School
Mrs.
Ruby
begins.
Holt is visiting in NORTH LINCOLNVILLE
Shawmut.
Frank Stewart, formerly of the
Mrs. Delia Wyman of Brockton. |
Rockland High School faculty goes Mass., is visiting relatives in town.
John Marriner and son Arthur
this week to Akron, Ohio, where
Marriner of Rockport were callers
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Barnard oi j Sunday at Locust Lodge.
he will have employment. During
the rummer he has been playing Shawmut, Mrs. Warner of New York ■ Miss Minnie Richards and Mrs. Al
with the Rockland Tcxacos ln the and Louis Warner of Belfast were berta Young and Mr. and Mrs. E. R
Dupre were recent visitors in Belfast
Twilight I cacue and has given a recent guests of Mrs. Ruby Hoit.
good account of himself. The bdys
The Sons of Veterans are to pre-! Eugene Dupre who has been visit
wish him the best of luck in hls new sent the musical comedy, “Breezin' [ ing hts wife and aunt Mrs. Young at
field of work.
Along" Wednesday and Thursday. Locust Lodge returned Monday to
Aug. 16 and 17 in Community hail Rockwood.
LIBERTY
The cast includes about 50 local peo
ple from Liberty Village, Sherman's 1 He calls her hts “pet lamb” no mo
The supper and sale cf the sewing Comer, McFarland's Corner. South i Young Newedd doesn't 'cos he
circle Aug. 9 was very successful and Montville, Appleton and Palermo j Found ere the honeymoon was o'
netted about $60.
The play is three-act comedy full ol She was a little bossy.
Dr and Mrs. H. A. Brown of Nor laughts
wtth an unusual plot |
—Boston Transcrip

ROCKLAND DOLLAR
AUGUST 18-19
DOLLAR

DAVS

LOOK FOR THESE BANNERS

DOLLAR

IN STORE WINDOWS

DOLLAR DAYS
Only stores co-operating in Dollar Days are permitted to use
these emblems. These stores are called Official Dollar
Days Stores. Read their names below—
'

/

v

i

DAYS

•*

Old-Time Bargains, August 18 and 19
Every merchant, every garage, every store listed below is co
operating to give you the finest values you ever received—
wherever you live, whether you drive a car or ride the busses,
trains or boats, whether your budget is large or small, don’t
miss this once-a-year event.

COME ONE DAY

s OR BOTH DAYS s BUT COME!

The following are the concerns that have co-operated to make Dollar Days a success—PATRONIZE THEM—WATCH FOR THE EMBLEMS
A. & P. STORES
MIKE ARMATA
WILLIS AYER
M. BERMAN & SON
JOHN BIRD CO.
Mr •*'
MRS. C. M. BLAKE
BON TON SHOP
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

SL

BURPEE & LAMB
BOSTON SHOE STORE
CARINI’S
CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.
CORNER DRUG STORE
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
H. H. CRIE CO.

CRIE HARDWARE CO.
E. B. CROCKETT
CROCKETT’S BABY SHOP
CUTLER’S
DORMAN’S
MRS. GRACE FARREL
FIREPROOF GARAGE
FIRST NATIONAL BANK

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
W. H. GLOVER CO.
A. W. GREGORY
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
J. A. JAMESON CO.
KENT’S, Inc.
G. A. LAWRENCE CO.

V. A. LEACH
MAINE MUSIC COMPANY
McLAIN SHOE STORE
J. J. NEWBERRY CO.
NEWBERT’S RESTAURANT
G. W. PALMER & SON
PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT

PERRY’S MARKET
BENJAMIN SEGAL
SENTER CRANE CO.
F. J. SIMONTON CO.
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.
F. W. WOOLWORTH CO.

Every-Other-Da?

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, August 15, 1933
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COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE^

BIG FAMILY EATS
MEALS IN SHIFTS
by L.L. STEVENSON
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Mother of 16 Runs Her Home
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HORIZONTAL (Cont.) • VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
20- A very slow
50- Derived (abbr.)
1-Prank
movement
51- Of age (Lat., abbr.)
5-Auto fuel
21- Growing or
52- Treasurer (abbr.)
7-Paired
attached to
53- Small rug
11- Depart
something
54- A kernel
12- Musical drama
24- Egyptian sun-god
13- To stick fast in the 56-Sklll
25- Emperor (abbr.)
58-River in S. E.
mud
26- Mischievous child
France
15- Human race
27- Upon
60- Sleight of hand
16- Finer
61- A measure of weight 29-Tablet
18- Make lace
3C-Bow the head
62- View
19- Plural suffix
33- ln a greater degree
63- Evening (Poet.)
21- Preposition
34- A beverage
64- Ventilated
22- River in Russian
36- Pertainlng to the
Turkestan
inside
VERTICAL
23- A drug used to
37- Regulate
contract the pupil
1- Social class in India 38- Bind
of the eye
•
2- To coat with a thin 39- A metric land
26-Like an idiot
measure
layer of metal
28- Leader of the
40- Feminine of tsar
3- Elongated fish
Greeks in Trojan
4- An English soldier 42- Pertaining to the
War
poles
and navigator
29- Enclosure
43- Preposition
5- Precious stone
31- Bone of the body
44- State Militia (abbr.)
6- A descendant
32- Woodland spirit
45- Rims
7- Allude
33- Chinese plant
8- S. W. State of U. S. 46- Construct
36- Performed
48- Turkish official
(abbr.)
37- Skillful
49- A horse
9- lmplied
39-Deed
10-An ancient Persian 55- Man's name
41-Open (Poet.)
56- High playing card
coin
43-A woman traitor
57- Part of the foot
14-Sip
45-Compel
59-Science (abbr.)
47-Covers with enamel 17-To leave out

i

(Solution to Previous Puzzle I

SOUTH

>2w
THINK OF ITI Only $150
a day singlu .... and $4.00
double for this smart centrally
located hotel.

1OOO ROOMS
but what rooms they are I
Cheerful, colorful, cozy, each with
private bath, shower, radio, circu
lating ice water and many other
features you'll be happy about

WARREN

Mr and Mrs. Meda Blaisdell of
Natick, Mass., were recent callers on
Mr and Mrs W. K. Jordan
Eleven members of Good Will
Grange attended the field day at
Penobscot View hall Saturday. It i
was surely good fortune to listen tn 1
ituch noted speakers as were heard
that day.
M. P. Ome left Sunday morning
lor New York where he has a pos:1 tion.
Mrs. Alma Spear of Thomaston has
1 been guest for several days of Mrs.
Ada Spear
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Smalley and :
'daughter Ruth were callers Thursday I
J at C. J. Copeland's.
Mr and Mrs. A. ft. Jordan and Miss
Izctta Jordan motored to Brunswick
I Wednesday, the latter remaining
‘ • here to resume her position as cook
1 in the family of Dean Sills of Bowi doin College.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Hoffses ol White
I Plains, N. Y. and Mr. and Mrs. Sid| ney Ames ol Rockland were guesls
last Tuesday at O A. Copeland's.
! Maurice Hatch and lamily and
Mis. Alice Spear were recent guests
at Linwood Beal's, Phillips'
Ralph Libby and Elmer Overlook
made another trip to New York last
week with blueberries. They were
accompanied by their wives as far as
Boston.
Mrs. Emma Counce and son Sid
ney and Mrs. Edna Ellis of North
Anson have been visiting relatives in
this place and in Thomaston.

51st STREET
AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK
(OY MOULTON
ExKuhrt Vtce-Pre*. ond Managing
WRITC

FO«

DESCtlFTIVf

Many curious characters tilde them
selves in thc hotels of New York '
That ls especially true of the oldet
New York.—A family of eighteen
tuverus of the town. Whenever aa
recently adjudged the largest In
old inn succumbs to the pressure
the city, must eat each meal in
of time many such tales are re ’
three shifts—because there's tabla
vealed. Occasionally they come out *
room for only six at a time.
through other agencies. There wai ;
The mother, Mrs. Robert Owens,
the case of Mrs, Ida May Wood
has solved the problem of keeping
whose story was revealed when het
the names and ages of her sixteen
nephew brought proceedings to have
children straight by the use of a
her declared Incompetent. For many
small notebook which she carries
years, though once the belle of New J
with her at all times. The book
York, she lived alone In a room lu
contains the vital statistics of the
a modest mid-town hotel seeing only
family and often saves embarrass
an occasional chambermaid or bell
ment when neighbors or others ask
boy and existing on food she carried
questions.
in paper bags. Investigation dis
It's a big job, taking care of a
closed the fact that she had on her
family of eighteen, Mrs. Owen
person and hidden in the room more
says, especially when not one ot
than a million dollars In cush and
them has full-time employment
securities. She died not so long after
Mr. Owens, who receives $45 for
her case became known and tier es
ten days' work a month In tha
tate ts now awaiting settlement In '
Queens Park department, is tha
Surrogate’s courL a number of
principal provider.
There are
claimants haring appeared.
twelve boys, but only three are old
• • •
enough to work—and at present
In a mid-town hotel, whichhas
they haven't any regular Jobs.
considerable social prestige, a little
New York Perts Feaklmn
Henry W. Longfellow
But the Owens manage to get
old gentlewoman took a room 17
along. Mrs. Owens, assisted by DIDO, a black rayon satin, (ashTHE ONLY
years ago. She has occupied that
Anna, twenty-five and married, ** ions this etunnlng evening
AMERICAN
same
room
ever
since.
She
always
runs the household on a regular gown by Charles Le Ualre, Its long
refused.to admit any hotel help on
schedule. Most of the time Is suave lines making It especially
When primitive man sneezed he
whose statue is honored
the plea that she wanted nothing
taken up by meals and cooking. modish this season. The long
feared
death
was
approaching,
disturbed.
Attempts
to
prevail
on
with
a niche in Westmin
fringed
scarf,
fastening
tn
the
back
Breakfast lasts from 6 to 10 a. m.,
her to have tlie room redecorated
and those present uttered the bene
lunch from 11 a. m. to 2 p. m„ and with two large rhinestone studded
ster Abbey—E n g 1 a d d ’ s
fell on deaf ears. Changes In man
buttons can be worn in various
dinner from 6 to 8 p. m.
diction, “God bless you." If no one
Temple of Fame.
agement made no difference. Finally,
As for food, Mrs. Owens does all ways, some giving tbe effect ot a
was
present
he
said,
“
God
help
me."
along
came
a
young
and
alert
man

gown
practically
covered
wltn
her own baking and is proud that
ager who determined to have the en
her children are not “picky." There fringe When the scarf Is removed.
411 Right*
tn Blllett Svadlctle. 193.1
tire hotel renovated. The gentle
Is no particular dish they stave, It leaves a very slim sbeatb gown
woman objected strenuously. The
and there are never any com with a high rounded front neck
manager was firm. The guest was
line, low back and with a band ot
plaints. Mrs. Owens sums It up
See Page Two
? ? Surprising As It Is ? ? • . . “What Is Your Score? ?
satin on either side tailing over
equally so. Finally he Informed her
like this: “Them who don’t want
that
unless
she
would
consent
to
tbe
top
ot
the
arm
with
a
very
Hal

leaves and them who do eats."
have her room done, she would have
tering eOecL
Mr. and Mrs. Owens, each fortyto r-e this beautiful little electric!
MINTURN
APPLETON
to move out on a certain date. If
ncute.. which is really remarkable in
four, were married when they were
she
gave
her
consent,
he
promised
all Its neatness and electrical detail.
nineteen. Mr. OweDS was getting
Mr Charles Calderwood, Master
PLEASANT POINT
Among recent visitors at Mcadoweverything would be put back exact
$12 a week as a chauffeur when
Charles McKennen, Miss Lillian
brdek
farm
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ken

ly as It had been. On that condi
they were married. He was one of
EAST UNION
Spraju1 and Mrs. Cecil Turner were
Miss Priscilla Dodge, and Miss
neth Jack of Springfield. Mas'.. Mrs.
six children, and Mrs. Owens was Polly Goff of Somerville, Mass., are tion the guest took up temporary Fred Jack and Louise and Carolyn
------recently Rockland visitors.
quarters tn another room.
one of five.
Mrs Shirley Bogle and brother' Mrs. Eldridge Simmons and family
, guests of Mrs. Persis Davol, Miss
Jack of Damariscotta. '
• • •
Esten Soule were recent weekend hav? been spending a few days with
The Owens children and the Helen Davol and Miss Dorothy Davol.
People in this vicinity are busy gu ts of their sister Emilie BrowTi
When the decorators had finished,
dates of their births are: Anna, at their cottage.
Mr and Mrs. Addison Paiker
raking
blueberries,
and
picking
and
1908; Robert, 1910: William, 1911;
Mr and Mrs. O S Duffield of Pros the manager took the guest bark to canning fruits and vegetables Some in Waterville.
Mrs. Edith Matthews went to FairMrs. Melinda Bogle of Fairfield Is RJd last w:ek Monday to receive
Charles, 1915; Catherine, 191"; pect Lake. Penn., are occupying the her room. She made a careful in are still haying.
spection,
then
turned
on
him
Indig

guest of her son here.
treatment at th: Sanitarium. Mr.
Louis, 1918; Elmer, 1920; George, i Shuman house.
Damon Oushee has had employ
Mr. and Mrs. Delmar Little, son nantly. One of the pictures had ment with Mr Candell.
1922: Ruth, 1923: John. 1924:
Mrs. Ella Bowley Is with her Matthews accompanied her.
daughter Mrs. Margie Simmon1 in
Dorothy, 1926; Wilbur, 1927; Thom Delmar, and young gmndson Bert j been put on the wrong wall. A
Mrs Bragdon who has been visitThe State testers have been at
ng her daughter Mrs. Abby Stanley
as, 1928; Walter, 1929; Arthur, Little (three generations) all of New couple of minutes' work satisfied tier work among the herds and now al Winnisquam. N. H.
Harbor, and Mrs. Lottie Ooudy oi and she has settled down apparently
James Dornan being one of the returned to Sullivan last Tuesday,
1930, and Christopher, 1932.
i Portland, were guests of Mr. and Mrs
secure In the thought that she won't have byen looked over and tested gtange deputies of Maine attended
Mrs. Elbert Ranquist recently spent
F. A Plinton. and Mrs. Josephine be disturbed again for nt least 17 for TB
the annual field meeting in Camden the we eke.id In Rockland with Mr.
Picnic
parties,
campers,
and
corn
Survey Reveals Fewer
Shuman Sunday of last week.
years.
Friday at Megunticook Orange hall Ranquist who Ls employed on the
toasts are now in order on shores of He was abo present at the all dav steamer Vinal Haven.
place was well represented at
• • •
Teachers, More Pupils theThis
the
Senneb^p.
Great
weather
the
McMillan illustrated lecture in
session of Limerock Valley Pomona
Mr and Mrs A1['en Stanley spent
In another hotel, also one with past week.
Washington.—The number of Thomaston last Friday evening, and
Saturday
last
Tuesday at Bass Harbor Oeorge
school teachers in the country has i it was a great treat to hear such a social prestige, Is a man guest who
Com fields look great in this vicin
MLss Faustina Bellatiy of Bango’- Moulton, Jr . accompanied them.
decreased 2.4 per cent, while en noted explorer tell of his experiences has occupied the same room for ity and a good yield is hoped for. also
Mrs. Nellie Robin.on of Stonington
was a recent visitor at Mrs. M F
five years. When he came he had a of potatoes.
rollment In the nation's schools has i in the far North.
recently spent a few days here with
Skunks and other pests made havoc Robbins.'
Increased 1.3 per cent, according to
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Haag of North ■ suitcase, and that ls still all his bag
Mrs. Roland Payson and children her n.olher Mrs. Atbie Rich.
a study made by the office of edu Wales. Pa., are at Windy Wold for gage. Every morning, looking splc among Edward's chickens. but' were In Camden Friday, guests of
Miss Gertrude Wallace is now in
and
span,
he
goes
out,
evidently
to
'Buddy"
the
faithful.
«ucceed?d
in
I
the
annual
vacation
cation of the Interior department.
Bath after a visit With Miss Mar
her sister Mrs. Francis .Thomas.
capturing
two
of
the
marauders
Now.
business.
Yet
In
all
those
five
years
'
Miss
Nancy
Parker
of
Portland.
The study Included reports of
Miss E'.la Livingstone has arrived garet Stanley.
next?
more than 3,000 school superintend Mrs Madge Fairfax, and Miss a suit ot clothes has never hung In what
Mrs George Moulton visited a few
fiom Providence and will spend a
A
daughter
was
born
to
Mr
and
ents in cities having a population Pauline Bill cf Willimantic. Oonn. his closet and nothing has been Mrs Ivan Sherman July 31. and has vacation of one week with her par days recent Ly with her mother at
are the latest arrivals at H. Welling found on the dresser or In the draw
of 2,500 or more.
ents Mr and Mrs. George Living- West Stoniagtcn.
ers. Nor have the clean towels, sup been named Lola Joyce.
Almo:t everyone is assisting with
More than 50 per cent of the ton Smith's musical studio.
Charles Salo is planning a trip to itene.
R.
E.
Dunn
and
A.
W.
Orne
mo

plied
each
morning,
ever
been
used.
Mrs. Edna Spear is in ill health.
the work on the new parsonage, and
cities reported a decrease In the tored to Washington Sunday afterOrono to attend the poultry lectures.
• • •
Rexford Anderson and Evergj.1 , it is hoped to hav? our pastor Rev.
number of teachers per pupil in all ■noon.
People are enjoying new apple pie
The recent shooting of a chow
Maker of Criehaven were dinner Mr. Wentworth with us soon.
grades of schools. The majority of
Mr and Mrs Harvey Patterson oi by a count In an apartment house now. also dishes of nice, crisp cucum gue:i' Saturday of Mr. and Mrs
----------------------bers.
reports also showed a decrease In Pittsfield are occupying the Beckett
Welfare Worker—“And have you
corridor, with subsequent court pro
There were many visitors to the Fred Spear.
the budgets for teacher salaries, in (cottage for two weeks.
___________
, any plans for the future when your
ceedings, brings to mind the fact Central Maine's Electric kitchen Fri
some cases the decrease running as
Fhoiotrapher—“Watch and see the :cntence expires?"
that dally elevator trouble occurs day afternoon and they were dellghthigh as 40 per cent
Remarkably Active and Nearing 90
1 Edgar the Incorrigible—“Yus. I've
In a* fashionable residential rotel td with the splendid display, also dicky bird."
Ninety-one cities showed plans
Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Shoals, and the where guests are allowed to 'keep with thc kindly courtesy shown them
Child—“Just pay attention to yqur got the plans of two Joo'.ers and a
for a shorter term because of lack latter's mother Mrs Martha Robinby the Central Maine people. Surelv exposure so that you do not ruiil the jpc-t-eflice to start with '—Sydney
of money to run the usual length :cn of Medford Mass , are spending dogs. Generally a couple of women no one should miss the opportunity plate." .
Eulietin.
battle,
but
sometimes
the
sexes
are
of time. Textbook purchases de a vacation at the home of George
creased an average of 16.8 per cent Cazallis, and calling on old friends, diversified. The cause ls always the
same. Dogs go for each other In
Another Item was that the cap who are very glad to see them Mrs
ital outlay for schools had been Robinson resided at North Cushing tbe elevator and their owners take
lowered 57.6 per cent during the until the death of her husband, when up the fuss. • • •
she sold her place, and went to live
past two years.
with her daughter in Massachusetts.
Back to tbe land note: One mov
She will be 90 years of age in Sep ing van owner at Garden City, L.
Half of World’s Gold
tember. and retains all of her mental L—where many of The Seven Mil
and gets around as spry ai lion sleep—has moved 15 families to
Has Gone Into Industry faculties,
many younger persons, and would Connecticut farms within the last
Washington.—Only about half of easily pass for a woman of 70. Friends
the world's gold production since hope she may live to reach her ICC few weeks. • • •
the discovery of America can now milestone.
Speaking of back to the land,
be definitely located, sh.vs the di
there's
that shack colony In the JerShe
—
"What
dc
you
mean
bv
tell

rector of the United States mint,
as reported in the National Geo ing your boy friend that I was deaf I aey meadows across from the New
ark airport. The meadows are those
and dumb?"
graphic Magazine.
Other She—"I didn't say deaf."— famous stretches of salt marsh
Since 1492 tbe world has mined
which are still un-reclalmed despite
$22,413,757,117, as officially report Boston Transcript.
the many plans that have been ad
ed. Of this, about 80 per cent was
vanced to make them useful. So
produced since I860. But today the
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
far as this writer knows, nothing
world's nations hold, as monetary
has ever been raised In the Jersey
gold stock, only shout $11,940,000,meadows. But the shack dwellers
000.
have laid out neat little farms and
What, you ask, hag become of the
the early Indications are that they
rest of It! Where are the missing
wlll bring forth crops.
ten billions or more? It went,
©. ISIS, B*ll Syndicate.—WNU Service.
much of It, Just as In olden times.
In 1931, for Instance, of, roughly,
Good Samaritan Find*
$49,000,000 of gold mined In the
United States alone, about $29,000,Drunk* Don’t Want Aid
000 was consumed In Industry.
Helena, Mont.—Sheriff Arthur C.
Parsons Is convinced the Good Sa
Europe's Longest Bridge
maritan did not have three Intoxi
Copenhagen. — Construction has
cated and belligerent men to deal
started on the longest combined rail
with in setting hts example of giv
and road bridge In Europe, running
ing aid.
two miles between the Danish Is
Parsons, driving to Helena, saw a
lands of Falster and Zeeiand. The
man stretched out on the highway
cost ls estimated at $10,000,000.
near an automobile. He stopped to
investigate. Tbe supine gentleman
resented Inspection and assaulted
Parsons. Two companions Joined In
“Golfing Grandma”
the melee.
Become* a Champion
Parsons managed to subdue the
New Orleans,—Mrs. John M.
three men and then arrested them
Taylor, New Orleans' “golfing
and had them Jailed for drunkenness
grandmother,” Is not through by
and assaulL
any means, but declares she still
will be making accurate putts
Veteran Ha* the Paper*
and drives wheu many younger
to Prove He I* Dead
women have traded their golf
sticks for knitting needleg.
Merced, Calif.—Frank Plra, Mer
Now past slxty-flve, she
ced war veteran, ts dead, and to
wields a golf club with the same
prove It he carries two death certifi
accuracy which has brought her
cates around with him to show the
numerous titles In golfing cir
Incredulous.
cles, and recently enabled her
One certificate, made out In
“
JUST
WHAT
WE
NEED!"
to take the women's champion
French, officially reported him dead
ship of tbe city with a dramatic
In a gas attack. A second written
Jessie was walking down the
putt of more than 30 feet.
SALADS, served at the beginning
In English, said the same thing.
street when she suddenly paused
on Schedule.
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RADIO IN EVERY ROOM

'S NEWS

before a window and looked in

•cutlve ©W«e
OTEL MANOIR

and remarked, "That is just what
we need today!”
Now what do

HTH STATION. BOSTON

vou think she saw in the window?
If you take a pencil and join all

’lease lend-------»»cegjillle* Cards

or

by friends sod eyself. Ne

(bligo’ion.

Mabel H. Holbrook
Teacher of Piano
22 CAMDEN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
TEL. 639-W

the

numbered

dots

together,

starting with dot number one and
ending with dot number fifty-one,

you will see a picture of two of
the articles in the window which

Jessie says she needs today.

They walked In the lane together,
Thc sky was covered with stars;
They reached the gate ta silence,
He lifted down the bars.
She neither smiled nor thanked him
Because she knew not how;
For he was Just a farmer's boy,
And she—a Jersey cow.
—Montreal Star.

of meals instead of in the old fash
ioned way following the meat
course, are the most popular food
aboard ships in any clime, accord
ing to W. D. Worthington, world-fa
mous chef of the Queen of Bermuda,
which annually carries thousands of
society people from New York to
3e____________

■

GEN. HUGH 8. JOHNSON, chief
figure in putting across’ President
Roosevelt's National Redfcvery pro
gram, has taken the sturhp for the
N. R. A. which he declares will “go
over the top" just as the Liberty
Loan drives did during the world
war.

COOLIDGE TOMB
STONE. A newly erect
ed headstone on the
grave of Ex-President
Calvin Coolidge bears
the presidential insig
nia of four stars and
the Inscription of hie
birth (July 4, 1872)
and hie death (Janu

ary 5, 1933)

Every-Other-Day
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How to Reduce Healing Costs

Mr. and Mrs O. T. Brow motored
to Portland Thursday.
Rev. and Mrs. E. C. Camp left here
Thursday and will visit Dr. and Mrs
C. H. Keene tHarriet Camp> in
Chatham. Mass., for a week before
Healiiin Expert
returning to their home in Waterl town.
| Don Reece of Chestnut Hill. Mass.,
In a few more weeks our sum
plant is in proper condition. This i is visiting K. Anthony Faunce at
mer vacations will be a thing of
means, among other things, that Martin's Point.
the past and about the same time
you •home must have sufficient I Miss Cara Sprague of Cambridge
old man winter will start to blow
stano.ng radiation, a proper size ’Mass, visited Mrs. W. H Hahn last
his frosty breath over our homes.
furnace to do the job you expect, week.
Not a happy thought to look for
u coal of good quality to give you
Mrs. Emily Childs of Kansas City
ward to, of course, but one that
the proper heat and above all, a
we must face each year as long
properly operated heating plant. ! Mo., is visiting her parents Mr and
j Mrs. H. L. Whittlesey on Morse
as we continue to live in this part
Most homes have sufficient ra Island.
of the country.
diation,
and
a
proper
size
furnace
At a meeting of the school comAs long as we must have cold
coal of good quality can be ob I mittee last Thursday evening these
weather outdoors, we might as
tained
from
reliable
coal
dealers
well convince ourselves that it is
teachers were elected for the coming
who handle the product of reliable 1 year:
necessary to give some attention
Alfred E. Standish, formerly of
mines.
The
question
of
properly
to the important question of
Connecticut, now a resident of South
operating
the
heating
plant
takes
keeping warm inside of our homes.
into consideration a clean fur Waldoboro, principal of Junior High
It is in this spirit that I am plan
nace, with sufficient damper con School. Charles L. Orant, assistant
ning to write a series of short
trols on it, a clear chimney allow principal; Mrs. Puifl Simmons, gramsuggestions each week during tha
ing sufficient draft and finally, a [mar school; Mrs. Byron Burns, pricoming heating season in order
proper adjustment of the various [ mary.
that your chores may be light
Mrs. W C. CahaU, Jr., and sor
damper controls to insure the
ened and your pocketbook u iftiled
Billy of Philadelphia have beer
kind of heat you want.
as little as possible.
-pending a week with her sister Mrs
No matter how mild the coming
I hope to be able to point out I Ferdinand D. Armstrong.
winter may be and no matter how
some suggestions to you each
Capt. and Mrs. Lew J. Wallace and
audden may be the various drops
week during the heating season Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Burns have re
in temperature, you will want a
so that you may be able to obtain turned from a motor trip to New
uniform heat in your home at all
the desired comfort in your home Bedford. Mass
times. This uniform temperuture
at a cost that will represaat real
Nelsen J. Lash has employment a'
is obtainable only it your heating
savings to you.
cook on the scalloper, Pauline BoI land.
At the 7 o'clock service. Rev. Harold I Samuel Smalley, Western Union
VINALHAVEN
Oould. formerly of this town gave an m*hager, of Rockland, was in town
A. O. Johnson was In Rockland able and impressive sermon. Mrs. 1 w*’*\ a P®r^y of friends Saturday
Tuesday to meet his daughter Mrs. Max Conway waa soloist, and a dut *vefl*ngDennis McKinney and daughter Jew was sung by Mrs. Leroy Ames and j Glenn A. Stokes and a group of
nr
M "T“" Befoie
Before'retLin
Miss Plavilla Arey. Mrs. Elliott Hall
from Can>P Wapello returned
of Rnrinrilrid
Springfield,
Mass.
of
Springfield. Mass
Befo.e return
return- and Mr . E A Sma!lev werc organ- Allday horn a ten days' trip te,
ing they visited Mr and Mrs. Burton
Moocehead
Lake.
ma.
Hall in Hope.
Mr. ~~
and Mrs Lee W.
Pendleton
is
visiting
clark
,s!and
played
ball
here
Sun,
"• Walker
Mias Carrie
day
with Vinalhaven local/ Thomaston spent the weekend
Hands in Gardini_.
„ afternoon
...
11IIUT.
_
.. ...
......
Panin rXnlacbinlc
da^rUKen^
PaUe^remn^^n | Mias Barbara Fey.er and Miss Ann

iy JOHN BARCLAY,

nephew Herbert Sanborn.

Thursday with Mias Alta /-h^ol Thomastorr vhiUd Mr.nd
of Us Angeles. Call,., as her
MM wek

AKES

HEALTHYNERVES
TO BE A NEWSREEL

• ABOVE—HUGO JOHNSON makes a ticklish newt shot from a New
York skyscraper! As a cameraman for Paramount Newt, Johnson knows
what it is to work under high nervous tension. Whether he it stationed
inside the police lines at a five-alarm fire, or lunging on the wing of an
airplane, his instructions are: get that picture!

Misses Rose and With Peterson of
Lafaytll(1 Carver Corpg bridge Nickerson and a party of friends of
Long Island,
party was held Thursday evening at | Rockland were in town Sunday.
Biidgeside.
Ml« Ruth Roman has retu-nwi lhe O A R . rooms with 15 tables
Ml and Mrs. Richard Stenger o
• RIGHT—ARMAND LOPEZ, Paramount Newt “sound” man, and
from li-hD-i M,
h
‘
Biidge honors went to Mrs Herbert New Jersey are spending two weeks'
Hugo Johnson, pausing for their Camels while taking a picture in which
Ouestsfi,"
Mr
irid
Mrs
F
O
Carver
BtJna;l
and
John
Wentworth,
and
at
vacation
with
his
parents.
Mr.
and
Oueste of Mr. and Mrs. E.O. Carver.
(c MtA Jogtph Hutchlnjon
Mr, non)ts Slenger at MarfinV
you
see and hear the life of the city-sixty-one stories below thc Chrysler
and. daughter Celeste Thursday at
Point.
Building gargoyle!
See-All were Mrs. Robert Arey, Mrs Mrs. Harry Coombs.
Mrs. Jeanie Gilchrist was hostess
Mr and Mrs Dana Austin and
Ernest Arey, Mrs. George Newbert.
the Star Club Wednesday.
lamily of Ellsworth visited Mr. ant
Mrs. Albert Carver, daughter Ruth toCapt.
luther Burns of Atlantic, Mrs. Clllton Thompson Sunday.
and son Albert Jr„ Mrs. Albert Annis Mas:, spent the weekend In town
Mr. and Mra Ellis H. Lawry and
and daughters Beatrice and Jennie
MLs Eda Lawry have been spending
with
his
parents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wilof Waltham. Mass.
a few days at their Forest Lake cotMrs. Hiram Arey has returned 18 ™ BuTS\
Gould returned ta8efrom Gloucester, Mass., where she
Mrs' 8tcP“en
Saturday from Rockland.
Miss Dsie King of New Bedford
was called by death of her sister.
Miss Cleo Drew is guest of Miss Mass., has been visiting Mrs. Jessie
Little Kenneth Hopkins celebrated
Lash.
his fifth birthday anniversary at his Velzora Look in Rockland.
Miss Ellen Thompson is visiting
home Friday. Games were played .. Mr.
, ,and Mrs. J. F. Perkins and son relatives in Portland.
and cake, sandwiches and punch ' Malcolm of Milton Mass., are spendMrs. Abby Harris of Rhode Island
.• tried added to by three decorated ‘n3 a vacation at Golden Cove
At Sunnybank Cottage are the fol ls visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs
birthday cakes. The young host was
Since it’s the tobacco that counts,
Emerson S. Mayo at Driftwood
remembered with many gifts. In the lowing guests: Mr. and Mrs. Paul
W. Scott Carter has a contract to
Camels are made from finer,
company were Dorothy Johnson. ! R. Biown. daughter Jean and son build a 53-foot lebster smack for Mr
Mary Helen and Irene Ames. Mar Robert of Eastview. N. Y.; Mr. Brown Zahn of Bremen. When completed
MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos
jorie Smith. Evelyn Hcpkins. Rich- > is wardefi of Salvation Army work in it will b: run by Capt. Josiah Poland
Westchester, Conn. With the above
than
any other popular brand.
ard Dyer, Edward Greenleaf Jr.,
. \<rs Brown's father Mr who will act as engineer. Capt. Po^n^nd^u^a^Hmkn-”06 Th°mP‘ HUep of Framingham, Mass, a re- land
Hriociated with the N F
Learn to know Camels’ rich
son and Munay Hopkins.
I tired army officer
Irefethern Co. in Portland about 35
mildness, their better flavor...
Hugo Johnson says: "A news cameraman
* * * *
Tlie following party left Saturday Years and his son was with the same
the added pleasure they give.
Mr and Mrs U. S. Roberts ard lor South Brooksville where a re- company about 15 years, and the ex
doesn
’t keep office hours! I have to be where
daughter Ruth o, Rockland were in union is being held this week ol Lat- pcrlence they gained during that
town over the weekend at the home ter Day Saints; Mr. and Mrs W. g. lime should prove beneficial to all
the news is—when it breaks. It’s a tremen
of Mrs. Frank Jones, guest cf his Candage. Ralph Candage, Roger and concerned. They plan to buy lobsters
dous strain on the nervous system. No wonder
mother Mrs. Faustina Roberts, to oft- 'Raymond Candage, Mrs . Elizabeth :dd''cl from the fisherman and will
serve her 80th birthday anniversary Barton, Ruth and James Barton ply the Maine coast.
I am a heavy smoker! I find that with Camels
which occurred Aug. 13.
Rev. and Mrs. Archie Begg and son
Mrs. William Bernhardt and friend Alex, Newman Walls, Mrs. Lena
I can smoke all I want, yet keep my nerves
APPLETON MILLS
Mrs. Nettie Harris of Melrcse, Mass. Webb, Leroy. Oerold, Virginia and
healthy.”
arrived Saturday at Camp Weliklt, 'Marion Webb and Pearl Philbrick.
Mrs. Luella Tuttle and Mrs. Ber«
•
«
Shcre Acres
Mrs. lizzie Hopkins. 65. widow of ihT’French o, Camden"wereTf^nt
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge O. Norwood Charles Hopkins, died Aug. 10 at her vlIltors al Mrs Orace Browns
If you are a steady smoker, Camels are made
and family returned Saturday tn home on Schoo! street. She was the Th Electric Home Exhibit given
Worcester Their son Russell will daughter of the late George W and
™central™ Poter oi
for you! They are so mild that they will
remain a few weeks with his grand- Sarah -Paige. Burns, and was born
: uwll“
• WHILE FIRE GONGS CLANG and the
well attended and received many
patents Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Nor- . in Vinalhaven. Mrs. Hopkins was was
never tire your taste...or fray your nerves.
excited crowd swings in closer to see the fire,
iavcrable comments. The house on
wood.
t of a retiring nature and a gTeat lover wheels was the finest ever seen in
it’s natural to smoke a lot. It’s when you are
Get a pack and prove it for yourself. It is
Miss Mjona Lo.vde returned Satur- ' cf her home life, possessed of pleas- this vicinity.
excited and under a strain that you will ap
• day from Everett .Mass. She was ' ing personality, and leaves many
more fun to know!
Blocks played Apple ton Bas.bail
preciate especially the mildness of Camels.
accompanied by Mrs. Ethel Nickerson friends. She is survived by two sons, team Sunday, score 11 to 4 in favor
Camel’s costlier tobaccos do not tire your taste
Frank Hcpkirs and Smith B. Hop of the former. The Brooks team cer
and daughter Evelyn of that city. •
Mrs. Helen Wanser, wno has been kins. the latt r making his home with tainly play a line, clean game and
or harrass your nerves.
the guest of Mr. and Mrs Joseph his mother, and to whom’ he gave the they are hard to beat.
best of care and devotion; also one
Headley, has returned to Delaware
Mrs. Alice Sherman and Mrs. Inez
Mi. and Mrs. Arthftr Bailey and sister, Mrs. Michael Landers, and a Ames are at the Sherman cottage,
daughter Cynthia of Farmington brother Capt William Burns, both of Temple Heights, for several days.
were guests over the weekend of Rev. this town. Funeral services were held
Friends here of Rev. and Mrs
Sui.day afternoon from her la'e resland Mrs Albert G. Henderson.
Frederick Emerson were privileged to'
Elliott Hall is employed at White- f':ncc. Rev. N F. Atwood officiating. hear Mr. Emerson at the Baptist
The abundance cf flora! offerings
field
Church again Sunday.
Mi. and Mrs. Sidney Wilson and spake silently of love and tender
R-cent gues.s of Mr. and Mrs. Ar
memories
of
the
departed
one
The
elaughter Baibara who have betn
thur Sprowl were Hermon Miller o
l
bearers
wtie
E
A
Smalley,
Allston
visiting hts parents Mr. and M r.
North Haverhill. N. H.. and Dr. anJ
Harry Wilson returned Saturday to i Roberts. Ray Webster. Pearl Calder Mrs. E. M. Corliss of Ryegate. Vt.
wood. Intel ment was in Ocean View
Portland.
Mrs Augusta Dyer and daughter
Mrs. Pearl Donahue of Dorchester, ; cemetery.
Lillian of Camden are guests of Mr
Mass, is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Bert
and Mrs. James Morse.
I jumper and aviatrix, Who were all
SOUTH WASHINGTON daughter Bt tty who have teen visit
WHITE HEAD
OWL’S HEAD
Robbins at the Robbins' Nest al Qity
Nurse—"You are slow! Look how
Mrs. Phene Ripley Is visiting her
ing Mr. and Mrs W A Rivers, have
euc.-ts of Mrs. H W. Andrews at Har
Point.
i quickly Joan gets undressed."
sister Mrs Emma Sayward in Union.
bor
View
for
their
vacation.
te'.urned
to
their
home
in
Quincy,
Karl Eigan of the Hill-Diezell EnJohn Overlook is enjoying good
Mrs Owen Balcom and son Vaughn
Dr. Gilchrist nnd r r'ers of MontBarbara "Yes, but she's practlsMrs. Henry Brown and Miss Avis
Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. 8herman Spaulding.
linc Co who has been at the l‘ghl
cf I ynnficld, Mass , are visiting Mrs ing to b? a film star'—Humorist Pardo have been guests of Mrs health and Is still active in haying at
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
M.
Rcbinson
who have been spending several e'ler. N. J., are occupying the Mer
the age of 80 years.
reveral
days
on
machinery,
duty
left
W. P. Greenlaw.
(London).
Phene Ripley, the past week. Mrs.
weeks' vacation at Racklllf's Island, riam homestead for a ftw weeks.
Alvan Mank and family an moving and granddaughter Beatrice Ashcroft Saturday.
Miss Luella Holmes of Swan's
Brown has been papering and paint into tempoiary quarters on their of West Rockport were recent visiters
u turned Friday to their home at
Capt. and Mis Chester are entcrMr. and Mrs. Fred Morong of l ike Auburn.
Island is the guest of Capt. and Mrs. 1
ing her former home. A family party farm.
at Mina Woodcock’s.
talning
their daughter Mrs Ford of
Charles E. Young.
Mr and Mrs. Sewall R Payson and Rockport have been guests of Mrs.
of 21 relatives were entertained there
A H. Calder from Merrimac River Ma achus tts lor the month of Au
New Idea In Handbags
E.eanor Sukeforth spent last Wed
A.
J.
Beal
several
days
William Benner lias relurned from
Mr.
and
Mrs
Willard
Payson
wiih
Sunday.
station, is on 20 days' leave and visit gust.
nesday at Mrs. Waldo Christianson's
a trip to Lewiston. Clark Island and ;
Capt. and Mis. E. M Mills of the
Mi . and Mrs. John Schroeder of
Mis. Newton LiGage of Rockland
The residents qf Stickney Corner their sor. and daughter wio 'pent the ccasl guard and Chief B. M. A It ing his family at H. W. Andrews.
Rockland.
vacation
here,
have
returned
to
Wes
1
Norton's Island.
York and Damar-scotta were callers are enjoying the general cleanup
• • • •
is vi' itlng her ton and family the A.
Calder
and
Mrs.
Calder
of
the
Mer

on Mr. and Mis. A. L. Sprowt Sunday. around Edward Jones store and ga .oxbu-y Ma s.
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Alley, second B. Eorgcr.ors.
The Vinalhaven Band held its an- ;
Mr and Mrs. Irving Fales. Earbara rimac River Station. Mass., motored a irtant light keeper, are at their
Mr. and Mrs. Urban Trask ol Cam rage; all the rocks have been hauled
Mrs Flank Packard of Rose Hill
nual picnic Aug. 13 at City Point,
and Ricnard. Mr. and Mrs. C. H to Rye Beach Saturday and attendid home in Joni port for a vacation of
den were Sunday guests of Mr. and off.
farm Ls visiting relatives in Winches
features of which were lobsters,
the
L
C.C.G
Women's
p.cnic
and
Wales
and
dan
rhters
Thelma
and
Mrs. Joseph Wentworth.
several
days.
Mrs Tillie Christian-on and grand
clams, a ball game, a fine band con- J
Friends of Orman Keene and fam son Robert, son of I.oltus Christian Jeannette and Mr. and Mrs Fred L dance.
L. B Beal, M M., spent 24 hour ter Mas.
P S. Merriam and family are oc
cert and a good time generally was |
ily are glad to know they are in town son, returned to Boston last Monday; Killeran recently motored to Fori If the White Head diaphones weri ib ity Thursday at H. W. Andrews.'
much enjoyed. Foster Snow of North !
cupying the Baxter cottage during
on a two weeks' vacation.
opened full "oluine they miRht bia
she enjoyed two week'' vacation at Knox
Au,ust and are entertaining relatives
Haven was in town to attend the pic
Mrs John E Walker of Thomaston the Rockland diaphone for sound a
the home of her son Waldo Christian
PORT CLYDE
nic.
from Detroit, Mich.
ind Mrs. Cassandra Dudley of An that.
LAKEWOOD THEATRE
son.
Walter Sprague and Eddie Monac
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Maddocks of
Mbs E.ieanor B°ai of the Light ha
A son was torn to Mr. and Mrs. napolis. Md.. were in town last week
Mrs.
Nellie
Boyles
of
Cambridge,
of Boston are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Youngest of thr Famous Barrymore Lerioux a few days ago on Nelson and called on Miss Mina Woodcock returned from a week's visit, at Mon- Mass., is a gueri of her sister Mrs. Mansfield. Ms's, are visiting at Mrs.
Alfred Creed and Mr. and Mrs. A M.
Rev.
W.
E.
Lewis,
who
with
hts
C. E. Maddocks.'
higan where she was guest of Mrs Ethel Coffin.
Family Is Starring There This Ridge; mother and son are doing
Cassie
family spent thp month of July in Adolph Stevens.
nicely.
Week
Mr Edith Young and L. A. Arey
Dr. Alden of Thomaston was in
Clarenceville.
Quebec,
visiting
rela

Mrs. Margaret Roscoe of Worcester
Mr and Mrs. J. W Kelley and ton* own recently.
The Washington town house is be
metered to Bar Harbor Monday and
tives,
ha'
returned
to
Friendship,
and
is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Ray
"A chip off the old block" or "a ing repainted.
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs
reported a fine trip with beautiful
mond.
Miss Edith Qillmore of South scenery all along the way.
real trouper," ls the general verdicl
The new road signs which have services at Broad Cove Church in this Lben Elwell at South Thoniaston
place
will
be
held
as
usual
each
Sun

Hiram
spent
the
weekend
with
Mrs
Mrs. Edward Condon and daughter
of those who have seen Ethel Barry been erected at intersections and
Tom Flanagan of Portland, elec
Rev Samuel Russell who was In
Gertrude of Upper Darby. Pa., are
more* Colt at Lakewood this week. cross roads by the town ftjakes it very day at 2 o'clock, standard.
trician, was at White H( ad Light las' Etta Teel.
Mr. and Mrs. William Rivers and week. Earl Webster, machinist. L
visiting Mrs. Elizabeth Urquhart.
Mrs. Alice Marshall has returned Be ton for ten days has returned.
Miss Colt, being featured in “Bill convenient for strangers going
daughter Betty, accompanied by Mr. at White Head Light for several to her home in South Hiram after a
The clthrch fair and supper were
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lyons Mc
of Divorcement” is the youngest of through.
held Wednesday afternoon and eveKenna of Quincy. Mass. are at the
visit witli Mrs. Ouy Vannah.
the famous Barrymore stage family
Carl Sukeforth is enjoying his new and Mrs. W A. Rivers recently mo days.
Lyons residence for a few weeks. and has a g;ea‘. deal of histrionic position as mail carrier, and is kept tored to Augusta and visited relatives.
Mrs. Mabel Beal of Jonesport win
Relatives and friends of Mr. and ' ning in the community room. It was
A’ew Fork-Port, FasAumt tradition to live up to but those who busy doing errands and hauling
Mrs. Lawrence Ames entertained at
has been at Mrs. Frank Alley's at the Mrs. Ulysses Davis ,‘.?ndfred them a a beautiful day and many from out
bridge Friday evening at her home 'J’lIE three smart summer hand have seen her believe the Barry freight, and is very courteous and at Him—“My treasure!"
Light is visiting relatives at Tenant'r sir. prise party Friday evening of last (of town came to help in buying
Honors went to Muriel Chilles and
bags shown above In season more family honor is in safe hands. tentive.
Her—"My treasury!”— Philadelphia Harbor and Rockland .
week in observance of their 47th j aprons, fancy work, candy, ices, grabs,
Mrs. Andrew Bennett.
etc., also to partake of tlie clam
able fabrics aro examples of tbe
Bulletin.
.“Bill of Divorcement" by ClemMr. and Mis Clyde Grant of thi wedding anniversary.
1 chowder supper served at 5 30. About
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Calderwood of new use of monograms and decora ence Dane, which the Lakewood
coast
guard
have
returmd
from
Mis.
Newcombe
and
daughter
CUSHING
New York are visiting his parents tions In matching or contrasting Players are presenting all this week,
Portland, where Mr. Grant, was con Margaret of Eastport are guests of $95 was netted, which in these times
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Calderwood.
of depression will be a great help in
HAVE VOIR
color. Through a new process, such is the most thoroughly dramatic of
•.
fined to the Marine Hcspital revera' Mr. and Mrs. Herman Simmons.
| carrying on the work of this little
Mis. Annie Alexander oi Rockland, decorative effects are treated with fering of the season and splendid
Miss Alice Lounsberry, who has b( en
weeks.
Rev. Charles Marstelia gave a Very
is guest of Mr. and Mrs. R Mont a thermoplastic cement and applied parts are afforded members of the the guest of Miss Carrie E. Wallace
FRAMING DONE AT
Mis. L R. Dunn of Portsmouth, Interesting illustrated lecture on i church, and the committee thank ail
Arey.
these who so generously helped lo
several
weeks,
has
returned
to
Wal-1
cast,
N.
H.
and
Miss
Anna
Dunn
of
New
"Peru," Sunday evening. Mr. MarA large congregation greeted Rev. permanently by the use of beat
Next week the Lakewcod Players tham. Mass.
York city were recent visitors at their stella was formerly a missionary in j make the fair of 1933 a success.
and
pressure
They
look
like
band
Albert Q. Henderson of Farmington
turn again lo comedy and will offer
Mrs. Emily Councc and son Sidney |
estate here.
South America.
who filled the pulpit at Union Church embroidery and are not affected last season's success “The Pai .y’s Counce, accompanied by Mr E*:a
j Freeman Beal. B.M.. CO., is on
Mrs. Clarence Beals of Beals Miss Maud Hupper cf Rockland and
by
moisture.
Sunday morning. His interpretation
Over” by Daniel Kussell. The story Ellis of North An on, wrre dinner
10-days leave of absence at his home Island ls visiting relatives in town. Miss Shibles visited Mr. and Mrs.
The top bag ts of rough tweedy* concerns the Blakely family all of
of the subject, “The Touch That Re
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
N.
W.
Fogerty
in Rockland.
Rev. Nelson Davis of Newton , Loren Teel Sunday.
leases Power” was splendid. The looking cotton; the center one baa whom sponge on the oldest son who Wednesday.
Mr ar.d Mrs. H. H. Andrews re Highlands is a guest of his mother
Dr. and Mrs. Carroll. Mrs. Anne
musical numbers, duet, "The Lord what ts really a linen slip cover, is a successful business man. Para- | Rev. and Mrs G. I, Pressey of
turned to Baltimore Monday They Mrs. Flora Davis.
Collins and Charles Collins of BelIs My Shepherd," by Mrs. Henderson readily removable for washing. sitic children have been the subject Skowhegan and Mr and iMrs' Crosby 406 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND were accompanied as far as Hart
Mrs. Jennie Patch has returned inon\ Moss., are strending a few
and Mis. Arthur Bailey of Farming- Tbe one with the Scottie also baa of plays before but this is the first of Camden were callers last Wednes
ford. Conn., by Kirs. A. E. Hall and to New York after a visit with' Mrs. weeks at their summer home.
ton and solo, "The Holy City” by a removable cover of diagonal time parents of that nature have day on Mina A Woodcock.
Over Crie Hardware Co.
Tel. 254 ison Ronald daughter Margaret and Ada Brennen.
Frank Cushman of
Brighton,
Mrs. Henderson were finely rendered. corded cotton.
been quite so penetratingly revealed
Mr. and Mrs. William Rivers and
Mrs. W. E. Irwin, noted parachute
Capt. and Mrs. Sidney Hupper and i Maas., ts visiting relatives in1 town.

II IS MORE FUN TO KNOW

STEADY SMOKERS
TURN TO CAMELS

NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES
NEVER TIRE YOUR TASTE

GREGORY’S
Picture and Framing
Shop
1

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Daf
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t’age Six
CAMDEN

A WARREN CONCERT

WARREN

Chester Wyllie In Charge of Notable
Wednesday evening the Warren
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Warren left by
Program To Be Given Thursday locals will play the Munsey Motor Co.
auto Sunday for a trip to Caribou.
Night
nine of Rockland at the Warren dia

Miss Millie Isaacs of Cambridge is
visiting her uncle Oliver D. Mathews.
John Wellman has resigned as night
Miss Margaret Connors of Bridge
port. Conn., and George Ray and watch at Penobscot Mill.
Under the direction of Chester
Sammy Mayes, 'cellist, a pupil at 1
Harold Merender of Hartford, who
Wyllie. a ooncert is to be presented
have been guests of Miss Barbara the Curtis Institute of Music in Phila
Elliot, returned to their homes Sun delphia. rendered the prelude and of in the Warren Baptist Church
fertory at St. Thomas Episcopal Thursday night, at 8 15 daylight.
day.
Church Sunday morning.
Chorus numbers will be featured,
Mr. and Mrs. William Boynton of
The Baptist ladies' circle will hold a and the lccal singers will be Mrs
Middleboro, Mass, Master Billie food
sale Saturday at the Montgom
Thompson of New Haven, Conn., and ery building cn Elm street, formerly Carrie Butler. Mrs. Doris Overlock,
Edward McNamara of Dorchester occupied by the Foster Quality Shop. Mrs. Mildred Berry, Mrs. Grace
were in town Sunday on thetr way to
A large crowd is hoped for at the
South Cushing for a visit with Wil card party to be held at the Camden Wyllie, Miss Annie Starrett. Miss
Janet Wade. Miss Olive Teague
liam McNamara.
Yacht Club Wednesday at 2 o'clock.
Mr and Mrs. William Hoffses and Tables may be reserved by calling Mrs. Mabel Peabody, Mrs. Ruby
family of Portland are passing the Mrs. Frederick Jagels. Elm street. Kalloch, Mrs. Avis Norwood. Miss
week in town.
This is an annual affair and is for the Hilda Aspey, Miss Irma Spear,
Theodore McDonald of New Haven. benefit of the book fund of the Pub Roger Teague, Roland Berry. Fred
Conn . who spent two weeks with hls lic Library
Kenniston, Rev. Howard Welch,
uncles Charles C. and Henry Mc
Howard Anderson, George Conant.
Donald, has returned home.
Dick Martz. Bill Monroe. Burt Stev Charles Wilson, Percy Kenniston
iMrs. J. Walter Strout is on the up enson and Alvah Anderson will be | and John Robinson.
ward trend towards recovery from a end men at the American Legion , Those from out of town assisting
recent operation on her throat.
Minstrels to be presented at the opera are Miss Evelyn Berry of Haddon
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Slader, Mr. and house Aug. 23-24.
Mrs. Chester Slader. Mr. and Mrs.
The famous Surry Players will pre field, N. J., and Owl's Head. Mrs.
Charles Knights. Levi Clark. Mrs. sent “Home Chat.' in the opera house Helen Wentworth, Mrs Katherine
Lilia Ames. Mrs. Blanche Vose. Mr Aug. 19. They will also give another Veazie. Mrs. Lydia Storer, Miss
and Mrs Edward P Ahern, Edgar popular play Aug. 26. and 25 per cent
Crawford, Frank Tibbetts of Jeffer of the gross receipts will be contribut Bertha Ludwick. Mrs. Gladys Mor
son. Miss Blanche Tibbetts and Mr. ed for the benefit of the Public Bath gan, E. R. Veazie. Raymond K.
Greene. Harold Oreene of Rockland:
and Mrs. Edgar Ames spent Sunday ing Beach.
Mrs. Chester Starrett of Providence,
at Hathorn's Point.
Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Bacon of West
Miss Mae D. Page of Springfield, Medford. Mass, have been guests of Mrs. Virginia Thompson of Med
Mass., is the guest of Miss Kath Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Easton, Pearl ford. Mass. and Marshall Bradford
of Thomaston.
erine Stevens. Pine street.
street.
The chorus, directed by Mr. Wylll',
Miss Elonia Woodcock has returned
Seven of the Islesboro 17-footers will present four numbers—Song of
from a visit to her aunt Mrs. Emery in tried conclusions with the Camden
the Marching Men by Henry Hadley.
Portland.
H.A.J. boats Saturday in an 8-mile
Mrs. E. Edwin Eldredge and daugh race over a triangular course. First Beat Song by Cowen. A Dream Boat
ters Katherine, Etta and Geneva of honors went to Maitland Alexander. Passes, by Edwin Lemare, and Halle
South Orleans, Mass., are visiting J Jr. of the Islesboro. Tlie HAJ lujah Chorus from “The Messiah."
their cousin Mrs. Carrie Miller in boats have given so much satisfaction Other features will be a ladies sex
Waldoboro, and with Mrs. Miller this season that four more have been tette sung by Mrs. Wentworth. Mrs.
Kalloch. Miss Berry. Mrs. Starrett,
were guests of relatives in town Sat ordered.
Mrs. Thompson and Mrs. Norwood,
urday.
numbers by the Universalist Quartet
Three ministers were in the con
of Rockland iMrs. Veazie, Mrs Mor
gregation Sunday morning at the
FRIENDSHIP
gan. Mr. Wyllie and Mr. Robinson),
Federated Church: Rev. John Fltzpatrick of t.he Federated Church in
Andreas Hartel. Jr., was in Boston male quartet selections by Harold
Stonington. Rev. Madison A. Hart for a few days last week on business. Greene. Mr Wyllie. Mr. Wilson and
of Danville. Ky.. and Rev. C. D.
Arthur Prince Spear. Jr„ of Brook Mr Robinson; duets by Mrs. Veazle
Bcothby of Meriden. Conn., who was line. Mass., spent last week with his and Mrs Morgan, and solos by Mrs
Mrs. Louie
pastor of the Congregational Church parents. Mr and Mrs Arthur P Spear, j Storer. Mr Bradford
some years ago. Mr. and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Kirkland and Drewett will be accompanist.
A silver offering will be taken.
Boothby are guests of Mrs. T. C. daughters Betty. Virginia. Priscilla
Williams. Mr and Mrs. Hart are and Patricia of Sudbury. Mass., are
visiting Dr. and Mrs. Eben Alden, camping at Bradford's Point.
and Mr. and Mrs. Fitzpatrick and
Mr. and Mrs. Matt Jones. Jr.. New Nut for two week?, have returned
daughter Edith are spending the va- ton, Mass., are visiting Mr and Mrs. home.
Mabel Maddocks of Rockland was a
cation here with Rev. and Mrs. sl. F. Arthur P. Spear.
Leach.
Thirty members of the Methodist guest Thursday of Mrs. Ada Clough
Mr and Mrs. Oeorge Cole of Au
• • • •
Ladles' Ajd of Thomaston picnicked
burn were callers Sunday on friend6
at
Bradford's
Point
last
Wednesday.
Rev. and Mrs. C. D Boothby of
A sailing party of 25 from Monhe in thia place.
Meriden. Conn., who have been
Kenneth Overlock of New York is
gan
recently dined at thc Lobster
guests of Mrs. Clara Williams, left
spending
a vacation with his parents.
thts morning for Little Seibago. where Pot.
Mr. and Mrs. F. Winchenpaw and Mr. and Mrs W. E. Overlock.
they will spend the remainder of
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Shibles of
family of Massachusetts - have re
August
Dover-Foxcroft were guests Friday ot
Mrs. Austin Elwell has returned turned there after two weeks at thc Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Clough.
home from South Hope, where she Jameson cottage at the wharf.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Libby, daugh
Eldridge Patch has returned to his
has been employed as nurse at Alford
ter Katherine, Casper Daucett. Lewis
cummer
home
here
after
spending
a
Lake Camp.
Daucett and Miss Violet Dubois, all
Ernest Corthell was in town Sun fw days in Stoneham.
of Manchester. N H . spent the week
The
Lions
Club
of
Waldoboro
en

day.
end in town Casper will remain here
tertained
their
ladies
at
the
Lobster
Leslie Clark spent Saturday night
for a week, the others returning Sun
Pot
last
Tuesday
night,
and
the
30
with hls parents. Mr and Mrs. Clif
day night.
members
and
guests
present
enjoyed
ford Clark, returning to Portland
■ Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin P Wooster
a
fine
shore
dinner.
Sunday.
Saturday with their son Dr. Ralph
Mr and Mrs. Carl Berdick have re i■ left
Mr. and Mrs Lawrence White and
Wooster and family of Bangor for a
turned
to
New
York
after
spending
two children of Port Washington. N
trip to the White Mountains.
Y., on their wav to Calais, were ■everal weeks at their cottage at j Harry MacDonald spent the weekweekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Win Martin's Point.
, end with hts family, while the yacht
Mr. and Mrs Moody Newhall and on which he is employed was anchored
field Bracektt.
Mr and Mrs. Thomas Rowland Miss Cooper of Stoneham. Mass., in Camden harbor.
and daughter Vida of Hartford are were recently overnight guests of
The Johnson Society of the M. E.
guests of Mr and Mrs. Enoch Clark Mrs. C. E. Patch.
Church will hold an all-day picnic
Mr. and Mrs. Harold McCausland Friday at the Torrey cottage at NorthMr. and Mrs. Fred Stemp who have
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Enoch of Springfield, Mass., were recently port. Husbands and children of the
Clark, left Monday for their home in weekend guests of Mrs Bertha Hen members are invited Members will
ley at the Lobster Pot.
New York city.
cups and silverware
Mr. Reed is visiting hls family at i take
Mr. and Mrs Ward Grafton. For
Miss Solveig Heistad returned Mon
their
summer
camp
on
Morse's
Island.
rest Grafton, Elizabeth Woodcock.
from Ely, Vt., where she has been
The Indians have arrived from Old day
Mr. and Mrs. James Thornton and
conducting a tea room for the past
Town
with
their
usual
array
of
beau

children Richard and John. Donald
two months.
Anderson and Edward Nutt of Rock tiful baskets.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Harry
Staley
of
Chi

land spent Sunday on Gays Island.
Mrs Brown always allowed her
Arthur Brazier. Mr and Mrs Wil cago are at their summer cottage at maid to have her young man in the
Martin's
Point.
liam Brazier and son William of Port
kitchen in the evening. But knowing
land were with their mother Mrs.
the girl was entertaining a new swain,
Olive Brasier for the weekend All
rhe stole down-stairs and listened at
ROCKPORT
returned to Portland Sunday except
the kitchen door.
William, Jr., who remained for a visit.
Next morning she said to her maid:
The Nitsumsosum Club and thelr
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Newhart who husbands were entertained Monday “Mary, your new young man seems
have been with Miss Leila Clark sev evening at bridge at the home of Mr. very quiet. I never hear any sound
eral weeks, have gone to Lincolnville and Mrs. Frederick F Richards.
of talking while he is here.”
to visit Mr. and Mrs. A S. Prince at
Margaret Rinkenbauch and Edith "No. mum." replied the girl."he's
Norton's Pond.
Robbins of Philadelphia who with that shy he's done nothing but eat
Mr. and Mrs Emil Bernscn and friends have been occupying Beech up to now."
family of Tewksbury. Mass., who have
been visiting friends and relatives in
Rockland and Thomaston, returned '
home Sunday.
Mrs James A Levensaler of Bos
ton is the guest of Mrs. Alida Keene.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Keene and son
Henry of Dedham. Mass., and Mrs j
Anna Darling of Hyde Park, who were
weekend guests of Mrs. Keene and I
Miss Cora Russell, return to Mass- .
achusetts today.
• • • •
Mrs Alfred W. Levensaler and sons
Atwood and Whitman of Concord, N.
H.. arrived Saturday night and are
at the home of Mrs. Henrietta Leven
saler. Knox street.
The new mast to thc yacht Vaga
bond of Philadelphia was shipped i
Saturday and rigged, ar.d the yacht j
has sailed away for a cruise.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Clark. Mr. and
Mrs. Aaron Clark and Mrs. Etta Ben- I
ner motored to East Belfast Sunday
and called on an oldl friend and
musician. Hei bert Farnham.
Clarence Shaw of Bridgeport. Conn .
is visiting his parents. Mr. and Mrs
Henry B. Shaw, while on vacation. He
ls an automobile salesman.
William Tarbox who has been at
Knox Hotel, returned to New York
city Saturday.
Misses Evangeline and Evelyn Paquin of Augusta are visiting in town.
Fred Hatch of Melrose. Mass., who
has been at Knox Hotel left for home
this morning.
Fred Davis is visiting his cousin
Guy Crouse in Chatham. N. H.
Mr. and Mrs. George Bragdon of
Franklin are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
William Oillchrest.
Mrs. Charles A. Creighton, president
of thc Knox Memorial Association,
and Miss Edith Lenfest, regent •!
A'ew York-Paris Fashions
General Knox Chapter, D.A.R , have
been invited to attend the field day
CLIM, youthful lines are stressed styling being carried out with an
of the Pemaquid Chapter at Booth*“m the two latest models In rayon eye to simple straight lines and a
bay, next Saturday.
fabrics
shown above. At the left, ls 'youthful flair. A now detail In
Joseph Paquin, accompanied by his
pictured
a town and country sports i sleeve treatment ls developed by
daughters Evangeline and Evelyn.
frock of Royal Scot Plaid, the long the use of white trim on the upper
Misses Lucille Dolliver and Barbara
straight lines of tbe styling, tbe ' sleeves and tbe same original
Marden visited Bar Harbor Sunday.
elbow sleeves and tbe blgb neck j touch Is given the outlining of the
line being features that add to the high neck line and tbe side front
girlishness of tbe design and sug J closing. An engaging use ot big
i That Vacant Room
gest a timely popularity for the square composition buttons gives
summer and fall. Skirt fulness is an additional touch to the trim of
nto Cash With a
achieved by Inverted slae front the (rock. The hat worn by the
Rent” Advertisement
model la a chic development of the
pleats
Point Device, a knitted rayon new high crown turban styling
Die Courier-Gazette
cloth fashions this handsome tail carried out ln the same material
Telephone 770
ored dress shown at tbe right, tbe as tbe gown.

mond. game called at 6 daylight. Fri
day night the Thomaston locals will
play the Warren team here.
Mystic Rdbekah Lodge will enter
tain thc cast and workers of the
musical comedy "Breezin' Along”
Monday evening at 730. All con
nected with the presentation are in
vited to attend.
The Warren baseball club will hold
another benefit dance at Olover hall
Friday evening, with Gene Durgln's
orchestra, dancing to begin at 815
daylight.
.
A new working schedule at the
Georges River Mills went Into effeet Monday morning, the hours as
follows: First shift. 6 45 a. m. to 12
noon: 12 45 p. m. to 3 30 p. m . Sec
ond shift, 8 30 p m. to 6 p. m.: 6.30 to
12 midnight. They will also comply
with the code wage, minimum being
$14 per week.
Mr and Mrs Newell Eugley and
Miss Susie Hahn and Miss Harriet
Hahn were Saturday evening guests
of Mr and Mrs. John Gilmore, at
Bath.
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Counce and
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Libby motored
Sunday to West Oardiner where they
we're guests of Mr and Mrs. Addison
Oliver.
The ladies of the Baptist circle
will meet Thursday afternoon with
supper at 5.30 standard. Invitations
have been extended to the soloists
and members of the chorus in the
mid-summer concert to be given the
same evening at the church audi
torium to be present as special guests.
The supper committee includes: Mrs
Laura Seavey, Mrs. A. L. O. Hills and
Miss Tena McCallum The concert
will start at 8.15 daylight time, and
will be an event well worth attend
ing. under the direction of Chester
Wyllie, with Mrs Louie Drewett as
accompynst. and with 30 voices in
the chorus, many of the numbers
to be sung by out of town talent.
Recent guests of Mr and Mrs.
Benjamin Davis were Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph a«*«aaavraa
Mallon and VU44XU
children
vwovjzn
was Lorraine,
June and Douglass. Henry Colp and
Mrs. Ethel Wetherby of Taunton.
Mass.
Ouests last Thursday of Mr. and
Mrs Frank D. Rowe were Miss Alice
Adams and Miss Helen Adams of
Needham. Mass. Mrs E E Rowe and
Mrs. H E. Rowe of Ellsworth.
Miss Edna F Boggs returned Fri
day from Portland after a visit with
Friends.
Mr and Mrs. Samuel E Norwood,
and Mrs. Ella Lewis were ln Augusta
Friday.
cmwvs

In Everybody’s Column

FOR SALE

Advertisements ln this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 I
-----------------------♦
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines flve cents each for one time.
MORSE built open motor boat, 27 ft.
10 cents for three times. Six words Two-cyllnder Hartford, for sale, all in
make a line.
good condition. $250. O. R. MANN,
Pleasant Point, Knox County. Maine.
___________________________________96-98
FOR SALE—Pullets, all ages, some ready
to lay. Rhode Island Reds and Ply
mouth Rocks. STOVER FEED MFG.
»----------- —------------------ i
FISH IS MORE DELICIOUS WHEN SOAKED
CO.. on track at 86 Park St . Rockland.
•?♦♦■**♦♦** — *
Just below Armours. Tel. 1200.
95-97
FOR A FEW MINUTES BEFORE COOKING IN
i ESKIMO spitz dog followed boy home.
A STRONG SOLUTION OF SAIT
TWO grocery wagons. 2 road wagons
' Owner may have it by proving property
and paying for this ad. Call 470 Main express wagon, farm wagon for sale.
. St r______________________________ 96*98 PEABODY’S Blacksmith Shop, Beech
wood St. Thomaston.
97*99
ESKIMO Spitz (white) lost. Answers
NEW milch cow. four years old Jersey
name ol Teddy. last M6D In Union. A.
and Guernsey; will sell reasonable. S.
E Mac PH AIL Phone 730. Rockland
97*99 E. EATON. 170 Rankin St.. Rockland
97*99
AT Chlckawaukee Pond. July 13. lost
BOILED green
FOR SALE One male Spitz dog 3
fox fur neckpiece. Notify MRS. L. M
OISCOtORATION
VEGETABLES KEEP THEIR COLOR
i
BIRD, Oardiner. Me. Reward
95*97 months old. pure white; female police
ON THE INSIDE OF A COFFEE POT IS
dog 11 months old; Pit bull dog. brlndle.
BETTER IF A LITTLE SALT IS
LIGHT tan pocketbook lost Main or 10 months old. Chester White and
QUICKLY REMOVED BY RUBBING WITH
ADDED TO THE WATER IN WHICH
Park Sts. Reward If returned to 125 Berkshire 10-12 weeks old shoats/ $4
THEY ARE BOILED— COOK IN
A LITTLE SALT
PARK ST.
97-lt each Mall orders filled. STOVER FEED
MFG. CO.. on track at 86 Park St.. Rock
UNCOVERED KETTLE
land. Just below Armour's. Tel. 1200.
96-98
FRESH, clean blueberries for canning,
for sale. 7c quart. RAY AUSTIN. War
ren. Me
Inquire at the WARREN
GROCER Y COM PANY____________ 95*97
POSITION wanted by experienced
PLENTY of yellow corn all kinds of
stenographer and bookkeeper Whole,or greens, beans, and vegetables. H. E.
part time.
References.
MISS N P. BOWDEN. Lake Ave. Tel. 1183-R.
CRACKED EGGS CAN BE
GREET,EY. 19 Franklin St.. City.
92*97
96-98
BOILED WITHOUT THE CONTENTS
GROCERY WAOON wanted. In good
NICE collie pups for sale. Six weeks
OOZING OUT IF A TEASPOONFUL
CREAM WHIRS VERY RAPIDLY
condition OVERNESS SARKESIAN. 157 old. Males. $5; females. $3
Excellent
Middle St. Tel 568-W
96-98 cow dogs
ALBERT SHERMAN. AppleOF SALT 15 ADDED TO THE WATER
WHEN A PINCH OF SALT IS ADDED
YOUNO man wanted to learn dry ton. Me.__________________________ 96*98
TO THE CREAM BEFORE WHIPPING
goods business. Make written applica
BOAT for sale, length 30 ft by 9 ft.
tion to "X B Y,” care The Courier- 6 in beam. Fay & Bowen 4 cylinder,
Gazette .___________________________ 97-lt 4 cycle. 16 h. p . engine. MRS. EDWARD
Pure table sjdt. for example,
MAN’S Bicycle wanted, ln good con ROSS. Owl's Head________________ 95-97
The experienced housewife who
dition. V. L. PACKARD Tel. 446
ONE old table, over 100 years old; one
delights in her knowledge of do says Etnily Banks, of the Wor
95-97 kitchen table with drawer; A & B gas
cester Salt Institute, is helpfully
mestic
science
knows
that
some
stove;
one large Eddy refrigerator; one
.
I WANT to buy a good motorcycle at
employed for many other things
once Call at 33 WINTER ST
95*97 full sized bed and spring; one half size
of the inexpensive common in-' besides seasoning food. Its use,
bed and spring; two old fashioned
GENERAL houseworker wanted, good stands, for sale. CALL 750-W
95-tf
gredlents in the kitchen cup in fact, extends right to the bath
plain cooking, no laundry. MRS. L. M
board have a variety of uses—a room medicine chest where it is
FOR SALE Direct from the manufac
Beach. Tel
KENNEDY.
Lincolnville
household secret which should be handy for use in gargling and
Presto” preserve
95-97 turer. a carload of
Camden 8416.
Jars at the lowest price ever sold for
Imparted to the bride of a few taking stimulating salt baths.
PROBATE
WORK
wanted
Eleven
these
extra
heavy
Standard
Fruit Jars.
months who Is intent on saving Some of its more ingenious uses
years' experience In Probate Offlee Pints. 77c doz.; Quarts 87c doz.; Two
household money to start a sav in and around the kitchen are
BDNA M. PAYSON. 81 Grace St. Tel Quarts $123 doz Only 2000 dozen of
ings account.
pictured above.
163-M
81-tf these Standard Jars offered for sale at
WANTED Wp wlll pay highest prices these low prices, and subject to manu
for your pullets, any size or breed; facturer's advance ln prices. Buy today
young pigs or shoats: potatoes: used your supply for this year and next year.
dren's night at their Priday meeting
GLENCOVE
bran or feed sacks; also Boston terriers. You probably wlll never buy preserve
with more than 60 persons present to
Spitz and Police pups, from 3 months Jars again at such low prices. Every
the manufacturer's name
witness the program put on by the
Mr.- John Enos of Newark, N. J , to 1 year old STOVER FEED MFC. Jar carries
Insurw highest quality. Mall
youngsters, the numbers of which , k a gues, of the Hoey famUy who are CO on track at 86 Park St . Rockland. which
and boat orders filled on receipt of check
Just
below
Armour's.
Tel
1200.
95-97
were Duet. Howard and Madeline fp:nd;ng vhC summer at the Gregory
or P. O. order STOVER FEED MFG.
POSITION an chef or order cook want- CO. on track at 86 Park St.. Rockland.
Hawes of Union; recitation, Mary eottagc
Pi.rfrccc on/4 MotVinlin ’TV»1
Cl v-> • nionn
t'd Best Of references. HORACE PERR\ . Just below Armour’s. Tel. 1200.
97-99
Burg,., and Nathalie Tolman, piano, Dr jonn Hoey of New Jersey is Grace st.. City
«tf
WHEN you are planning to sell your
duet. Freda and Virginia Moody: fpcndjng the weekend here with his
•chickens apd fowl, call PETER ED
recitation, Ethel Wiley and Richard famiiy
it — - — — —
WARDS Tel. 806-J Rockland.
91-tf
Burgess, violin solo. Marion CampMisses Dorothy and Arlene Kellar *
PITTED hard wood and Junks, per
bell, accompanied by Mrs Lora Nash; ,of
Rockport have been guests ♦
cord $8; fitted soft wood. $6. T. J. CARROLL Tel. 263-21
91-tf
recitations, Carl Erickson and Esther of their grandmother Mr.s. Charlc.,

LOST AND FOIL'D

WANTED

;

Summer Cottages

$t-*--******«--«*-***«*-**^-«-«**-«-*«*^|i
Neiml; song. Arlene Hill; reading Maxcy the p^. week
COTTAGES and camps to let and for
Es her Tolman; recitation. Reino
E B HaH u laying a ccmcnt walk
E V. SHEA. South .Thomaston
Hill; song. Madeline Hawes; song. to the Hall ,cncment. He is also sale.
Tel Rockland 354-11
86-tf
Frederick Burgess .recitation. Curtis buiWing an addition to his dwelling
FOR £>ALE at once at these prices
Tolman: reading. Athleen Robinson; hoijse on camden street.
,
Cottage at Megunticook Lake, $800;
recitation, Vera Jameson; reading. Axel Johnson of Warren was a also cottage at Megunticook Lake $1600
SIX ROOM second floor flat with
V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154
Mildred Lennox; recitations. Made- |gum at
wincapaws Friday.
94tf bath to let. adults only. Inquire LIL
e Mank. Albert Hill, Howard ; -pje Wincapaws were guests at a
LIAN BICKNELL. 82 Llmerock St.
Hawes.
Woodbury
Robinson;
famUy reunion
rcUnion ana
and cnicKcn
chickc„ dinner
dinner »
____________________________ 96*98
4
.
----------..7
,---- vocal iamny
(luff, Freda and Virginia Moody Tuc.day at Benjamin Perry's in Wal- ♦
FOUR ROOM apartment and six room
Members of the past grand and Followm?
thp
i/»«
croon;
apartment, •modern,
to
let - MRS.
Following the exercises ice cream doboro.
past noble grand association for rcom™*0 WCTC SCrVtd ln thc dinlnK j Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Pettlngill of i
FROST. 8 8ummer St Tel. 318-W
z
96-tf
Knox and Lincoln Counties will meet
’ Portland were recently calling on J
Wednesday evening at the Commun
THREE rooms to let for light house
LADIES Reliable natr goods at Rnrk
friends in this place
ity Sweet Shop. South Hope, supper
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall order* keeping Use of bath Call at 5 BAY
Maine Central Bus tickets for all I The Clifford Smith family and solicited.
H. C RHODW. Tel. 519-’. I VIEW SQUARE Phone 41-J.______ 97-99
to be served at 6 30 daylight.
91-tf
wirrteenWe^,^hSna,e^uVLlfCSoa;Lr'lma^
cottage here
POR RENT Four room tenement,
Mrs. Inez Mathews. Miss Shirley Warren,
barren, telephone 9011-2
9011-2.
97-99 last weck for a
stay
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times I (lush closet, gas and electricity, with
Castner, Mrs Florence Gardiner.
garage at 156 Union 8t Inquire BEN
Prompt
service.
CRIE
HARDWARE
CO
Mrs. Frank Fuller and daughter
Mrs. Ethel •Oriffin, Mrs. Abbie New
91-tf JAMIN MILLER, 26 Rankin St. Tel.
WALDOBORO
j Alice Mae were guests at the Brazier
I 692-M_____________________________ 95-97
bert. Mr. and Mrs. Frank D. Rowe,
KEYS! KEYS' KEYS’ Keys made to
i
cottage
at
Hobhs
Pond
last
week.
FURNISHED house, seven rooms, to let
order. Keys made to fit locks when
Mrs. Ella Cunningham. Mrs Beryl
Mrs Dorothy
and-------------Mrs Fred-1 Master Neal Shibles has been in original keys are lost. House. Offlee oi at 56 Main St, Thomaston. MRS ADA
Reever and son Gerald. Mrs. Ltna
. Dale ---Car. Code books provide keys for all COMSTOCK______________________ 97*99
Smith and daughter Phyllis, Miss I Rutflell of New York are the guests Orono
*t-u a04 few days. u -ui
az *
locks without bother. Scissors and
SIX ROOM single house to let on
The State road building activities Knives sharpened. Prompt service Rea- i Chestnut
Evelyn Sawyer and Mrs Anna Star- of Mrs Dale's sister. Mrs. Margaret
St . with large garage
In
on
Cak
street
are
finished
for
the
aonahir price,, crie hardware co.. quire DAVE
rett. all of Warren and Mr and Mrs ■ Bond
RUBINSTEIN'S Antique
j 408 Maln st • Rockland Tel. 791
SHOP.
Tel
1285
.
97-99
William Boynton of Cushing wer
Mr and Mrs. Richard Stenger of season, $700 being spent there.
91-tf
Mrs. Emma Vinsl and Henry Crawtenement to let at 9 Ocean
delightfully entertained Friday at j Boston are guests of Mrs. T. E. StenWHEN IN BOSTON—You can Duy St.UPSTAIRS
ford were guests Wednesday at thc ooples
HAROLD MARSHALL. Tel. 316-W
the Vinal cottage at Hathorne Point t ger -at Martin's Point.
of The Courler-Oazette. with the
_
96*98
home news, at the Old South News
by Mrs. Nettie Vinal.
k Mrs. John H Lovell and Dr Harvey home of Mrs Mattie Packard.
Agency. Washington St. next Old South
WELL furnished apartment to let.
Miss
Eleanor
Griffith
of
Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. E. M Lawrence, the : B. Lovell have been passing a few
also at M Andeiman'e 284 three rooms, toilet and shed. 12 KNOX
was guest of Mr.s. Mattie Packard Church;
Tremont St
former chairman of the dry forces of | days in Boston
ST. Tel. 156-W
96-tf
Thursday and enjoyed a family picHOUSE to let at 5 Rockland 8t.. all
Sundav morningat' ^he'"Bacfty
Bev' Samuel Trex:<T president of nic at the camp at Lake Chickaar.d J. Herbert Oould was thc affirm modern, garage. D. SHAFTER. 15 RockCbnrrh
r
P
the United Lutheran Synod of New waukie
SLi.ST,
£ k 6 5' I York wlI> sP”k ln the German Lu
ative, C. E. Gregory and Brother Car- land St___________________________ 94-tf
Penobscot
View
Grange
entertained
TWO furnished light housekeeping
nin? included two numbers bv the theran church. Aug. 20. at 2 p m. at its last meeting visitors from St. roll from White Oak, the negative, rooms
to let. bath, hot water. MRS E
junior choir. Elizabeth Oxton. Phyllis standard
P'
the . affirmatives
winning
out; re- N SYLVESTER, 23 Cedar St. Tel 804-J.
George.
Camden.
East
Union
and
.
.
.
Perry. Elizabeth Kenniston. Virginia i
....
__________________________________ 95-tf
Warren and had as special guest jmarlcs ana
py otnersWyllie. Paul Oxton, Carl Perry and
.
SMALL apartments to let. furnished
State Master Harry B. Crawford.
' Alfred Wyllie: "The Old Rugged i
Flower Show Schedule
and unfurnished at the FOSS HOUSE.
APPLETON RIDGE
Cross" and "In the Garden." by I The final schedule for the anuual This was the first time a State
Tel. 740
88-tf
Charles Wilson, and duet. "Jesus i flower show sponsored by the Garden Grange officer had been present for
SIX room house to let at 288 Broad
Damon Howard and Idclla Tobey way; fireplace and all modern Improve
Leads," by Roger Teague and Edith i Ollrt» to be given in the parsonage ol a long time and was due to thc spe
97-99
French.
the Baptist Church Aug. 22, follows: cial effort of Master Norman Crock jf Augusta are guests of thelr aunt ments. ERNEST C. DAVIS
FURNISHED heated apartment to let
Miss Helen Boyd is enrolled at Class 1—Specimen Blooms: a. gladi ett. Supper was served at 6.45. After ! Mrs. Ethel Moody and family.
91-tf
Helen Clark of Freedom is guest of Inquire 14 MASONIC ST.
olus. 3 to 5 spikes; b. dahlias. 3 to 5 the regular business the lecturer fur
Rockland Business College.
FOUR ROOM apartment with bath to
Miss Dorothy French, who has been blooms; c, lilies, not less than three nLshed a fine program including an her aunt, Mr.s. Esther Moody.
let. tig a month. V. F. STUDLEY. 283
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Moody and son, Main St. Tel. 1154.
employed at the Plymouth Tea Room blooms; d, sweet peas. 25 sprays ar address by the State Master; a de
92-tf
for the summer went Saturday to ranged in a bunch; e. phlox peren bate, the question, “Is the rise in the Mrs. Gertrude Moody and Miss Alice
HEATED apartments, all modern, foui
prices
of
farm
products
for
the
best
Moody were recently guests at Mr. rooms. Apply at CAMDEN A ROCK
Newton where she will remain for a nial. 3 to 5 spikes. Miss Jessie Keene
LAND WATER CO. Te: 634
91-tf
few days before going to Albany. N in charge. Class 2—An arrangement Interest of all?” Frank Ingraham Clark's in Freedom.
ROOM house, all modern, to let
Y., to visit her mother Mrs. Dons ot any flowers in green glass bowl.
Charles Graham and Earl Griffin atSIX
22
Oak
St.;
furnished
apartment
French.
container supplied by committee.
are helping P. D. Perry rake blue Orient St . all modern; furnished apart
Shoes in Pastel Shades
Oeorge R. Smith of Albany, N. Y„ Class limited to first 12 entries. Mrs.
ment. 556 Main St , upstairs. Inquire
berries.
ALBERT PETERSON, at Fuller-Cobbwas guest last week of Carl Moody. Henry Mason In charge. Class 3—■
Mrs. Mabel Meservey and Miss Davls.
91-tf
Supper guests Thursday of Mr and ' Home decoration: An arrangement
Lucy Moody have completed the six
HALE a double house to let at 83
Mrs. Maurice Lindsey were Mrs. of any flowers ln any container;
weeks summer course at Farmington Biimmrr St. Inquire C. M. HARRINOHarvey Lindsey, Gilman Stone and height to be not less than 30 or more
TON Tel. 551-W
91-tf
Normal and arc now at home.
Miss Martha Stone of Thomaston than 40 inches including container
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. Oround
Mrs A. R Benedict in charge. Class
and Mrs. Maude Silver of Boston.
floor All modern. 9 Suffolk St. M M,
Lecturer—“Of course, you all know ORIFFIN.
25 Ocean St.
62-tf
Mrs. Mabel Palmere and daughter 4—Home Decoration. An arrangement j
what
the
inside
of
a
corpuscle
is
like."
Elizabeth of Orange. N. J„ Mrs. Lena of any flowers in any container;
TWO RENTS, upper and lower, at 34
Chairman
—
“
Most
of
us
do.
but
Pleasant St. Apply MISS ANNE FLINT.
M. Breen, and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur height to be not less than 20 or more
you'd better explain it for the bene 32 School St., or Tel. 1161-R.
81-tf
Bowden of Lowell. Mass., were week than 30 inches including container
fit
of
them
as
have
never
been
inside
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clement Mrs. A R Benedict ln charge Class
one."
5— Home Decoration: An arrange- |
T. Moody.
• • • •
ment of any flowers in any container;
No. 13734
height to be not less than 5 or more
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
A congenial party of 14 which in than 15 inches including container.
cluded Mrs. Margaret Spear. Mr.s Mrs. A. R. Benedict in charge.
Office ol Comptroller of the Currency
Washington. D C.. July 19, 1933 .
Elizabeth Robinson, Miss Prances
FOR SALE- All on thc rent plan. $600.
Class 6—Mantel Decoration: Any
WHEREAS, by satisfactory evidence Knox Hall, South Thomaston; $2100,
Spear, Ralph Spear, Miss Lucy suitable arrangement of flowers or
presented to the undersigned lt has been eight room house anti barn; $425. four
Teague, Miss Harriet Stevens. Mrs vines; accessories to be used. Class
made to appear that
acres of land; $1250, large double tene
Jessie Walker, Mrs. Evelyn Robinson limited to flrst four entries. Mrs. L.
“THF. FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF
ment house; $2000, double tenement
house, all ln South Thomaston. V. F.
ROCKLAND"
Mrs. Virginia Thompson Mr and
Weston \‘n charge.
STUDLEY.
283 Main St. Tel. 1154.
WIT
’
S
William
ToofTiin
rvf
Worvnn
_
In
the
CITY
of
ROCKLAND
In
the
Mr.s. William Teague of Warren. Dr.
Class 7—Economy Breakfast Ta
R8-t“
County of KNOX and State of MAINE
and Mrs. Joseph Starrett and Mrs ble: Service for four; itemized list
has compiled with air the provisions ol
FARM /or sale, 100 acres, 30 tillable,
Ethel Farnum of Bangor, enjoyed a of prices paid for every article used,
the Statutes of the United States, re 60 wood. 10 pasture. Fronting on ocean
quired to be compiled with before an Inlet, back on Friendship river, on Pleas
picnic Friday at Gay's Island.
including cost of material for flower
association shall be authorized to com ant Point road ln South Cushing.
Mr and Mrs. Frank D. Rowe re arrangement ar.d container, must be
mence the business of Banking:
Thirty apple trees, four room bungalow,
cently were hosts to a party of 14 at included when exhibit is staged;
NOW Therefore I. J. F. T. O'CONNOR, garage, chicken house. Apply on premSpruce Head. The guests Included Judges will take Into consideration
Comptroller of the Currency, do hereby Iscs. MRS A. C. CAMPBELL.
95*97
certify that
Dr. and Mrs. George Parcher who re distinction at low cost; exhibitor to
TWENTY-ONE room, four tenement
“THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF
house for sale, all ln nice condition,
cently had returned from Lithuania, furnlshi own card table and' class
ROCKLAND"
newly shingled and painted outside,
their daughter Nanette, Mrs. Nanette limited to first five entries. Mrs. L.
in the CITY of ROCKLAND ln the papered, painted and whitened Inside.
Brocks of San Francisco, Mr. and T. Weston in charge.
County of KNOX and State of MAINE ls Will be sold at a great bargain, or wlll
Mrs Leon Rowe and daughter Mar
authorized to commence the business exchange for other property. Call me
Class 8—Bedside Table: Flower ar
of Banking as provided In Section Fifty up or come and see me
FLOYD L.
garet of Ellsworth, Mr. and Mr.s. rangement and accessories to be used.
one hundred and sixty nine of the Re SHAW. 47 North Main St„ Rockland. Me.
Leslie Martin and children Jean and : Mrs. J. M. Buunmitt in charge.
vised Statutes of the United States.
90-tf
Jack of Omaha, Neb, Mrs. Estelle
class 9—Arrangement of any kind
In Testimony Whereof, witness
THE I,. E ORIFFIN house at 25 James
ISeal| my hand and Seal of Office this St.. Rockland for sale Hardwood floors,
Perry of Spruce Head and Mrs. Callie of evergreen sprays in basket Miss
NINETEENTH day of July. 1933. electric lights, large lot. Price right.
Silch of Boston.
Clara Gay in charge.
J. F. T. O'Connor.
Apply to M. M. ORIFFIN. Rockland. Mc.
Miss Florence Packard and sister
Class 10—Junior Exhibit: Age limit
Comptroller of the Currency.
New York-J 'iris Fashions
____
97-tf
Mrs. Perley Simmons, the latter of 10 years; an arrangement of any wild
88-114
P!
keeping
with
the
trend
for
pas

FOR SALE—Six room house, good lo
Rockland, are spending a few days flowers in container supplied by the
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
cation, price right. This property Is a
tel shades In accessories are 1
with Mrs. Walter Blake at Lewiston committee. Mrs. J. M. Brummitt in
good Investment. Its location Is on a
STEAMBOAT CO.
these single tie sports oxfords ot
cement road. ROBERT COLLINS. Real
going thence to Hebron where they 1 charge.
Estate Agency.
95-tf
SUMMER
ARRANGEMENT
yellow
suede
combined
with
rich-1
will be guests of their sister Mrs
class 11—Junior Exhibit: Age limit
JUNE
20
TO
SEPTEMBER
15
Howard Olover
14 years; an arrangement of any brown patent leatber as shown in
Eastern Standard Time
Miss Frances Moore went Saturday garden flowers in container supplied the circle. The pastel shade of the
DAILY. 8UNDAYS EXCEPTED
Vinalhaven Line
to Matinicus where she will visit her by the committee. Mrs. J. M. Brum- suede ls made possible through
grandmother Mrs. C. H. Ring for a \ mitt in charge,
special leather dyes. The medium | Sunday at 600 a m and *2 00 p m
few weeks.
Class 12—Junior Exhibit: Age limit short vamp and discreet perfora Arriving at Vinalhaven at 7 20 A. M. and
Parcel Delivery
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stahl accom 10 to 14 years; Tray Gardens; last tion trims further distinguish the 3 2Q P. M. Returning steamer leaves
panied by Pearl Hadley of Camden years' tray may be used or one ob new shoes.’ They are worn with a Vinalhaven at 8 30 A. M. and 4.30 P. M
Arriving .at Rockland 9.50 A. M. and
motored Sunday to North Vassalboro tained from the committee. Mrs. J. yellow Acele crepe spectator sports 3.50 P. M.
Family Washings
where they visited relatives of Mr M. Bru.mmitt in charge.
Stonington and Swan’s Island Line
ensemble, the gown, above, being
Called For and Delivered
leaves Swan's Island dally ex
Hadley.
Exhibitors limited to one entry in tailored with a square neck, set Steamer
Sunday at 6.00 A. M.. Stonington
Mrs. Harold Boggs and daughter each class. All entries must be ready off by band fagoting and trimmed 6cept
55. North Haven 7.50; due to arrive at
Helene, guests for several weeks of for Judging by 11 a. m.
Rockland about 9 00 A. M. Returnng
with buttons. The cape ties In leaves Rockland *2 00 P. M. North Haven
Miss Edna F. Boggs, went Thursday
00. Stonington 4.00; due to arrive at
to Gorham for a short visit with Mr.
Hubby—"You call that a hat? My front and ls trimmed with a flve 3Swan's
Island about 5.00 P. M.
Inch band over the arm. embroi
TeL 106-R
and Mrs. Edwin Boggs before return dear, I shall never stop laughing."
•On arrival of afternoon train from
dered
with
pastel
colored
daisies
Boston.
ing to their home in New York. ,
Wifey—“Oh yes you will. The bill

TO LET

a

MISCELLANEOUS

j

!(**************■
REAL ESTATE *

Light Trucking

Walter Dorgan

White Oak Orange observed chil- will probably arrive tomorrow,”

wool and silk.

B. H. STINSON

73-tf

Geper»l Ageq{,

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, August 15, 1933

OCl ETY.
In Addition to personal notes regard Ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc
Notes sent by mall or telephone wUl be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ................ ............. 170 or 7M

i Mrs. Mary Jordan and Mrs. Velma
‘ Marsh will be in charge of the card
I party a‘. Grand Army hall tomorrow
j evening, under the auspices of the
1 Auxiliary of Sons of Union VeterI ans. Play will begin at 8.

Mrs. Kenneth P. Lord and sons
Mrs. Joyce Lehlng who has been
Herbert and Kenneth who have been ! guest of Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn for
spending several weeks with Mrs. ; ten days returns to Rutherford. N. J.,
Lord's parents. Mr. and Mrs. J. F. tomorrow.
Cooper, leave Saturday for Washing
ton. D. C.. stopping enroute to visit
Mrs. E 8. Bird and her guest. Mrs.
Mrs. Carroll Beedy in New Londpn
Delia Sullivan of Orono, recently
visited Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Gould in
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Thomas of Warren.
New York are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Roland Seavey, Pleasant street.
Kenneth Daly has returned from
Vinalhaven where he visited his
Miss Ernestine Merrill of Orono aunt, Mrs. John Chilles.
arrives tomorrow to be the guest of
Mrs. E. S. Levensaler, Broadway. Miss
Merrill is to play the lead in "Hay ■ Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Doyle (MaTy
Fever" the Noel Coward comedy to ‘ Lawrence) and Miss Edna Ross
be given Aug. 24-25 for the benefit were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
of the Public Library, and which j Boyle in Bath for the weekend.
Atwcod Levensaler will direct.
I Mr. and Mrs. Angus Hennigar who
Mrs. Laura Albee who has been have been at Green Island are
the guest of her sister. Mrs. Henry | again in Vinalhaven. They were ac
Bucklin, in Thomaston and of companied there by Mr. and Mrs.
friends In Rockland, has returned to I Merle Hutchinson and son Richard
| who have returned to Green Island.
Magee's Island.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jordan and Mr.
Mrs- H- C C°?el?;nd
la"a
and Mrs . Arthur Marsh were in ' week with Mr and Mrs. Charles S.
Oorham Wcdnesoay.
,Oardncr ln RockPort
Mr. and Mrs Joseph Field of Attle
boro, Mass , werc recent guests of
Miss Josephine Halligan.

j Miss Catherine Chisholm is vlsitI ing her grandfather, L. V. Joyce in
i Atlantic.
i
”
Miss Emily Robeson who has been
guest of Miss Ruth Cobb at Cooper’s
I Beach left for St. Louis Saturday.

Baraca Class enjoyed a picnic at
the Crawford Lake cottage of Mrs.
William Ellingwood Wednesday aft
ernoon and evening, with 40 partak
The outing of the Methebesec Club
ing of the supper. Another outing is
planned for Sept. 13 at Herman Win- at “Shoreland,” the summer home
chcnbaugh's farm. West Meadow of Mrs. Mary Southard. Friday, had
30 attendants who enjoyed the
road.
j glorious summer day to the utmost.
Barbara Atkinson is visiting rela It was voted unanimously to second
| the action of the Forty Club in retives in Ellsworth.
j gard to the city manager proposal.
Mr. and Mrs. James Hyland and The club will have another outing
Mr. and Mrs. George MacDonald, of Aug. 25. at the Lucia Burpee cottage.
Att'ebcro, have been in the city ‘ Lucia's Bcach. with Mrs. Ruth
Palmer as hostess.
visiting relatives for a few days.

The Educational Club meets today
Miss Elda Lermond of North Haven
from 2 to 7.30 at the home of Mrs. was weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Minnie Rogers. Amesbury street. A. J. Nichols.
Take box lunch; the hostess will
icrve coffee. An interesting pro
Mrs. Lester Plummer goes today
gram is bcing arranged.
J to spend
tyo weeks
with her daugh|
—
Z5-1J
•r, -Mrs. .Lee Seguin,
in Bloomfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Edwards re N. J..-motoring there with Mr. and
cently gkve a picnic at their camp at Mrs. Seguin, who have been guests
Clark Island. . Mr. and Mrs. Horace of Mr. and Mrs. Willard Sewall in
Field of Attleboro, Mass., were spe Newport and of Mr. and Mrs. Plum
cial guests.
mer.

Mrs. H I. Hix. Mrs Emily Hix
Faber and daughter Elizabeth mo
tored to Skowhegan Friday to attend
tne performance at Iakewo&d The
atre. Saturday they motored to Ver
gennes. Vt.. to get Mrs. Faber's ether
daughter, Catherine, who has been
visiting at a camp for 10 days.

Mrs. Henry Day has returned from
i a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Austin
] Oaldclrwood in Vinalhaven.

Miss Alice Munson of New York
gave a luncheon yesterday at her cot
tage at Ingraham Hill. Guests were
Misses Thelma and Gertrude Black
ington and Miss Mary Lawry.

Mrs. Walter E. Newbert who has
been the guest of Mrs. E. W Berry
for ten days returned to Waban,
jMass., Friday. She was shown
I many social attentions.

Henry Marsh who underwent an
appendicitis operation at Knox Ho-i pitgl Saturday is reported as gain• ing satisfactorily.

Mrs. Ernest Young gave a 1 o'clock
Mrs. E J. Hellier gave a bridge
luncheon Thursday at hcr cottage at luncheon Saturday in honor of hcr
j house guests. Mrs Henry M Smaltz
Crescent Beach.
of Philadelphia and Miss Carrie
Mrs. C. Waldo Adams and daugh j Chapman of Bangor.
ter who have been guests of Mrs
Adams' parents. Mr and Mrs. W. T. i Commander and Mrs. C. F. Snow
White, at Spring HUI Farm. Chick and Mr and Mrs. Sidney Snow are
awaukie Lake, have returned to on a motor trip "Down East ." They
Dubuque. Iowa, stopping enroute to were accompanied by Mtss Frances
make a short visit with Mr. and Mrs. | Snow who is spending the week in
: Bar Harbor.
Wyman Foster in Needham. Mass.
Mrs. Nina T. Day of Dubuque,, Mtss Charlotte Chick of Cornish Is
Iowa Ls the guest of Mr. and Mrs. thc guest of Mr. and Mrs. T. C.
William T. White at Spring Hill ) Stone for the week.
Farm.
_
------- .
_____
Mrs. E. W. Peaslee who has been
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Ulmer and [ in Boston and Salem, Mass., for two
family who have been guests of Mr. weeks returned Sunday, motoring
and Mrs. Alfred P. Condon have re here with Mrs. Dorothy Lehan and
daughter Jane who are now guests
turned to Lewistown, Pa
of Dr. and Mrs. Peaslee.
The Duzuplez Club tendered mis
Mrs. Minnie Rogers and daugh
er llancous showers Thursday evening
to two brides—Mrs. Sumner Archer ters. Eva. Ruth and Madlene, and
(Frances Dobbin) and Mrs. Henry L. C. Jackson, Jr., motored to CorBenner (PhyllLs Snowman), the de in ’i Sunday, stopping in Bangor to
lightful affair taking place at the call on little Barbara Atkinson who
homo of Miss Jessie Shute. The is at a hospital there for a tonsil
gifts wrapped in attractive fashion, operation.
were presented at thc close of lunch.
Mrs. Wilbur S. Cross was hostess
Chester Hathaway cf Fairhaven, to the Thimble Club last evening.
Mass., was a visitor in the city last
Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter. Jr., and
week, motoring here to bring home son Richard went to Waterville yes
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Vinal and their terday to fpend the week w’lth Mrs.
granddaughter Marion Vinal, who C. A Knickerbocker.
had been on a five weeks' visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Hathaway.
Carol
Besse
of
Swampscott,
Mass.. Joined his family at Crescent
Prof, and Mrs. Wilbert Snow gave Beach for the weekend.
a picnic party Friday at their sum
mer heme at Spruce Head, with
Mrs. George W. Smith and sister
about 30 friends and thelr families as Mtss Eda Knowlton, have been
guests. Among those from out of spending a week with Mr. and Mrs
tow’n were Mrs. Emily Hix Faber and Arthur L. Orne at Crawford Lake.
daughter Elizabeth, Miss Mildred
Gllette and Mrs. Edward Wheaton of
Miss Avis Lovejoy is at Knox Hos
Newton Centre, Mass, Mrs. O. Mil- pital for a tonsil operation.
ton Friese and two children of Plainfield. N. J„ and Mrs. Rodney Weeks
Fred W. Glover of Chariot'.?, N. C..
and daughter of Birmingham. Mich. arrives tomorrow to Join hls family
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. Fred
Miss Relief Nichols of the Junior Knight, Broad street.
High School faculty, whose home is
in North Brooksville, was a Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Edwards have
visitor yesterday.
as guest at their summer home at
Ash Point Mrs. N. P. Shaw of Bir
Col. and Mrs. Basil H. Stinson, mingham, Ala. With Mrs. Shaw arc
Miss Helen McIntosh and Mrs. Azora Mrs. Dickson and Mrs. Hagerty of
Clark motored to Mt. Katahdm over De.-oit. who are at the home of Mrs.
thc weekend.,
i Florence McConchie.

Miss Lucy French gave a "scaven
Mr. and Mrs. Charles O. Hewett
ger" party at hcr cottage at Ash and sons. Elwood and Russell, are
Point, her guests being Mr. and Mrs. at Treasure Point Farm. Tenant's
Edward Barnard, Miss Flora Colson Harbor, for the week.
and her guest. Miss Alicia Kay Smith
of Augusta. Miss Gail 8harps of New
Mr and Mrs. E. F. G'.over, Mlsj
York. Miss Elizabeth Philbrook of Margaret G. Stahl, Mrs. E. W. Berry
Brookline. Mats, Misses Joan Mou land Miss Alice Fuller attended
laison, Madelyn Coffey, Virginia i church services at Hope Corner
Richardson and Rase Flanagan, Rich Sunday to hear Rev. Pliny A. Allen
ard Knowlton. Lawrence Pike, Cali of North Adams, Mass., who is supI add, Francis Fisher Jr.. Rodney I plying the pulpit, for the month.
Murphy, Merton Haskell, Oraham
f Hills. Robert Allen. Francis McAlary Mrs. H. H. Stickney of Bdlmont,
and Richard French. Prizes for i Mass., and Crawford Lake, gave a
"scavenging” went to Miss Smith I supper party Saturday at her cottage,
and Mr. McAlary. Buffet lunch was I Pine Knoll, honoring the birthday of
served,

Miss Priscilla Lovejoy.

Mrs. A. M. Moody has returned ■
from East Oreenwlch, Conn., where
she was guest of Mrs. LaFarge j
Walker fer several days. She was j
accompanied by her aunt., Mrs. Ella
Rokes. who had been making a visit
of several weeks with Mrs. Walker.

CLOSING OUT SALE
CREAMS, POWDERS, ROUGE, LOTIONS
Our Select Line of Cosmetics is to be Disposed of Immediately at Co t

MABELLE BEAUTY SHOP

Mr. and Mrs. George MacDonald
(Eva Huntley), and Mr. and Mrs.
James Hyland (Gertrude HuntIcy), of Attleboro. Mass, are guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Austin Huntley at
256 Limerock street.
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MISS LAMB'S Pl'PILS

Gave a Notable Recital With Talent
ed Assisting Artists
Thc piano pupils of Miss Mabel
Frances Lamb, one of the city's
prominent teachers, were presented
in a delightful recital recently at the
Universalist vestry, with Jeanne and
Joyce Palmer and Lcatrice Benner,
and Virginia Tyler of Brookline,
Mass., in songs and readings, ns as
sisting artists. Virginia Bowley and
Catherine Delano acted as ushers,
and garden flowers of vivid beauty
formed effective decorations.
The pupils acquitted themselves in
a highly creditable manner, reflect
ing the conscientious teaching given
them by Miss Lamb, and ln their
best "bibs and tuckers" presented a
picture in themselves. The assist
ing artists were delightful, with per
haps special interest centering in
little Mtss Tyler who has made
many appearances in the children’s
program over Station WHDH. di
rected by Mr. Earl, on Saturday
mornings. Both her readings and
songs werc charmingly given. The
recital was attended by a "full
house" of admiring relatives and
friends.
The program:

Miss Ruth Johnson of Millbury. * J. C Flint of New York ls ln thc
Mass., who has been visiting Miss city on his annual vacation.
Marjorie F. Magune at Crescent
Beach has returned with Robert
Kenneth Flinn of the H.M.S. Dana?
Richards Magune and Miss Barbara is visiting Miss Goldie McAuliffe for
Popplewell, who came from Worces- a few days while his ship is in Bos
! ter Thursday night in order to at- ton.
Mr. and Mrs. Holman Robbins and ' tend the carnival at Rockport.
Mrs. Blanche Robbins of South
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pendleton of
Union, had the Dr. C. F. French
Wiscasset called yesterday on their
Mrs.
Mary
E.
Adams
is
home
from
cottage at Ash Point for tne week
Shrewsbury, Mass., guest of her sister sister Mrs. Cora Anderson who is ill
end.
Mrs. Helen Perry, Maverick street. and confined to the bed.
Mrs. T. C. Stone returned Sunday She is also visiting other relatives
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Kelly (Mildred
from a week’s visit, with relatives ln ln this city and in South Thomaston.
Packardi returned to Dorchester,
Corplsh, motoring home with Mr.
Miss Virginia I. Rackliffe returned Mass., Saturday after spending sev
Stone who Joined her for the week
Saturday from Portland where she eral days with Mrs. Kelly's mother.
end.
J has been visiting her cousin, Miss Mrs Mattle Packard, Glcncove.
Mrs. C. F. French and Mrs. ! Carlene Snow for three weeks.
Mrs. Richard E. Lincoln (Ann C.
Clarence Munsey gave a supper
Mrs. Addle Rogers who is spend- Dart) accompanied by Mrs. Ralph E
party Thursday at Mrs. French's
cottage at Ash Point, their guests I ing the month with her mother and Lincoln and Miss Jeanne Thayer of
being Mr. and Mrs. William Fogler daughter at their summer home at Whitinsville, Mass., arrived last night
and son of Philadelphia, Miss Mae Isle au Haut was in the city Friday to be guests of her mother, Mrs. Wil
Fogler of West Rockport. Mr. and to attend the funeral services of lard Chase part of Providence, at her
Mrs. Harold Karl, Mr. and Mrs. R. Amber Elwell. She returned to Isle summer home in South Hope.
S. • Sherman, Dr. French and Mr. au Haut Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Elton Twaddel of
Munsey.
[ Mr and Mrs. Willard Fales had as Portland are visiting Mr Twaddcl's
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Graves of guests over the weekend Mr. and Mrs. mother, Mrs. Isabel Twaddel, 163
Presque Isle have been guests of Mr. J. E. Drinkwater and children Edward Main street.
Two pianos—Marche Mllltnlre Schubert
David Curtis. Jr.. Dorothy Sherman
and Mrs. R M McKinley in Union. and Deborah of Brewer.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
H.
Keene
ol
Three Little Kittens ................ Simmons
Saturday night t.he McKinleys en
Little
Water Sprites ................. Rodgers
Recent guests of Mrs. Lester C. Somerville. Mass., are visiting Mr. ana
tertained the Crawford Lake crowd
Leatrlce Davis
Mr.s F. S. Young.
Bradbury
of
Camden
street
have
been
Cadet's March ............................ Stillwell
at a corn roast.
Mrs. S. A. Sawyer and Miss Vannie
Train ln the Night ................. McGregor
Win held Benner
Jean and Howard Harbach of Ban
Miss Elizabeth E. Hewett of North E. Carter of Bar Mills; Miss Doris
Hello. Hello (rote piece) ............ Perfleld
Adams. Mass., is the guest of Mr. G Trafton of South Braintree, Mass . gor are with their grandmother. Mrs. Cuckoo ..................................... ...... Pcrtteld
, and Miss Doris R. Neilsop of Lewis Twaddel, during their school vaca- Swing Song ............................................ Erb
and Mrs. Oeorge A. Wooster.
I tion.
ton.
Ruth Emery
Prelude. Op, 28, No. 7
Chopin
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Whalen of
8carf
Dance
...............................
Clarence H. Shaw of Bridgeport, Second Valse ................................Chaminade
Dr. and Mrs. Miles Grant, son
Durand
Houston. Texas. Mr. and Mrs. Carl
is in the city on a week's vacaDorothy Sherman
Daniels and family of Sprlngfleld. Henry and daughter Elizabeth ot jI Conn.,
........................... Lively
Vt.. are occupying the cottage. Mon Portland are occupying the M. F. tion. in thc course of which he plans Song—Dreamland
Lcatrice Benner
j
to
establish
a
few
new
goll
records
Plaisir, at Crescent Beach. Mr. Lovejoy cottage at Crawford Lake | for himself. Mrs. Shaw is on a trip Priscilla on Sunda' ......................... Bllbro
Lorna Miller (three leaaousi
Whalen is a brother of John Whalen for the week.
: to Quebec.
Two pianos -Rondo ............... Beethoven
of Ash Point.
Jeanne
Paftner. Leatrlce Davis. Billy East,
Miss Margaret McMillan who has
Stanley Murray
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
A.
Burns
werc
been
attending
thc
Eastern
Music
Song—Have You Ever Been Lonely?
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Moore and
in
the
city
last
week,
enroute
for
home
Camp
has
returned
home
on
account
Reading
A
Trip
to Falrvland
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Swan and
Virginia Tyler
daughter Carolyn of Everett. Mass , of a dislocated knee. Her mother, after a visit with Mr. Burns' father Wood Nymph's
Harp
......................... Rea
w’ho have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Florence McMillan was at the ln Vinalhaven. Mr. Burns who is a This Little Pig Went to Market
camp
Saturday
to
accompany
her
former
principal
in
Rockport
is
now
Thompson
Mrs. Allen Holt, at Owl’s Head, re
a professor on thc Dartmouth Col Humpty Dumpty
home.
Thompson
turned Sunday.
Stanley Murray
lege staff.
Japanese Doll ..........................
Swift
Miss Georgia Howe of Brookline is
Whirlwind ...............................
Jenkins
Mr. and Carl Holt are making a
guest
of
her
aunt
Mrs.
Clarence
Lucille Stanley
McALEF.R-WINCHtNBACII
summer visit with Mr. and Mrs.
March from Faust ...............
Gounod
James Doherty. Columbia avenue Daniels, Talbot avenue.
Swiss Clock (rote poece)
Perfleld
James McAlecr of Cambridge,
Mrs Holt gave a luncheon Saturday,
Billy East
Mr. and Mrs Harry M Keating and Mai ai.d Miss Barbara Lce Win Two pianos -Minuet .............
Whelpley
her guests being Mrs. Alton Gross of
Dorothy Sherman. Frances Marsh
Bar Harbor and Miss Mary Richards, three children of Lce, Mass. arrived chenbach of Waldoboro were mar Song
—Sing Toy ................................ Lively
secretary to Richard Hale of Boston Saturday for ten days' visit with Mr. ried yesterday morning ln the Old
Palmer
and Mrs H. J. Keating. Mechanic German Church at Waldoboro— Spinning TopJeanne
.................................
Erb
and Schooner Head. Bar Harbor.
street.
the occasion malting the twenty-first Cuckoo ....................................... Thompson
I Go? ................. German Folk Song
birthday of each. The bride Ls Must Hazel
Mrs. E. Vcre Powers who has been
Nutt of West Rockport
Mrs. R. W. Bickford, grandsons a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leland
visiting Mr. and Mrs. John M.
(eight lessons)
Bickford
and
John,
and
Mrs.
Myra
Two
pianos
-At
the Ball Oamc
Higgins
Winchenbach and the groom ls a son
Pomeroy lef. Saturdav for Balti
F
Hodgdon
have
returned
from
MtWinfield
Benner.
Stanley Murray
cf Mr. and Mrs. John A McAleer ol
more. Mrs. Pomeroy and daughter
......................................... Perfleld
Rev. Alfred Mocking
Laura have recently returned from Desert where they have been guests North Weynfbuth.
Hoppy the Hop Toad
Weddle
a two weeks' visit with Mrs. Powers. the past two weeks at the summer Davis, pastor of the Methodist
Barbara Soule (three lessons)
home of Mr and Mrs. Ernest L. Mc Church effirtated. Bride and gioom Tarantella ....................................... Dennee
Murray
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Davis had Lean of Augusta.
graduated in the same class at North Polish DanceStanley
.......................... Scharwenka
as guests for the weekend Mr. and
Weymouth High School.
(duet with Miss Iamb)
Mrs. H. Kinsley Draper has returned
Merkel
Mrs Ward Whi'.-nan and daughter
The bride, who is aLso a graduate Butterfly
Madelyn Rawley
Patty, of Blair. Ohio, and William to her Spruce Head cottage for the of the Packard School in New York Curious 8tory
.................................... Heller
remainder
of
the
summer.
Whitman of Jackson Heights, Long
city, is a secretary in the Congrega Merry Dance .........
McGregor
Island. N. Y.
tional House in Boston, and the
Billy East
The Sextette Club met Saturday bridi groom, a Harvard graduate of Song-Sandman .............
.... Erb
(words by Joyce Palmer*
A R. Marsh and daughter. Mrs. with Miss Anne V. Flint, 32 School last June is doing library work at the Plano—Avalanche
............................
Heller
George Clark, and Misses Margaret street. In thc company were Mrs. Uhiversity.
Jeanne Palmer
Dunton and Ruth Harper, attended Frances Fish of Camden. Mrs. Nellie Thc bride wore a traveling gown Barchetta .......... _........................... . Nevln
the concert at thc Eastern Music Morton of Rockport. Mrs. Alice Oor- of blue crepe, with hat to match and Valse. Op. 83 .................................. Durand
Dance
Clcrbols
Camp Lake Messalonskee, Sunday don of Warren, Mrs. Nina Gregory ot carried sweet peas, and she was at Chinese Street
David Curtis. Jr
Glencove. Mrs. May C. Hamilton of
afternoon.
Song—It's Sunday Down ln Caroline
tended
by
Miss
Lucille
Norton
of
Thomaston and St. Petersjburg, and
Virginia Tyler
Newton Center. Mass., who wore rose
Military Parade
Bllbro
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Edwards en Miss Flint
crepe, and also carried sweet peas. Two pianos
Stanley Murray. Billy East
tertained at a picnic party Sunday
Country Gardens .............. Percy Grainger
The
best
man
was
Parker
Lord
of
Mr. and Mrs. Louis R. Cates and
a‘. their camp at Clark Island, their
Dorothy Sherman
Cambridge, Mass., and ML«s Louise
gues'.s being Mr. and Mrs. James Mr. and Mrs. Lanscom Miller spent Berry was at the organ. Among the
Miss
Lamb
employs the Effa EIlLt
the
weekend
on
a
trip
through
North

Hyland and Mr. and Mrs. George
out-of-town guests were the parents
MacDonald of Attleboro. Mass.. Mr ern Maine, stopping at Red Apple of the bridegroom. Miss Eleanor Perfleld teaching system.
and Mrs. Austin Huntley. Mr. and Camps, Macwahoc, Saturday night, Bates of Wellesley and Dr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Michael Halligan. Miss Jose and visiting Houlton and Woodstock. Richard Norton of Newton Center.
UNION
N. B . Sunday.
phine Halligan and Paul Halligan.
The ceremony was followed by a
Miss Georgia Shepard of Norton.
Edward Gonia has been in Boston wedding breakfast at the home of the Mass.,
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Weymouth
arrived in town Aug 7 and!
bride's parents.
and children. Milton. Ruth and for a few days, and on his return
will be with her parents until thc'
Beatrice, of North Baldwin, were in was accompanied by Mrs. Oonia who
23d.
LEWIS-JOYCE
Camden Saturday, to attend the had been spending several weeks with
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Shepard and
her
sister.
Mrs.
Carl
Clark,
Marlboro.
Hatch-Calder wedding.
Miss Georgia Shepard of Wheaton
Mass., who also came to be the guest
George F. Lewis and Miss Myra College, Norton, Mass., were guests
Mr. and Mrs. F. John Baker of Bos of Mr. and Mrs. Gonia* for a short Ethel Joyce werc married Saturday of Mr. and Mrs Clem Butler for an
time.
While
in
Marlboro
Mrs.
Gonia
evening at the home of the bride all-day auto trip to Fort Knox and
ton who are making a visit of several
weeks with their daughter, Mrs. was tendered a charming party at her groom on Orient street. Rcv. H. R other places last Friday.
sister's
home,
of
which
the
Marlboro
Winchenbaugh officiating.
Edgar
Bowdoin L. Grafton, in Thofnasto i,
Mr and Mrs. Cederstrom and three
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Enterprise said: "Mrs Edward Gonia Crockett was groomsman and the children of Melrose, Mass, and West
of
Rockland.
Me.,
who
Ls
the
guest
ot
bride was attended by Miss Marion Southport, Me., .and Mrs. CederGeorge H. Avery.
her sister, Mrs Carl Clark. Pleasant Myers. The single ring service was stroms' aunt Mrs. Fannie Freeman of
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Holt of Owl's street, was tendered a surprLse party used.
Cushing, were callers at the home of
The "quiet wedding” developed Mr. and Mrs. Charles Shepard last
Head gave a lobster dinner Satur last night (Aug 10) in honor of her
day night, their guests bcing Mr. birthday anniversary. The rooms oc into an affair of quite a different Friday afternoon.
and Mrs. Maynard Moore and Mr. cupied by the guests were lavishly character when the newlyweds found
and Mrs. Harold Swan and daugh decorated with phlox, zinnias and themselves thrust into a gorgeously
WASHINGTON
ter Carolyn. of Everett. Mass.. Mr gladioli. In behalf of those present decorated motor car. driven several
and Mrs. Carl Holt and Mr. and Postmaster John H. Baker presented •:mes through crowded Main street,
the honor guest with a necklace and with plenty of honking and 'other
Regatta day at Medomak Camp.
Mrs. James Doherty.
an old-fashioned bouquet.
Card noisrmaking
appurtenances. The Aug 21.
Thc Grange is to have another sup
Mrs. Vilan Daughterly and son games furnished diversion during the honeymoon is being spent jt Ash
Robert, and Mrs. Alice • Leonard of evening, favors for bridge being won Point, after which the couple will re per and entertainment Aug. 28. undfT
the personal direction of Mr.s. Herbert
Detroit, are at 't.he home of Parker by Mrs. Elizabeth Larrabee. Robert side at 38 Talbot avenue.
Fletcher, Mrs. John H. Bajter and
Mrs. Lewis is thc daughter of Mr. Cunningham.
Merriam, Owl's Head.
George Baker. Mrs. William Green and Mrs. Linwood Joyce of Winter
Thc Ladies' Guild's summer sale
Mr and Mrs. J. H. Schellinger and and Mrs. Robert Clark were awarded Hill. Mass. She is a graduate of and supper was well attended. Those
daughters Adelaide and Maxine, favors for rummy. Ice cream and Beechwood College. Jenkinstown, In charge were: Housekeepers. Mrs
motored to Portland Saturday, stop cake were served after the play and Penn, and of the nurses’ training Nellie Stevens. Mrs. George Bryant.
ping at their cottage at Gray for assembly singing with Mrs. Lawrence school of the Central Maine Gen Miss Jennie Langdon and Miss Emma
ihe weekend. On the way home Clark at the piano concluded an eve eral Hospital, Lewiston. She has Johnston; tab)? girls, 'Mrs. Evelyn
they made a short visit with relatives ning of great enjoyment. Guests been employed recently as offlee Lancaster. Miss Frances Howes. Mies
Marcia Hatch and Miss Marguerite
at the Schellinger Home in Poland present included Mrs Gonia. Post- nurse for Dr. Freeman F. Brown.
, master and Mrs. John H. Baker. Mr
Mr. Lewis is the son of Mr. and Lincoln; candy table. Miss Frances
Spring.
and Mrs. Oeorge Baker. Mrs. Wil Mrs. Charles Lewis of Orient street. Crookcr; aprons, Mrs. EUa Brann;
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. McRae and Mr. liam Green. Mrs. Elizabeth Larrabee, He is a graduate of Rockland High grabs, Mrs Gertrude Mitchell, Miss
and Mrs. F. A. Tirrell, Jr., gave an Fred Graves. Mr. and Mrs. Carl Clark, School in the class of 1925 and of Marcia Hatch and Miss Frances
unique party Sunday at the Coun Mr. and Mrs. Robert Clark. Mr. and Bliss Business College. Lewiston, ln Howes; miscellaneous, Mrs. Eva
try Club—a costume golf party. Th? Mrs Lawrence Clark. Louis Clark and 1926. He is employed at thc Fire Mooers, Mrs Herbert Cunningham;
fancy articles. Mrs. Hannah Staph's
proof Laundry.
guests were arrayed from the sub Robert Fletcher."
and Mrs. Ida Hatch.
lime to the ridiculous. Mr. Tirrell
Bill Farwell of Unity is visiting his
himself rather topped the list, ap
sister Mrs. Percival Pierpont for a
pearing as a S:otchman in full re
few days.
galia of kilties and other deckings,
Erville Bartlett and Frances Crook
and even bearing out thc '.-adition
cr had parts in "Heads Up," given at
of l-brift by making sure of his golf
Waldoboro last week.
ball and clubs by having them
The Home Corner picnic was held
fastened to a patent device to enat Kaler's shore on Medomak Lake
rure their safe return. Dr. Brad
Sunday. Picnic lunches were served,
ford Adams made a delightful
and bathing enjoyed By many At
"baby" while Dr Dana Newman
inld-afternoon a program was furBEACON STREET,
was a picturesque “Sunbonnet Sue."
BOSTON, MASS.
| niched by members of the Home Cor
Mrs. Tirrell's costume could not
ner.
well be described as "sublime" un
Miss Arlene Mank is spending a
less one spoke pf it as “sublimely
vacation in Massachusetts.
ridiculous." Moving pictures were
1 Mrs. Kenneth Gates accompanied
taken of the group, and while Para
Lnra'ed on Beacon
Manson Gates to Woburn, Mass.,
mount has not clamored for the re
Hill next (o the
where she will visit a few days with
lease. it will doubtless be shown in
State House
j friends and relatives
an exclusive circle where full appre
Mi's Maude Sibley recently called
ciation is certain. Other golfers ar
on Mrs. Rosetta Sidelinger.
riving for a morning game thought
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Osgood and
at first sight they were bereft of
family and Mrs. Sadie Sukeforth are
their reason to find the greens oc
visiting at Robert Sukeforth's for a
cupied bv such a heterogeneous
Ju t a few minutes' walk to the theatre, financial
few weeks.
group. At the close of the game th?
and shopping centers
Fred Sukeforth and Maynard
guests adjourned to the Crescent
Beach cottage of Mr. and Mrs. Mc
Young of Augusta spent the weekend
Rae. where a fish chowder dinner
at Charles 8ukeforth's.
was served, and where later golf
James Roll who has been working
prizes were awarded to Carol Bess?
at Owl's Head is now at Charles
Rooms without bath, $2.00 up: witli bath, $3.00 up
of Swampscott. Mass., Arnold C.
Sukeforth's for an indefinite stay.
Rogers and Richard Sprague of
Mrs. Rachel Achorn of Lee is
Complete Retaurant and Cafeteria Service
Portland, Mrs. Renfrew and Mrs.
pending a vacation with friends at

A/ay We Suggest—

Two Days
FRIDAY and SATURDAY

AUGUST 18-19

SALE
Last Call Before Advancing
Prices—Buy Now
and Save
UNDERWEAR
Vests, Bloomers and Panties, regular size,
colors, pink and tea rose; 3 for......................... $ 100

Bloomers and Panties (Rayon Mesh) odd lot;
4 for ...............................................................................

100

Chemise and Panties (Silk) lace trimmed,
broken sizes; 2 for..................................................

1.00

Pajamas and Gowns, Figured Batiste, lace
trimmed and bias cut. Special.........................

1.00

Hose—Silk, full fashioned; next shipment of
this quality will be 79c or more; 2 pairs for

1.00

HATS

Some New Fall Felts and Stitched Iaffetas;
also a few Smart Satin Turbans.......................

......................... .. ................... 10% Off Regular Price
Corsets—Colors, pink and peach; back lace,
14 inch with low bust and 4 garters...............

1.00

Girdle (Satin) 14 inch, side hook with 4
garters ..........................................................................
Bandeau and Brassiere, pink and peach; 5 for

1.00
1-00

Towels (Cannon) 22x44 inch, wonderfully
low priced; 5 for ....................................................

1.00

Kotex; 5 for....................................................................

1-00

Aprons, 80 square, new floral prints; 4 for.......

1.00

Black Leather Wardrobe Cases, good for
weekend trips.............................................................

1.00

NEW FALL STYLES IN COATS AND DRESSES

10 PER CENT OFF REGULAR PRICE

Vesper A. Leach
ROCKLAND

366 MAIN STREET,

WEDNESDAY
W hy Papas Leave Home!
Hr if. ta'islir j "lo k< rp up will)
thr Joiuses" . . . hut she ha.s to

grt ahead of them! . . .

“MAMA
LOVES PAPA”
A Paramount Pi, ture
with

CHARLIE RUGGLES

MARY BOLAND
LILYAN TASHMAN

THURSDAY
It might have been any
girl!
—who, too l»(r. found hrrse!f o:i
this path of lift!

“MIDNIGHT
MARY”
A '-tory from life, of a gill whose
beauty no man could resist!
A Metro-Goldwyn Picture
with

LORETTA YOUNG
RICARDO CORTEZ

HOTEL BELLEVUE

New Lower Rates

Rogers.

|

Stickney’s Corner, ,

NOW
PLAYING
SHOWS—2.00—6.45—8.45
Continuous Sat. 2 p. m. till lu.30

"WHEN
LADIES MEET'
ANN HARDING
ROBERT MONTGOMERY

THE LIFE SAVER
RESTAURANT,

LUNCHEONETTE,

CABINS

Lunch or Full Course Dinner
We Use Native Chicken

WARREN, ME.

TEL. 9011-2

I
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A POMONA FIELD DAY
State Master, Governor and Congressman Were Guests

SALUTE MARKET IS
EXPERIENCING BOOM

Im

Of Limerock Saturday
Penohsco'. View Grange enter-1 Governor Brann made It clear that
tained State Master Harry B Craw he did not favor running the State
ford. with St. George and other any further in debt, and thinks it
Granges as guests Thursday. There best to pay as we go. or in fact ot
was a banquet at 6.30 and an in- | to contract bills unless we know
teresting program of entertainment. where the money is coming from to
Saturday the Grangers met at pay them. It is impossible at this
Penobscot View hall to attend the time to tell just how much money
annual held meeting of Limerock the State is going to have, as all!
Valley Pomona Grange. Many ar money received came from direct !
rived early with their lunch. Some and indirect taxation. His speech
ate in the hail, others in the grove, was made brief due to the fact thatand some on the beach. The Wessa- he had already traveled 2500 miles
weskeag Band of South Thomaston during the week and was somewhat
fatigued. "He spoke of the work
supplied musi: for the dav.
After lunch the company assem done by the last session of the Leg
bled in the upper hall. Pomona Mas islature and how hard all worked to J
ter Nathan Hopkins presiding. H? formulate laws that were thought'
was assisted in the program by the best, and of the different amend- j
lecturer. Lucia Hopkins. The wel ments to be voted on at the election j
come was extended bv the presiding in September, but did not discuss
officer, and responded to by Deputy their merits.
Past E’.lte Orange Lecturer Merle
James Dornan Hans Heistad sang
In the Norwegian language, r.ccom- Harriman of Readfleld led in the
panied by his daughter. Mrs. Rlch- •inging of the Orange song, after
ard Tonseth at Jhe piano, and re which he made remarks prefaced bv
a reading comparing times that
sponded to an encore.
State Master Crawford gave an were, and now are. and told a story
address touching on the things fir explaining practical co-operation,
ing the farmer as well as others: which brought down the house. He
the help the Orange was in the gave a short, talk on Orange werk
early days of Its history: and that and the important part that it could
the same need for it existed tcdiv. rightfully take in all public mat
theie bein? ro limit to the work for ters. He said that all as.'cles to
it to do. He stressed the poin. of the. b? voted on in September were notI
laxity of the people in not taking in amendments to the constitution, but
terest in matters tha were for their •hat the tax on gross income of
be", welfare, especially In voting at ele:tric companies and the tntangiGtate, countv and national elections b’.“ property tax were bills to be'
and urged all '□ vote, and to get as1 acted on and were a law that could
many others to do so as possible. be changed at any session of the
He cited the various matters to be Legislature.
Past State Master Obadiah Gard
voted on at the Sept. It election, in
cluding the question whether or not ner came from Augusta to this meet
we should have voting machines, ing. He quoted to some length
repeal of the 18th amendment, from the early historv of this coun
taxes on gross receipts of electric try. telling how the Bill of Rights
companies and intangible properties. came Into being and the need for
He did not take time ’.■> explain it. and finally get down to the sub
these measures, but urged that peo ject that he seemed eager to talk,
ple inform themselves and then about, the repeal of the 18th amend
ment He handled it with emphasis
vo’e as they thought best.
Congressman Moran explained the declaring that some talked dry and
cause of many of our oresent and drank wet. and that he was not in
pa t difficulties, and what was being favor of that way of doing: neither
done by the United States Ooveni- Is he in favor of t.he Oranger vot
men’, to remedy them. He said one ing dry when he is in favor of the
He made it clear that
cf ihe conditions that caused honest wets.
lr.ciu v to suffer was the dishonest Grangers do r.ot have to personally .
man who hired help ln hts factory vote as the State Grange votes on
or mill with the understanding ‘.hat any subject, and '.hat they can do as
efter two weeks trial if thev were they plca'e other than that which
rot satisfartory they would not re- i really law of the order. He was
cilve any pav and tha their serv talking to a mixed audience in so
ices would not be needed any longer. far as repeal is concerned, and there
Resu'.s were that no one proved were those present who would have
.■attsfactory and he manufactured liked to express .heir opinion on th's
his g"ods with no labor cost, conse important matter, and feel that it
quently the honest man had *.o cut is no concern of Maine haw other
hls cost to compete, and thus labor States vote, and tha‘. Maine wants
and business were injured. This ts the right to vote as it likes.
E. E Addington, treasurer of the
be'ng remedied.
Mr Moran also made it clear, that Sta.? Grange for a long term of
there was necessity for something years, interspersed his remarks with
being done to relieve conditions, and storks which fitted admirably to
that It could rot be done by stand the occasion, proving bv his lon?
ing still and waiting—that had been service as a Oranger tha . he had
already tried and found waiting— progressed with the needs of the
ar.d thus camp into being .he Na times, and that the Grange was a
tional Recovery Administration. This streng factor ln shaping the destiny
Is going to be tried, and if it fails of the farmer and homes in .his
somethin? else will be done, but Its broad land.
Mrs. Harriet Knowles, chairman
surer' depends wholly on the good
of the welfare committee, gave a talk
on the work to be done bv that com
nearer to having a Fascist or a Mus mittee. which was a grea. deal to
solini government than we are now. bring it up to the 100 per cent ex
His talk was much appreciated.
pected of it.
Music was furnished bv Col. Phil- • Members were present from 12 Po
brick with hts fiddle, accompanied mona Granges, one of New .ampby Mrs. Nellie Hall at the piano.
shire.

NO!-NOT FATTENING!

Governors of States Get
Two More
Guns.
_______
<
Washington.—The salute market
ls experiencing a mild boom. Two
•'booms,’’ in fact, have been added
to the courtesy salute for governors
of American states by Presidential
decree.
Heuceforth governors visiting
army or navy posts within th^lr
own states will he entitled to 19-gun
salutes, placing them on a parity
with members of the Presidential
cabinet. Formerly governors re
ceived 17 guns.
“Salute by gunfire is an ancient
ceremony that grew out of custom
and usage,*' says a bulletin from
the National Geographic society.
“Once strong nations compelled
weaker ones to salute by gunfire
as au act of submission. During
the Seventeenth century fine points
in matters of International courtesy
sometimes even led to hostility be
tween states of Europe.
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POULTRY SUPPLIES
FOR 75 YEARS-----THIS store has been a reliable place to buy Poultry Supplies for
75 years.
THIS year's stock is a wonder stock—at prices that arc kind to
your pocketbook.

THIS stock includes every need that’s needed from Chlckhood to
the Chopping Block.
Be sure and get K. & W. prices on any Poultry item before you
buy. You'll get a good trade. If inconvenient io rail—write for Cata20 pa’1 arc devoted to Poultry Supplies It's free!
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spoiled' now for any car

BUT
i

k CERTIFIED INTERVIEW WITH OFFICER HARVEY HAYES, DELAWARE STATE POllCi STATION No. 2, WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

j

1

"J Couldn’t Stand My Old Car

i

after DrivingaPlymoutb on Duty"
HEY’VE had three Plymouths at Station

T

No. 2. Harvey Hayes drives one of them.

And pushing his own“old crate”home (to use

All Salutes Returned.

his words)didn’t thrill him any after riding be
"Because the earliest gunpowder
hind Floating Power from noon till midnight.
“Some power plant there, boy! And it
“Most cars eat oil at that speed—but
greetings were largely forced af
“ I had one of che boys clock me. She’s
doesn’t keep you broke running it.**
after a run—my gauge reads ‘full’.”
fairs on parties of the second part,
good for 60 in second—85 in high!"
Now he has his own Plymouth. So have five
vessels and shore forts of stronger
others out of the eleven men at his station.
nations could reply to them or
uot us they saw fit. But custom
As Officer Hayes put it, they’re all “spoiled”
gradually changed. With the spread
for anything else now — after learning first
of the idea of equality betweeu na
hand how Plymouth flashes away on pick-up,
tions, gunfire salutes were returned
slips in and out of traffic, and brakes to
•gun for gun.’ This Is now univer
sal practice among civilized nations.
smooth, quick, even stops in the tight spots.
The most widely-used salute to
You can see for yourself how smooth
day ls the international, which con
Plymouth is — how easily it handles — how
sists of twenty-one guns tired one
after another. The ceremony aud
quickly it responds to the accelerator. You can
the number of guns was taken
sample Floating Power engine mountings —
over by the United States from the
hydraulic brakes—rigid-X double-drop frame.
I
British.
Just “look at all three” low-priced cars...ride
“Why did the British choose
in them and compare them.
twenty-one as the number of guns
suitable for an International salute? i
•
•
•
“In the earliest days of saluting,
Standard: 2-door sedan 1465; 4-door sedan 1510;
British men-of-war fired seven guns.
rumble seat coupe *485; business coupe S445. De
The number seven was taken, it is
Luxe: 2-door sedan *525; 4-door sedan *575; coot.
believed, because of its mystical and
coupe *595; rumble seat coupe *545; business coupe
symbolic significance. Among an
*495. Prices E.O.B., subject to change without notice.
cient nations and ln the Bible seven
“How do the boys like it? Well, six of us at this station have Plymouths
SEE PLYMOUTH ATCHRYSLER MOTORS BUILDING
ls 'The Sacred Number.' Astronomy
CHICAGO CENTUR Y OF PROGRESS
of our own! And we get plenty of chance to judge cars on tbit job.”
once listed 'seven planets.' and the
phase of the moon changed every
WITH PATENTED
seventh day. In the Bible creation
was finished in seven days, and
every seventh year was sabbatical.
FLOATING POWER
“But while early British regula
I
tions stated that ships might fire
only seven guns, shore batteries
LINCOLN COUNTY ALUMNI
alumni have held in Lincoln County. E. Gay 23. Newcastle; Edna Bailey
were allowed three guns to every
hls motor boat, and many other sum
The outing Is to be held at the at 30. Wiscasset; Steven T. Mank '31,
one on board the ship. It was ex
mer folks.
plained that powder made from so
And here we have the story—"Clam University of Maine Grads To Hold tractive home of Mr. and Mrs. George North Waldoboro.
C. Hamlin.
dium nitrate spoiled on shipboard,
Bake at the Nook." Aug. 17. Dad's
Invitations have been sent to all
First Reunion For That Section
Mr. Hamlin, a graduate of the University of Maine alumni and stu
diary: “Great clam bake at the Nook
but It was easy to keep on land.
University, class of 1900, has recently dents whose permanent homes are ln
today by Capt. Joseph Watts of Bos
The multiple three was chosen, too,
University oi Maine Alumni and taken up residence in Boothbay Har I ineoln County and others who are
because tt had mystical and sym
I saw in a window of a shop this ton.”
Everybody was there with an appe undergraduates are planning an out bor. after a successful business career lununrring in that section are inbolical Importance from remote morning a small colored picture de
times.
picting a short stretch of wood road, tite, but as the Captain had provided ing at Boothbay Harbor. Saturday, in New York. The home "Te Whare" j vited to attend. There is no organi
International Salute.
boidered by spruce trees, opening on three bushels of clams for the bake, Aug. 26. B. West Lewis is acting as Is located in the Sprucewold section. zation of University of Maine alumni
and human nature has a limit, even
The committee charged with ar in Lincoln County. Whether or not
“When better gunpowder was a short stretch of beach, beyond lor clams, the result was that there chairman. This will be the first
rangements consists of B. West
organization should be established
made, the salute at sea was raised which a point made out. and then the were clams around the Nook for a event of its kind which University Lewis 16. Boothbay Harbor, Thomas an
will be considered.
to equal that on land. By common ocean. It bore the inscription, “A 1 long time afterward.
agreement today the International Glimpse of the Sea." In memory I
Aug. 27, 1910, the diary records:
could go back sixty years and see the
salute of all civilized nations Is “Nook” on Barter's Point at the "Bert, i Dr. Herbert F. > Kalloch and
twenty-one guns. In the United ' Harbor.
A B. C. were out in the boat this
States twenty-one guns Is also the <
fcrenoon. went on board the yacht
Sixty
years
ago
was
the
era
when
Freeland Smfflley is engineer of.
national salute, glveD for the Presi
a boy's outfit on summer vacation Lohster picnic at Spectacle Island to
dent, ex-Presidents, heads of for consisted of—one wide rimmed strtw
eign governments, members of a i hat, one blouse, one pair of pants (no day—Giles, Kalloch, Brown, Hart,
reigning royal family and for the j shoes or stockings, couldn't be both also A B. C."
As I recall that picnic, we waited
flag.
ered with 'em) one fishline and one
"Once our national salute was one jack-knlie—the former for catching until Fish Warden Al. had gone tc
gun for each state. First author cunncrs, the latter for cleanin? them i the weet'ard for the day. We didn't
care to invite Al; not that he wasn’’
ized in 1810, the national salute At low tide, clams for the digging,
a good scout; perhaps it had some
had grown to twenty-one guns In lobsters for the picking out of the eel thing to do with the lobsters. Any
grass.
In
the
rocks
of
the
old
steam

1818. The number of guns increased
way we didn't buy them from him
steadily with the growth of the na boat pier we always kept a tin box It war a gicat party, and just to show
tion, until 1841, when the national containing salt, pepper and matches. hew careful we were not to litter up
salute was reduced to twenty-one We were Boy Scouts in embryo, and the island, vte gathered all the lobguns. In 1875 the United States we could do better than “Andy." for iter shells and threw them overboard
also formally accepted twenty-one if we were cast away on an island cn the lirst of the ebb. I wish I could
we could look out for ourselves.
guns as the international salute.
recall why we didn't invite Al.
Let us move along to the summer
Boze
“This country has also an extra of 1910 when I was in Maine from
special ceremony known as the 'sa August 4 to Sept 22. the lonjct time
lute to the nation,' which consists since leaving my native State in 1886
Nurse—“I lest sight of the child |
of one gun for each of the 48 states. There were a number of captains me'am."
This mimic war Is staged only at heme that summer. Capt. Tom Hart
Ma'am — "Gcod gracious! Why
noon on July Fourth at American came on the steamer with m? lrcm didn't you speak to a policeman?”
military posts, although It has been Portland; Captains Dave G.lts, Fri d
“I was epeaking to one at the time,
given on a few other notable occa Brown. Joe Watts. Frank Pellett wit.' ma'am."
sions. such as the death of a Presi
dent.”

t

NEW PLYMOUTH SIX

Views Handiwork of Youthful Craftsmen

Letter Visit* 16 U. S.
Cities of Same Name

New Roxy Theater in Radio City went on a die
beer and the
new World's Fair Sandwich, made of '/•> cup of chopped japon blended in
two teaspoons of mayonnaise on toasted or untoasted bread. Picture
shows chorus girls back stage with beer and sandwiches being weighed
in by Madam Sylvia, famous Hollywood beauty specialist.

- -

Cycling To World9s Fair

Geneva, N. Y.—When a local man
received a letter the other day
which was intended for delivery
prior to Christmas, he wondered
where it had been for nearly four
mooths. The address was not leg
ible, but the number of “Geneva"
postmarks the envelope bore caused
him to probe the situation.
He found there were 16 Genevas
ln the United States, and hls letter
had visited most of them before it
reached its destination. They are
In Alabama. Florida, Idaho, Illinola,
Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky,
Minnesota, Nebraska, New York,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Texas and West
Virginia. And for good measure.
Ohio has two, the second known as
“Geneva-on-the-Lake.”

H. J. C. Henderson, of Detroit, originator and secretary of the Fisher Body Craftsman’s Guild, which now
has more than 750.000 members, looks over miniature reproductions of Napoleon's famous coach which have
been entered in the Guild's 1933 contest. Judging of eastern regional entries was held in the Hall of Education
wing of the American Museum of Natural History in New York City. State winners will receive cash prizes
and free trips to the Century of Progress at Chicago. Six final winners from U. S. and Canada will be given
*5,000 scholarships. Left to right: H. J. C. Henderson; C. J. Thomas, member of the New York City Board
of Education; Ole V. Oleson, Fisher Body Corporation, and G. W. Goddard, National Council, Boy Scouts of
America.
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Clicquot Club Ginger Ale
at a new

Woman, 94, Walks Mile
Daily, Just for Exercise

LOW price!

In big full pint bottles (16 oz.)

Walnut Ridge, Ark.—Following
her theory of plenty of exercise to
gain a long life, Mra. Martha E.
Jones, ninety-four years old, walks
a mile a day “Just for the exercise.”
She expects to “walk a mile a
day” when she ls one hundred years
old.
Her mother lacked only four days
of being one hundred when she
died, and Mrs. Jones’ father lived to
be one hundred nnd nine.

Clicquot Club now comes to you at
this low price. So you need never serve
anything less delightful than America’s

fine ginger ale. You can enjoy it more
than ever for its delightful flavor...its

A 5-bottlepremium
in EVERY DOZEN

sparkling goodness and life.

You may pay slightly more at times when it ing,

It Pays To Look Neat!
Handwork a Specialty

ANASTASIO BROS.
Barbers
Over Woolworth's 5c & 10c Store

Although Herbert F. Powell la an aviation expert, he choee a Bicycle
when he decided to go to the Century ot Progreaa Exposition. And Mrs.
Powell agreed that was the proper method ot transportation. The
Powelli are seen leaving New York City tor the trip to Chicago, which
they Intend to make in 21 days by riding 40 mile* a day. They expect
to arrive July 29. This trip it another pit ot evidence ot the bicycle's
increasing popularity.

delivery or other extra services are rendered.

THE

AMERICAN

STANDARD

-because these full pint bottles
(16 oz.) contain so much more
than the 12-ounce bottles of
other nationally advertised
ginger ales. In every dozen it's
like getting ) extra pint bot
tles (16 oz.) at no extra cost.

GOOD

TASTE

